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1.0 Patent Applications published under Section 42 and Regulation 35. 

1.1 National Application 
 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2023/4393 (22) Filing Date: 25/01/2023 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01 G 06Q 50/16(2012.01) 
(54) Title: MUBOONI PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
(72) Inventors: THOMAS OGORO OMBATI 
(73) Applicant(s): THOMAS OGORO OMBATI P. O. BOX 22636-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(57) Mubooni (MBNi) endeavours to modernize the management of real estate in Kenya. MBNi achieves an end 
to end functionality for all players in the real estate industry. The system allows users to handle various work-
flows that relates to property domain. The platform aims to satisfy the needs of stakeholders such as 
landlords, land owners, agents, staff, service providers, Property Management Enterprises and tenants. 
Specifically, the platform makes the work for these players easier when handling various work-flows that 
relate to real estate. This revolutionary platform will deliver a set of services deployed using various IT 
strategies to ensure that the management of property using the platform is easier and intuitive and not 
painfullyincomplete as most products in the market. The platform will provide access to information using 
various channels including the website, mobile, SMS, 
………………………………………….. 
 
1.2   PCT National Phase Applications 

2.0  Patents Granted under Section 45  

2.1 National Patents 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 1002 date of grant: 11/01/2024 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2020/3611 (22) Filing Date: 27/02/2020   
(30) Priority: 102020000000316  10/01/2020  IT  
(73) Owner(s):  Danieli & C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A of  Via Nazionale, 41 - 33042 Buttrio (UD) , Italy   
(72) Inventor(s) MARTINIS, Stefano and BOBIG, Paolo 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: COULSON HARNEY ADVOCATES P.O. BOX 10643-00100 NAIROBI  
(54) Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FLAT METAL PRODUCTS 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: B 21B 37/00, B 21B 37/20, B 21B 39/08, B 21B 37/50, B 21B 37/24  
(57) Abstract:  
Method for the production of flat metal products, in particular coils of strip, in endless and/or semi-endless 
mode, in which a metal product is continuously fed to a rolling mill consisting overall of at least 4 stands, in 
which the rolling stands are, in sequence, roughing stands (l8a, 18b, 18c), and finishing stands (21 a, 21 b, 21 
c, 21 d, 21 e), wherein it is provided to perform a flying gauge change, namely a change of thickness without 
interrupting the rolling process, of the metal product exiting from the rolling mill. At least the rotation speed 
of the rollers of the first stand (l8a) of the rolling mill and their gap are not modified during the flying gauge 
change of the strip. The transition from the current thickness to the subsequent thickness occurs by applying a 
new set-up of parameters, for example gap between the rollers, speed of the rollers and inter-stand tension, 
to all the rolling stands involved in the flying gauge change. The number 'of stands involved in the flying gauge 
change, starting from the last stand (21 e) of the finishing stands, is obtained taking into account the 
distribution of the rolling force of each stand, so that the new distribution of forces due to the 
thickness change does not cause the value of the rolling force of any stand whatsoever to exit from an 
acceptable tolerance range. 

 ............................. 
 
2.2 ARIPO granted Patents 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4674 date of grant: 13/10/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8331 (22) Filing Date: 30/08/2013   
(30) Priority:61/694,968  30/08/2012  US and 61/830,425  03/06/2013  US  
(73) Owner(s): MERIAL LIMITED of  3239 Satellite Blvd., Duluth, GA 30096,  United States of America, U.S.A. 
and  TOP INDUSTRIE S.A.S. of  80, rue Marinoni BP, F-38 77013 Vaux Le Penil, France, France   
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(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare  ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: HYPERBARIC DEVICE AND METHODS FOR PRODUCING INACTIVATED VACCINES AND FOR 
REFOLDING/SOLUBILIZING RECOMBINANT PROTEINS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 1/113, C 12N 15/62, A 23L 3/015, A 61K 39/008  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to hyperbaric devices for inactivating microorganisms and viruses while 
retaining their immunogenicity and for making and producing the soluble, disaggregated, refolded or active 
immunogenic or therapeutic proteins from inclusion bodies produced from prokaryotes or eukaryotes. The 
invention encompasses hyperbaric methods for inactivating pathogenic organisms, and methods for producing 
vaccine compositions using the inactivated pathogens. The hyperbarically inactivated microorganisms are safer 
and more immunogenic than chemically inactivated microorganisms. Similarly, the solubilized proteins have 
superior properties compared to more heavily aggregated proteins, including reduced non-specific immune 
reactions. 

.............................. 
(11) Patent Number: 7006 date of grant: 12/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7635 (22) Filing Date: 16/11/2012   
(30) Priority:61/563,448  23/11/2011  US and 61/720,928  31/10/2012  US  
(73) Owner(s): ESCO GROUP LLC of  2141 NW 25th Avenue, Portland, OR 97210, United States of America, 
U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20 R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: Wear assembly 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 02F 9/28  
(57) Abstract: Wear members for wear assemblies include a lock configured to secure the wear member to a 
base, where the lock has two engagement positions, namely: (a) a first position that secures the lock to the 
wear member, and (b) a second position that secures the wear member to the base. The locks are further 
configured to be unlatched and removed from the wear member in two phases, a first retraction of the 
latching mechanism, followed by a rotation of the lock itself with removal from the wear member. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6971 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8616 (22) Filing Date: 06/02/2014   
(30) Priority:MI2013A000210  14/02/2013  IT  
(73) Owner(s): LABORATORIOS MENARINI SA of  Alfonso XII, 587, E-08918 Badalona, Spain, Spain   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74, Blantyre,  MALAWI 
(54) Title: PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING DEXKETOPROFEN AND TRAMADOL 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/192, A 61K 31/135  
(57) Abstract: A pharmaceutical composition as a solid oral dosage form is described, comprising: i) a 
combination of two pharmacological active principles, dexketoprofen salt with an organic or inorganic base 
and tramadol salt with an organic or inorganic acid, wherein: - the organic or inorganic base is selected in the 
group: trometamol, trimethylamine, dimethylamine, ethylamine, triethylamine, diethylamine, L-lysine, L-
arginine, diethanolamine, sodium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide - the organic or inorganic acid is selected in 
the group: hydrochloric, hydrobromic, phosphoric, sulfuric, methanesulfonic, benzenesulfonic, 
toluenesulfonic, acetic, propionic, malic, maleic, succinic, citric, L-tartaric, lactic, malonic, aspartic, 
glutamic; ii) microcrystalline cellulose as a filler; iii) a binder selected in the group: maize starch,pre-
gelatinised maize starch, hypromellose or their mixtures; iv) pharmaceutically acceptable excipients. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7004 date of grant: 11/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2016/9139 (22) Filing Date: 15/09/2014   
(30) Priority:14/029,599  17/09/2013  US  
(73) Owner(s): ORMAT TECHNOLOGIES INC. of  6225 Neil Road, Suite 300, Reno, Nevada 89511-1136,  United 
States of America, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74, Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: POWER SYSTEM 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 02C 1/08  
(57) Abstract: The present invention is directed to a power plant system providing fast ramping up and ramping 
down for satisfying a load, comprising a turbine module operating in accordance with an organic Rankine cycle 
or steam power cycle coupled to a generator, the generator supplying power to satisfy the load, a main 
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conduit through which motive fluid vapor heated in the organic Rankine cycle or steam is supplied to the 
turbine module, and a flow control component operatively connected to the main conduit and a flow control 
component controller responsive to load conditions for automatically increasing the flow of the motive fluid 
vapor or steam to the turbine module during ramping up conditions and for automatically limiting the flow of 
the motive fluid vapor or steam to said turbine module during ramping down conditions. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number:  date of grant:  
(21) Application Number: / (22) Filing Date:    
(30) Priority:1514990.9  24/08/2015  GB  
(73) Owner(s): PEARSON Jason of  Reflex, 50 Biston Lane, Willenhall West Midlands WC13 2LA United Kingdom, 
United Kingdom   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ,  
(54) Title: AN EXTENDIBLE ENCLOSURE 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01K 31/08, F 16P 1/02, F 24C 15/36  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides an extendible enclosure, comprising a first frame member 
supporting a first mesh canopy and a second frame member supporting a second mesh canopy. A sliding 
mechanism coupling the first frame member to the second frame member is operable to reversibly extend the 
enclosure between a first contracted position and a second extended position, wherein the first frame member 
is configured to slidingly engage with the second frame member so that the second frame member at least 
partially nests within the first frame member when in the first contracted position. The extendible enclosure is 
particularly suited for objects such as tools, equipment and machinery. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7031 date of grant: 30/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2018/11080 (22) Filing Date: 05/04/2017   
(30) Priority:P-2016/0217  06/04/2016  RS  
(73) Owner(s): DRAGIÄ† Mile of  Makedonska 11 23000 Zrenjanin, Serbia, Serbia   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74, Blantyre,  MALAWI 
(54) Title: DEVICE FOR CONVERSION OF WAVE ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY AND THE PROCESS FOR ITS 
DEPLOYMENT AT THE EXPLOITATION LOCATION 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 03B 13/18  
(57) Abstract: Device for conversion of wave energy into electrical energy and the process for its deployment 
at the exploitation location, wherein the device comprises a supporting construction (50) composed of 
buoyancy elements (52) and having a supporting tube (51) attached on the upper side. The device comprises a 
joint gear (30) on the inner circumference connected with the outside surface of the supporting tube (51) in a 
sliding manner and a sphere (32) to which is the floating body (20) pivotally connected. The device has two 
gears, the first flexible gear (1) for connecting the floating body (20) to the second gear and the second gear 
for connecting the flexible gear (1) to the generator. The flexible gear (1) consists of pulleys (6a, 6b, 6c) and a 
flexible element, e.g. a rope or a steel cable and the second gear can be arranged in several suitable forms, 
e.g. rigid elements as a set of a gear (4) and a rack (2) positioned inside the lower supporting tube (53) or a 
flexible element, e.g. a chain (3) and a sprocket wheel (5) set in the buoyancy element (52). The supporting 
construction (50) is by ropes (63) connected to the anchor weight (67) that is made in a form of a sphere 
segment either directly or through the rolling elements placed in the spherical dent of the anchor base (61). 
The invention comprises the process for device deployment at the exploitation location which is particularly 
suitable due to stable transport with low draught. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7065 date of grant: 15/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11339 (22) Filing Date: 13/10/2017   
(30) Priority:62/411,799  24/10/2016  US and 62/435,159  16/12/2016  US  
(73) Owner(s): AstraZeneca AB of  SÃ¶dertÃ¤lje S-151 85, Sweden, Sweden   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C, Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: 6,7,8,9-TETRAHYDRO-3H-PYRAZOLO[4,3-F]ISOQUINOLINE DERIVATIVES USEFUL IN THE TREATMENT 
OF CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 471/04, A 61K 31/4738, A 61K 31/497, A 61P 35/00  
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(57) Abstract: The specification relates to compounds of Formula (I) and to pharmaceutically acceptable salts 
thereof, to processes and intermediates used for their preparation, to pharmaceutical compositions containing 
them and to their use in the treatment of cell proliferative disorders. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7037 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11454 (22) Filing Date: 22/02/2018   
(30) Priority:62/461,983  22/02/2017  US; 62/488,151  21/04/2017  US and 62/591,823  29/11/2017  US  
(73) Owner(s): AstraZeneca AB of  151 85 SÃ¶dertÃ¤lje, Sweden, SE, Sweden   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C, Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: THERAPEUTIC DENDRIMERS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 08G 69/10, C 08G 69/40, C 08G 83/00, A 61K 47/60, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed are dendrimers of formula (I):and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof. Also 
disclosed are pharmaceutical compositions comprising the dendrimer of formula (I) and methods of using the 
same for treating cancer. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7027 date of grant: 26/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11604 (22) Filing Date: 22/11/2017   
(30) Priority:1619738.6  22/11/2016  GB  
(73) Owner(s): Concrete Canvas Technology Ltd. of  Unit 3, Block A22, Severn Road, Treforest Industrial Estate, 
Pontypridd, South Wales CF37 5SP, United Kingdom, United Kingdom   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER, CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: FLEXIBLE COMPOSITE 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 32B 13/14, B 32B 7/08, B 32B 27/12, B 32B 27/14, B 32B 27/30, B 32B 27/32, B 32B 27/40, B 32B 
3/08, B 32B 3/28, B 32B 5/02, B 32B 5/16, B 32B 5/24, B 32B 5/30, B 32B 7/04, B 32B 25/04  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a flexible composite that can be set to become rigid or semi5 
rigid, the composite comprising: a first layer; a second layer opposing the first layer and separated from the 
first layer by a space; a fill material located in the space between the first and second layers, which is capable 
of setting to a rigid or semi-rigid solid on the addition of a liquid, gas or radiation; a plurality of elements 
extending substantially into the space from the first layer and/or the second layer and which may pass through 
the opposing layer or join 10 with other elements present in the space from an opposing layer, thereby forming 
linking elements for joining the layers together; and wherein the unset fill material is provided in the space at 
a pressure such that tension is applied one or more of the linking elements and to cause the first and/or 
second layers to bulge outwards relative to the longitudinal length of said one or more linking elements under 
tension. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7052 date of grant: 13/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11651 (22) Filing Date: 13/11/2017   
(30) Priority:2016/07826  14/11/2016  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA of  Directorate Innovation and Technology Transfer (DITT), 
Research Department, Unisa, 0003, Pretoria, South Africa, ZA, South Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P O Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: THERMAL ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY EXTRACTION SYSTEM 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 01L 35/30, H 01L 35/32, H 02M 3/156  
(57) Abstract: A thermal energy to electrical energy extraction system which includes: a thermoelectric 
converter, for converting thermal energy into electrical energy, the thermoelectric convertor being 
connectable to a thermal energy source; an electric conditioner connectable to the thermoelectric converter 
for conditioning the electric energy output of the thermoelectric converter and generating a conditioned 
electrical output; a measuring means for measuring the electric energy within the system; and a controller for 
controlling the thermoelectric converter in order to vary the conditioned electrical output based on the 
measurements obtained from the measuring means. 

.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6940 date of grant: 16/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11665 (22) Filing Date: 22/08/2017   
(30) Priority:  
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(73) Owner(s): Shenzhen Transsion Communication Limited of  Rooms 01-07, 14/F, Unit B Building No. 9, 
Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District Shenzhen, Guangdong, 518000, Peoples 
Republic of China, CN, China   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare,  ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: DISPLAYING METHOD FOR A FRONT COVER OF A TIME AXIS PAGE BASED ON GALLERY APPLICATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE SAME 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
(57) Abstract: Disclosed are a displaying method for a front cover of a time axis page based on Gallery 
application and a control system therefor, wherein a front cover image gallery is provided, one or more images 
are selected to add to the front cover image gallery; the one or more images in the front cover image gallery 
are selected from the same source image gallery or different source image galleries; based on the Gallery 
application, the one or more images in the front cover image gallery are successively displayed as front cover 
image or images on the front cover of the time axis page. The control system comprises a first storing unit 
configured for storing images, a second storing unit for storing the front cover image gallery,a displaying unit 
configured for successively displaying one or more images in the front cover image gallery on the front cover of 
the time axis page, an inputting unit configured for receiving a user instruction, and a setting unit configured 
for setting an image as a front cover image and adding it to the front cover image gallery. Compared with the 
conventional manner which can only select an image gallery for image cover display, the present disclosure 
may select a desired image as a front cover image in a more precise way, which offers a simple operation, a 
high efficiency, and a good user experience. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6987 date of grant: 02/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11823 (22) Filing Date: 01/12/2017   
(30) Priority:2017-019118  03/02/2017  JP  
(73) Owner(s): NTT Docomo, Inc. of  11-1, Nagatacho 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6150, Japan, JP, Japan   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: USER TERMINAL AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04L 27/26, H 04W 72/04  
(57) Abstract: Provided is a user terminal (20), wherein: a receiving unit (202) receives a downlink signal 
including a data signal mapped to a downlink resource and a demodulation reference signal; and a control unit 
(203) controls the reception of the demodulation reference signal included in the downlink signal on the basis 
of an arrangement method set by the user terminal (20), the arrangement method being one of either a first 
arrangement method in which the demodulation reference signal is arranged in a fixed symbol within a sub-
frame, or a second arrangement method in which the demodulation reference signal is arranged at the front of 
a symbol to which the data signal is mapped within a sub-frame. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6994 date of grant: 03/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11856 (22) Filing Date: 10/04/2017   
(30) Priority:  
(73) Owner(s): VIASAT, INC. of  Patent Department 6155 El Camino Real Carlsbad, California 92009 United 
States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: COVERAGE AREA ADJUSTMENT TO ADAPT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 01Q 1/28, H 01Q 19/17, H 01Q 3/20, H 01Q 3/02, H 01Q 3/18, H 01Q 25/00  
(57) Abstract: The described features generally relate to adjusting a native antenna pattern of a satellite to 
adapt communications via the satellite. For example, a communications satellite may include an antenna 
having a feed array assembly, a reflector, and a linear actuator coupled between the feed array assembly and 
the reflector. The feed array assembly may have a plurality of feeds for communicating signals associated with 
a communications service, and the reflector may be configured to reflect the signals transmitted between the 
feed array assembly and one or more target devices. The linear actuator may have an adjustable length, or 
otherwise provide an adjustable position between the feed array assembly and the reflector. By adjusting the 
position of the feed array assembly relative to the reflector, the communications satellite may provide a 
communications service according to a plurality of native antenna patterns. 

.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6993 date of grant: 03/10/2023 
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(21) Application Number: 2019/11858 (22) Filing Date: 05/12/2017   
(30) Priority:2017100250  02/03/2017  AU  
(73) Owner(s): METSO MINERALS OY of  PO 1220 00101 Helsinki 2322, Finland, FI, Finland   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: WEAR LINER ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATED METHOD OF USE 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 16B 37/04, B 65G 11/16  
(57) Abstract: In an aspect, there is disclosed a wear liner assembly (10) for a structure (12), the wear liner 
assembly (10) including a backing (14), a liner (16) and a coupling arrangement (18) having a fastener (20) 
adapted to couple with a retainer (20), wherein the liner (16) includes an liner aperture (24) and the backing 
(14) includes a retaining portion (26) arranged to removably retain the retainer (20) such that in an installed 
condition the fastener (20) is passed through the liner aperture (24) to engage the retainer (22) to secure the 
liner (16) to the backing (14). In another aspect, a back side (39) of the liner (16) and a front side (17) of the 
backing (14) are adapted to locate with one another in a first installed orientation and a second installed 
orientation in which the liner is rotated 180 degrees relative to the first orientation. Associated methods of use 
are also disclosed. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6985 date of grant: 28/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11906 (22) Filing Date: 09/04/2018   
(30) Priority:62/485,164  13/04/2017  US  
(73) Owner(s): JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA NV of  Turnhoutseweg 30, B-2340 Beerse, Belgium, BE, Belgium   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: COMBINATION THERAPY FOR PROSTATE CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/454, A 61K 31/573, A 61K 31/58, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Provided are methods and compositions, for treating prostate cancer by administering to a 
patient in need thereof a therapeutically effective amount of a PARP inhibitor, e.g., niraparib; a 
therapeutically effective amount of a CYP17 inhibitor, e.g., abiraterone acetate, and a therapeutically 
effective amount of a glucocorticoid, e.g., prednisone. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6962 date of grant: 21/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11972 (22) Filing Date: 19/04/2018   
(30) Priority:17168743.7  28/04/2017  EP and 17185765.9  10/08/2017  EP  
(73) Owner(s): CARLSBERG BREWERIES A/S of  Ny Carlsberg Vej 100, 1799 Copenhagen V, Denmark, DK, 
Denmark   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P.O. Box 74 Blantyre  MALAWI 
(54) Title: A BEVERAGE CONTAINER HAVING A PRESSURE-RELIEF DEVICE AND A METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A 
BEVERAGE CONTAINER HAVING A PRESSURE-RELIEF DEVICE 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 65D 51/16  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a container assembly for accommodating a beverage. The 
container assembly comprises a collapsible beverage container having a body part for accommodating the 
beverage and a cylindrical neck part defining a gas-filled headspace. The container assembly further comprises 
a closure sealing off an opening of the cylindrical neck part. The closure comprises a closure disc, an inner 
cylindrical part and an outer cylindrical part. The closure disc comprises a beverage outlet for extracting the 
beverage. The closure further comprises a pressure-relief device located at the closure disc or the inner 
cylindrical part. The pressure-relief device is capable of establishing a permanent or reclosable opening 
through the closure or between the closure and the neck part for allowing a flow of fluid from the headspace 
to an external space when a pressure difference exceeds a predetermined pressure value being lower than the 
burst pressure of the container. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7073 date of grant: 20/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11997 (22) Filing Date: 09/05/2018   
(30) Priority:15/808,793  09/11/2017  EP and 17171390.2  16/05/2017  EP  
(73) Owner(s): CLARA DIAMOND SOLUTIONS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP of  P.O. Box 49314, Suite 2600, Three Bentall 
Centre, 595 Burrard Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V7X 1L3, Canada, Canada   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, WINDHOEK,  Namibia 
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(54) Title: ELECTRONIC PLATFORM, SYSTEMS, AND METHODS FOR PLANNING POLISHED DIAMOND PARAMETERS 
TO ENABLE INDIVIDUAL DIAMOND TRANSACTIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06F 17/30, G 06Q 30/06, G 06Q 30/00  
(57) Abstract: An electronic computer-implemented and interactive platform is described, which permits the 
offer, sale, and distribution of diamonds by sellers to purchasers and, as a result, into the overall diamond 
marketplace. Each diamond is scanned in order to create a three-dimensional (3D) virtual model that can 
include images and/or other data that digitally identifies that diamond, providing a "fingerprint" of the 
diamond. The purchaser may have highly confidential and proprietary information that specifies the critical 
details of its manufacturing process for each type of cut of polished diamond, referred to as polished diamond 
parameters (PDPs). A planning system is used to offload time consuming and computationally expensive 
planning operations from the manufacturer (or other purchaser), and does so prior to a purchase. The planning 
system and a matching process are used by the platform to enable the data in each PDP file to be applied to 
the 3D virtual model of each individual diamond. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6978 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/12008 (22) Filing Date: 20/11/2019   
(30) Priority:201910375314.2  07/05/2019  CN  
(73) Owner(s): SHANGHAI TRANSSION INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of  301, Building 1, 433 Lane, 
Guoshoujing Road, Shanghai Free Trade Zone, China, CN, China   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: INVENTA MOZAMBIQUE, LDA., Av. 25 de Setembro, 1821 Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: AUTOMATIC REMINDING METHOD, AUTOMATIC REMINDING DEVICE AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure relates to an automatic reminding method, an automatic reminding 
device, and an electronic apparatus. The automatic reminding method includes following operations: detecting 
a record content on a terminal; analyzing the record content according to a preset type; acquiring automatic 
reminding time according to an analysis result; reminding automatically according to the automatic reminding 
time acquired. In the present disclosure, automatic reminding time is acquired according to an analysis result 
of a record content; and the automatic reminding time varies according to different preset types, thereby 
more intelligent and humanized reminding is realized, and user experience is greatly improved. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7013 date of grant: 17/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12143 (22) Filing Date: 15/06/2018   
(30) Priority:2017-117492  15/06/2017  JP  
(73) Owner(s): FG Innovation Company Limited  of  Flat 2623, 26/F Tuen Mun Central Square, 22 Hoi Wing 
Road, Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong, China, Hong-Kong and SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA of  1, Takumi-
cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City, Osaka 590-8522, Japan, JP, Japan   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: TERMINAL APPARATUS, BASE STATION APPARATUS, COMMUNICATION METHOD, AND INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 72/04, H 04W 88/06, H 04W 76/15  
(57) Abstract: A terminal apparatus for communicating with a base station apparatus receives an RRC 
connection reconfiguration request message including a Data Radio Bearer (DRB) configuration from the base 
station apparatus. The DRB configuration includes a DRB identity and an SDAP entity configuration 
corresponding to the DRB identity. The SDAP entity configuration includes an SDAP header length. An SDAP 
entity is established in accordance with SDAP configuration information in which the SDAP header length is one 
or more of integer values of a multiple of eight including zero. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6972 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12176 (22) Filing Date: 24/01/2020   
(30) Priority:201910483341.1  04/06/2019  CN  
(73) Owner(s): SHENZHEN TRANSSION HOLDINGS CO., LTD. of  Room 1702-1703,Desay Building, No. 9789 
Shennan Road, Hi-tech Park, Nanshan District, Shenzhen,  China, CN, China   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM OF CHARGER, CHARGER, SMART TERMINAL, AND IDENTIFICATION METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
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(57) Abstract: The present disclosure relates to the field of smart terminal chargers, and more particularly 
relates to an identification system of a charger, a charger, a smart terminal, and an identification method, 
aiming to solve the problem that a current standard charger has no characteristic that can be used for a smart 
terminal to identify its output capability. The charger includes an identification module, and the smart 
terminal includes an obtaining module. The obtaining module is configured to obtain information of the 
identification module, and identify a characteristic of the charger according to the information. By identifying 
the characteristic of the charger, the smart terminal can arrange a reasonable charging strategy, to prevent 
from being in an overload, overheat or burning out condition, thereby ensuring charging safety. 

.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 7026 date of grant: 26/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12229 (22) Filing Date: 30/11/2012   
(30) Priority:61/566,365  02/12/2011  US and 61/641,445  02/05/2012  US  
(73) Owner(s): SEATTLE BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE of  307 Westlake Avenue N., Suite 500, Seattle, 
Washington 98109,  United States of America, U.S.A. and RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL of  593 Eddy Street 
Providence, RI 02903,  United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: VACCINE FOR FALCIPARUM MALARIA 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 39/00, A 61K 39/015, A 61K 39/002  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides compositions and methods for preventing or reducing the severity of 
malaria. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7068 date of grant: 16/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12256 (22) Filing Date: 30/07/2018   
(30) Priority:2017/05136  28/07/2017  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): URSINIX (PTY) LTD of  20 Ackerman Street, Albertville, 2195, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South 
Africa, ZA, South Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: METHOD OF MAKING ORGANIC FERTILIZER FROM WATER HYACINTH 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 02F 11/12, C 05F 9/04  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a method of converting chemicals absorbed by an angiosperm into a 
plant nutrient, the method comprising the step of draining at least a portion of the water in the angiosperm 
for use as a liquid nutrient for plants. The method also relates to a method of converting an angiosperm into a 
nutrient for plants, the method comprising the steps of draining at least a portion of the water in the 
angiosperm until the moisture content of the angiosperm is at a predefined moisture content; and converting 
the angiosperm into a nutrient for plants. 

.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6979 date of grant: 27/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12275 (22) Filing Date: 07/09/2018   
(30) Priority:62/556,263  08/09/2017  US  
(73) Owner(s): TECHNICAL RUBBER COMPANY, INC. of  9711 Sportsman Club Road, P.O. Box 486, Johnstown, OH 
43031, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: TIRE DOWNSIZING APPARATUS AND METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 29B 17/04, B 29B 17/02  
(57) Abstract: Systems and methods for downsizing tires are disclosed. The present application relates to a tire 
downsizing system comprising a cradle (105), mandrel table (130), cutting apparatus (140), a control unit 
(150), and a conveyor belt (160). A tire (120) mounted on the cradle (105) may be received by the movable and 
rotatable mandrel table (130), and positioned for engagement with the cutting apparatus (140), having a 
plurality of blades. In embodiments, a cutting configuration may be executed by the control unit. The control 
unit (150) positions the mandrel table and cutting apparatus to cause removal of portions from the tire (120) 
and the conveyor belt (160) transports the removed portions. 

............................. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7017 date of grant: 24/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12313 (22) Filing Date: 24/03/2020   
(30) Priority:61/507,726  14/07/2011  US and 61/576,929  16/12/2011  US  
(73) Owner(s): ESCO GROUP LLC of  2141 NW 25th Avenue, Portland, OR 97210, United States of America, US, 
U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: WEAR ASSEMBLY 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
(57) Abstract: A wear assembly for use on various kinds of earth working equipment that includes a base with a 
supporting portion, a wear member with a cavity into which the supporting portion is received, and a lock to 
releasably secure the wear member to the base. The supporting portion is formed with top and bottom 
recesses that receive complementary projections of the wear member. These recesses and projections include 
aligned holes so as to receive and position the lock centrally within the wear assembly and remote from the 
wear surface. The hole in the wear member is defined by a wall that includes a retaining structure provided 
with an upper bearing surface and a lower bearing surface for contacting and retaining the lock against upward 
and downward movement in the hole. The lock includes a mounting component that defines a threaded 
opening for receiving a threaded pin that is used to releasably hold the wear member to the base. The 
separate mounting component can be easily manufactured and secured within the wear member for less 
expense and higher quality than forming the threads directly in the wear member. 

............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7074 date of grant: 20/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12329 (22) Filing Date: 20/09/2018   
(30) Priority:10 2017 121 995.1  22/09/2017  DE; 10 2017 122 005.4  22/09/2017  DE and 10 207 121 990.0  
22/09/2017  DE  
(73) Owner(s): DESERTFOODS INTERNATIONAL GMBH of  Beseliner Parkweg 5, 18196 Dummerstorf, Germany, 
Germany   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: DECOUPLED MULTI-TROPHIC PRODUCTION FACILITY WITH DISTILLATION UNIT 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
(57) Abstract: A facility for growing vegetation, the facility comprising at least one container for taking aquatic 
animals and/or aquatic organisms (2), at least one hydroponic part (13), at least one device for water and/or 
substance circulation (17) whereby the facility further comprises at least one unit (16) for distillation. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6980 date of grant: 27/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12375 (22) Filing Date: 26/10/2018   
(30) Priority:17198990.8  27/10/2017  EP  
(73) Owner(s): STAMICARBON B.V. of  Mercator 3, 6135 KW Sittard, The Netherlands, The Netherlands   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: HIGH PRESSURE CARBAMATE CONDENSER 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 01D 19/00, B 01D 5/00, C 07C 273/04, C 07C 273/14, F 28D 7/06, F 28F 21/08, F 28F 9/02  
(57) Abstract: Described are a high pressure carbamate condenser, urea plant, and urea production process. 
The high pressure carbamate condenser as described is of the shell-and-tube heat exchanger type with a tube 
bundle and has a redistribution chamber connected to tubes of the tube bundle and to a duct. The duct 
extends between the redistribution chamber and the shell. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7046 date of grant: 08/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12391 (22) Filing Date: 08/10/2018   
(30) Priority:1716427.8  06/10/2017  GB  
(73) Owner(s): PRIORITY DRILLING LTD of  Killimor, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway, Ireland, IE, Ireland   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C, Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 21B 23/01, E 21B 7/06, E 21B 25/02  
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(57) Abstract: In preparation for directional drilling, a wedge supported distally ahead of a tubular drill string 
is advanced along a parent hole. The wedge is connected to the drill string by a rigid link that extends along a 
central longitudinal axis through an annular cutting head. The wedge may be connected to the drill string via 
an inner dropper mechanism that can be engaged by a wireline lifting system. After locking the wedge at a 
kick-off point in the hole at a desired azimuth, the connection of the link is broken. The dropper mechanism 
can then be retrieved and replaced by an inner core tube, without moving the drill string. The drill string is 
then advanced to drill a daughter hole that branches from the parent hole on the azimuth determined by the 
wedge. Advantageously, there is no need to withdraw the drill string before drilling the daughter hole can 
commence. 

.............................. 
(11) Patent Number: 6943 date of grant: 14/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12427 (22) Filing Date: 29/11/2018   
(30) Priority:62/593,712  01/12/2017  US  
(73) Owner(s): SEATTLE GENETICS, INC. of  21823 30th Drive S.E. Bothell, Washington 98021, United States of 
America, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: CD47 ANTIBODIES AND USES THEREOF FOR TREATING CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Humanized antibodies, including masked antibodies that specifically bind to CD47 are provided. 
Methods for using anti-CD47 antibodies, including masked antibodies, to modulate activity of (e.g., inhibit 
proliferation of) a CD47-expressing cell, as well as for the treatment of one or more diseases or disorders (e.g., 
cancer) associated with CD47-expressing cells, are provided. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6995 date of grant: 04/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12528 (22) Filing Date: 11/01/2019   
(30) Priority:2018-002525  11/01/2018  JP  
(73) Owner(s): SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA of  1, Takumi-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City, Osaka 5908522, Japan, JP, 
Japan and FG INNOVATION COMPANY LIMITED of  Flat 2623, 26/F Tuen Mun Central Square, 22 Hoi Wing Road, 
Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong, China, CN, Hong-Kong   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: BASE STATION APPARATUS, TERMINAL APPARATUS, COMMUNICATION METHOD, AND INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 72/12, H 04W 24/10  
(57) Abstract: The present invention is provided with: a reception unit that receives a physical downlink 
control channel for transferring downlink control information including a first information field; and a 
transmission unit that reports channel state information (CSI). The first information field indicates first 
information. The first information indicates one of a plurality of states. The plurality of states are set for 
respective servicing cells and are associated with setting for one or a plurality of CSI reports, setting regarding 
a reference signal for one or a plurality of CSI measurements, and bandwidth part (BWP) indexes in the 
servicing cells. When CSI reports regarding BWPs in a plurality of servicing cells are triggered, a CSI report 
regarding only the BWP indicated by an activated BWP index is transmitted. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6974 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12542 (22) Filing Date: 17/07/2018   
(30) Priority:201711405440.5  22/12/2017  CN  
(73) Owner(s): TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY of   Qinghua Yuan 1, Haidian District Beijing 100084, China, China   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: METHOD FOR PRODUCING 1,3-PROPYLENE GLYCOL BY MEANS OF FERMENTATION OF RECOMBINANT 
MICROORGANISM 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 12N 1/21, C 12P 7/18  
(57) Abstract: Provided is a method for producing 1,3-propylene glycol by means of fermentation of a 
recombinant microorganism. First, a recombinant microorganism is provided; the recombinant microorganism 
can overexpress the acetyl-CoA carboxylase gene accBC and accDA, express the malonyl-CoA synthetase gene 
mcr, and express the 3-hydroxypropionyl-CoA synthetase gene pcs, the 3-hydroxypropionyl-CoA reductase gene 
pduP and the 1,3-propylene glycol reductase gene yqhD. The recombinant microorganism is subjected to 
fermentation culture in a shake flask or a fermentor using glucose as a substrate to obtain 1,3-propylene 
glycol. The recombinant microorganism can utilize low-cost glucose, sucrose, molasses, xylose and the like as 
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raw materials in the fermentation process, and expensive coenzyme B12 is not needed, thus, production cost is 
significantly reduced, and a good market application prospect is brought about. 

 
.............................. 

(11) Patent Number: 7040 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12545 (22) Filing Date: 11/01/2018   
(30) Priority:  
(73) Owner(s): NOKIA TECHNOLOGIES OY of  Karaportti 3, Espoo, 02610, Finland, Finland   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: METHOD, APPARATUS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 72/14  
(57) Abstract: There is disclosed a method comprising receiving at a user equipment an uplink grant for 
transmitting first uplink data from the user equipment at a first time; and determining a second time for 
initiating preparation of a transport block for transmitting the first uplink data, the determining a second time 
comprising subtracting a processing time for preparing the transport block from the first time. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6975 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12557 (22) Filing Date: 21/12/2018   
(30) Priority:62/621,173  24/01/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): TENEOBIO, INC. of  7999 Gateway Blvd. Suite 320 Newark, California 94560, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: HEAVY CHAIN ANTIBODIES BINDING TO CD22 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, A 61K 39/00, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Anti-CD22 heavy chain antibodies (e.g., UniAbsTM 5 ) are disclosed, along with methods of 
making such antibodies, compositions, including pharmaceutical compositions, comprising such antibodies, and 
their use to treat B cell disorders that are characterized by the expression of CD22. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7078 date of grant: 27/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12579 (22) Filing Date: 01/02/2019   
(30) Priority:62/625,000  01/02/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): SENSOR DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION of  141 Innovation Dr., SM 322, Elyria, Ohio 44035, United 
States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GILL, GODLONTON & GERRANS, 7th Floor, Beverley Court, N.Mandela Avenue, 
Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: DEVICE FOR DETECTING INSECT LARVAE AND ADULT INSECTS IN STORED PRODUCTS BY SENSING THEIR 
VOLATILE PHEROMONES AND SEMIOCHEMICALS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01M 99/00, G 01N 33/00  
(57) Abstract: Minimal-cost, high-accuracy, and portable devices used to detect the presence of insect larvae 
and adult insects in stored products by sensing gas phase markers such as volatile pheromones, 
semiochemicals, and kairomones. The methods, devices, and systems disclosed herein utilize a sensor array 
configured to simultaneously measure a plurality of target markers and filter background gases while remaining 
compact, highly accurate, and easy to operate. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6988 date of grant: 02/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12582 (22) Filing Date: 22/01/2019   
(30) Priority:15/877,522  23/01/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): ARYSTA LIFESCIENCE INC. of  15401 Weston Parkway, Suite 100, Cary, North Carolina 27513, 
United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: METHOD OF CONTROLLING ANTHRACNOSE ON TROPICAL FRUIT PLANTS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 1/02, A 01H 5/10, A 01H 1/04  
(57) Abstract: A method of controlling anthracnose caused by Colletotrichum on tropical fruits, tropical fruit 
plants or cultivars or plant parts or locus thereof is described. The method comprises the steps of contacting 
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the tropical fruit plant or cultivar in need of treatment with an agrochemical composition comprising an 
effective amount of a guanidine or a salt and/or solvate thereof. The contacting step may be repeated one or 
more times at a fixed interval. The guanidine may be dodine, iminoctadine trialbesilate, iminoctadine 
triacetate, guazatine, salts and/or solvates of any of the foregoing and combinations of one or more of the 
foregoing. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7033 date of grant: 02/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12618 (22) Filing Date: 01/04/2019   
(30) Priority:62/651,605  02/04/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY of  Route 206 and Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 
08543, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1 Charles Cathral Street,  Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: ANTI-TREM-1 ANTIBODIES AND USES THEREOF 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, A 61P 29/00  
(57) Abstract: Provided herein are antibodies, or antigen-binding portions thereof, that specifically bind and 
inhibit TREM-1 signaling, wherein the antibodies do not bind to one or more FcRs and do not induce the 
myeloid cells to produce inflammatory cytokines. Also provided are uses of such antibodies, or antigen-binding 
portions thereof, in therapeutic applications, such as treatment of autoimmune diseases. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6989 date of grant: 02/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12631 (22) Filing Date: 28/02/2019   
(30) Priority:18159064.7  28/02/2018  EP  
(73) Owner(s): PHARMING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY B.V. of  Darwinweg 24, 2333 CR Leiden, The Netherlands, 
NL, The Netherlands   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF PRE-ECLAMPSIA 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 38/57, A 61P 9/10  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to the field of medicine, specifically to the prevention and 
treatment of pre-eclampsia. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6944 date of grant: 14/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12647 (22) Filing Date: 13/03/2019   
(30) Priority:1804034.5  13/03/2018  GB  
(73) Owner(s): NATURAL SYNERGIES LTD of  2 Defender Court, Sunderland Enterprise Park, Sunderland Tyne 
and Wear SR5 3PE, United Kingdom, GB, United Kingdom   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: AN IMPROVED DEWATERING METHOD AND APPARATUS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 02F 11/00, C 02F 11/12, C 02F 11/06  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a method and an apparatus for treating sewage sludge, the 
method comprising applying a plurality of ultrafine bubbles to a sludge to form an at least partially aerated 
sludge, applying acoustic energy to the aerated sludge to agitate at least a portion of the ultrafine bubbles and 
applying an electric field to the aerated sludge to impart an electrophoretic mobility to the ultrafine bubbles 
to thereby facilitate separation and transport of water molecules from solid matter within the sludge. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7081 date of grant: 30/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12657 (22) Filing Date: 29/01/2016   
(30) Priority:15/009,804  28/01/2016  US; 62/110,164  30/01/2015  US and 62/165,823  22/05/2015  US  
(73) Owner(s): QUALCOMM INCORPORATED of  Attn: International IP Administration, 5775 Morehouse Drive, San 
Diego, California 92121-1714, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE AND BROADCAST PRIORITIZATION FOR MACHINE TYPE 
COMMUNICATIONS (MTC) 
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(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 74/08, H 04W 4/00  
(57) Abstract: Certain aspects of the present disclosure generally relate to wireless communications, and more 
specifically to random access procedures and/or prioritization of broadcast transmissions in machine type 
communications (MTC) devices and enhanced MTC (eMTC). An example method generally includes determining 
a plurality of subframes in which the UE may transmit a bundled random access channel (RACH) message to a 
base station (BS), determining, within the subframes, at least one narrowband region for transmitting the 
bundled RACH message, determining a bundling size for the bundled RACH message, the bundling size 
indicating a number of the plurality of subframes in which the bundled RACH message is transmitted, and 
transmitting the bundled RACH message in the narrowband region of the plurality of subframes, based at least 
in part on the determined bundling size. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7034 date of grant: 02/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12664 (22) Filing Date: 20/04/2017   
(30) Priority:62/329,226  29/04/2016  US  
(73) Owner(s): INNOVATION HAMMER LLC of  479 Village Park Drive, Powell, Ohio 43065-9178, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: FORMULATIONS AND METHODS FOR TREATING PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AND ENHANCING 
QUALITIES AND QUANTITIES OF YIELDS WITH GLYCAN COMPOSITE FORMULATIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01G 9/20, A 01N 43/16, A 01P 21/00, C 07C 229/76, C 07H 3/06  
(57) Abstract: Glycan Composites and methods for rendering glycan composites for the treatment of 
photosynthetic organisms, including the steps of formulating branched glycan deglycosylates into coordination 
complex compositions resulting in water-borne availability; stability during storage; applying a suitable volume 
of the resulting mixture to one or more photosynthetic organisms; delivery to photosynthetic organisms; 
metabolically based growth of crops; enhanced qualities and increased quantities of crops; and systems and 
compositions for the same. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6992 date of grant: 03/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12669 (22) Filing Date: 05/03/2019   
(30) Priority:257892  05/03/2018  IL  
(73) Owner(s): BIO-BEE SDE ELIYAHU LTD. of  1081000 Kibbutz Sde Eliyahu, Emmek H'maayanot, Israel, IL, 
Israel   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: NOVEL METHODS FOR REARING AND CONTROLLED RELEASE OF BIOLOGICAL CONTROL AGENTS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01K 67/033, A 01K 63/02  
(57) Abstract: The present invention discloses a rearing composition comprising: predatory mite population 
capable of oviposition for at least 2 generations comprising at least one mite species of the genus Phytoseiulus 
and a prey mite population comprising at least one species from the order Astigmata and, optionally, from the 
family Phytoseiidae. A method for rearing the same is also disclosed. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7079 date of grant: 27/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12679 (22) Filing Date: 08/03/2019   
(30) Priority:1850275-7  13/03/2018  SE  
(73) Owner(s): LVNDIN O LVNDIN AB of  RÃ¥slÃ¤tt 2 516  95 MÃ¥lsryd, Sweden, SE, Sweden   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ENSafrica Namibia, Private Bag 12007, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: A SYSTEM AND A METHOD FOR SEPARATING PIECES HAVING A SECOND DENSITY FROM GRANULAR 
MATERIAL 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 03B 5/40, B 03B 5/36  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a system and method for separating pieces having a second density (9c) 
from granular material. The system includes a separation tank (2) comprising a first side wall (12) provided 
with a tank outlet (6), a bottom (7), a pipe (4) defining a channel (3a) for allowing a slurry to enter the tank 
(2). A pipe outlet (4b) is spaced apart from the tank outlet and arranged vertically below the outlet (6). The 
separation tank (2) comprises a trap (5) for collecting said pieces. A separation chamber (8a) is arranged in 
liquid communication with the pipe outlet to allow slurry to enter the separation chamber. The pipe outlet is 
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in a lower third of the separation tank facing the bottom of the tank so that slurry flows vertically through the 
pipe outlet towards the bottom causing a turbulent flow of the slurry in the tank. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7080 date of grant: 27/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12685 (22) Filing Date: 04/03/2019   
(30) Priority:62/638,412  05/03/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): ARCUS BIOSCIENCES, INC. of  3928 Eden Way, Hayward, California 94545, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: ARGINASE INHIBITORS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07F 5/02, A 61K 31/69, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Compounds that are inhibitors of at least one of the ARG1 and ARG2, and compositions 
containing the compounds and methods for synthesizing the compounds, are described herein. The use of such 
compounds and compositions for the treatment of a diverse array of diseases, disorders, and conditions, 
including cancer- and immune-related disorders that are mediated, at least in part, by ARG1 and ARG2 are also 
described herein. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7029 date of grant: 27/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12693 (22) Filing Date: 29/03/2019   
(30) Priority:62/653,759  06/04/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): ELI LILLY AND COMPANY of  Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46285, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: GROWTH DIFFERENTIATION FACTOR 15 AGONIST COMPOUNDS AND METHODS OF USING THE SAME 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 14/495  
(57) Abstract: Compounds are provided herein that induce weight loss and that treat diabetes, dyslipidemia, 
NASH and/or obesity. Also provided are pharmaceutical compositions containing such compounds and 
therapeutic uses of such compounds and compositions, where such compounds act as GDF15 agonists with 
extended time of action and other advantageous properties. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7020 date of grant: 25/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12727 (22) Filing Date: 21/03/2019   
(30) Priority:62/645,963  21/03/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): RMH TECH LLC of  8750 Walker Rd., Colorado Springs, Colorado 80908, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: PV MODULE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY WITH CLAMP/STANDOFF ARRANGEMENT 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 24S 25/61, F 24S 25/636, F 24S 25/63, F 24S 25/615  
(57) Abstract: A mounting assembly for use in mid-grab and/or edge-grab applications may include a clamp 
secured to a stanchion by a clamping fastener. The mounting assembly may also include a mounting plate 
which may be secured to a mounting device by the stanchion. The mounting assembly may be used, for 
example, to secure photovoltaic modules (or other devices or structures) of varying heights to a roof or other 
building surface. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7041 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12732 (22) Filing Date: 03/05/2019   
(30) Priority:62/666,699  03/05/2018  US and 62/809,123  22/02/2019  US  
(73) Owner(s): L.E.A.F. HOLDINGS GROUP LLC of  326 Overlook Lane, Gulph Mills, PA 19428, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
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(54) Title: CAROTENOID COMPOSITIONS AND USES THEREOF 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/01, A 61K 47/24, A 61K 47/22  
(57) Abstract: Provided herein are pharmaceutical compositions comprising carotenoids, including liposomes 
that encapsulate carotenoids including ionizable carotenoids such as trans-crocetin. The provided compositions 
have uses in treating diseases, disorders and conditions associated with, but not limited to, infection, 
endotoxemia, inflammation, sepsis, ischemia, hypoxia, shock, stroke, lung injury, wound healing, traumatic 
injury, reperfusion injury, cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, liver disease, inflammatory disease, 
metabolic disease, pulmonary disorders, blood related disorders and hyperproliferative diseases such as 
cancer. Methods of making, delivering, and using the pharmaceutical compositions are also provided. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7016 date of grant: 19/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12736 (22) Filing Date: 25/03/2019   
(30) Priority:201831011127  26/03/2018  IN  
(73) Owner(s): UPL LTD of  Agrochemical Plant, Durgachak, Midnapore Dist. West Bengal, Haldia 721 602, India, 
IN, India   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Av. 25 DE Setembro, N. 270 -PR. Time 
Square, Bloco IV, 3Â° Andar- EscritÃ³rio 36, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: FUNGICIDAL COMBINATIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01N 37/34, A 01N 43/40, A 01N 43/54, A 01N 43/653, A 01N 47/14, A 01P 3/00  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed herein is a fungicidal combination comprising at least one azole fungicide; at least one 
multisite contact fungicide; and at least a third systemic fungicide. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6983 date of grant: 28/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12759 (22) Filing Date: 22/01/2019   
(30) Priority:2018114273  18/04/2018  RU  
(73) Owner(s): PVP LABS PTE. LTD of  1 Coleman Street 10-06, The Adelphi, Singapore, 179803, Singapore, SG, 
Singapore   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia, NA 
(54) Title: ANTIVIRAL IMMUNOTROPIC AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY VIRAL INFECTIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 38/08, A 61P 31/12  
(57) Abstract: The invention pertains to medicine, in particular pharmacology, and concerns the application of 
a nasal medicinal composition containing the hexapeptide tyrosyl- D-alanyl-glycyl-phenylalanyl-leucyl-arginine 
or its pharmaceutically acceptable salt for the treatment of acute respiratory viral infections (ARVIs), in 
particular those caused by the influenza virus. What is claimed: application of a nasal medicinal composition 
containing the hexapeptide tyrosyl-D-alanyl-glycyl-phenylalanyl-leucyl-arginine or its pharmaceutically 
acceptable salt for the treatment of acute respiratory viral diseases (ARVI). 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7069 date of grant: 16/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12782 (22) Filing Date: 16/04/2019   
(30) Priority:62/662,504  25/04/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): KICKSTART INTERNATIONAL, INC. of  1385 Mission Street, Suite 300 San Francisco, California 
94103, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: PUMP  ASSEMBLY 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 01D 29/64  
(57) Abstract: Improved systems and methods for cleaning a filter are described, including apparatuses that 
include a built-in mechanism for cleaning a filter screen. The system can include a brush mounted in contact 
with a filter screen, adapted so that the brush can be moved to clean the filter screen. In some versions, the 
brush rotates with an axis of rotation perpendicular to a plane defined by a substantially planar filter screen. 
In other versions, the brush is adapted to be moved by a gravitational force along a surface of a filter screen 
upon removal of a pump housing from a pump well. In still other versions, a substantially cylindrical brush is 
mounted nested with a substantially semi-cylindrical filter screen, and the brush can be rotated while in 
contact with the filter screen and with an axis of rotation aligned with a longitudinal axis of the filter screen. 

.............................. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7035 date of grant: 02/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12788 (22) Filing Date: 03/09/2015   
(30) Priority:62/045,522  03/09/2014  US; 62/116,021  13/02/2015  US; 62/159,823  11/05/2015  US and 
62/189,109  06/07/2015  US  
(73) Owner(s): JANSSEN VACCINES & PREVENTION B.V. of  Archimedesweg 4-6 2333 CN Leiden NL-2333 CN, The 
Netherlands, NL, The Netherlands; BAVARIAN NORDIC A/S of   Hejreskovvej 10 A 3490 Kvistgaard DK-3490, 
Denmark, DK, Denmark and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA., AS REPRESENTED BY THE SECRETARY, 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES  of  6011 Executive Boulevard Suite 325 Bethesda, MD 20892, 
United States of America, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR ENHANCING IMMUNE RESPONSES 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 39/12  
(57) Abstract: Compositions and methods are described for generating an improved effective immune response 
against an immunogen in humans. The enhanced immune response, is obtained by using an MVA vector as a 
prime and an adenovirus vector as a boost and is characterized by a high level of antibody response specific to 
the immunogen, and an enhanced cellular immune response. The compositions and methods can be used to 
provide a protective immunity against a disease, such as an infection of one or more subtypes of Ebola and 
Marburg filoviruses, in humans. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7070 date of grant: 16/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12816 (22) Filing Date: 02/05/2019   
(30) Priority:62/666,462  03/05/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): RIGEL PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. of  1180 Veterans Boulevard South San Francisco, California 
94080, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: RIP1 INHIBITORY COMPOUNDS AND METHODS FOR MAKING AND USING THE SAME 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 413/12, C 07D 413/14, A 61K 31/553, A 61P 29/00, A 61P 37/02  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed herein are kinase inhibitory compounds, such as a receptor-interacting protein-1 (RIP1) 
kinase inhibitor compounds, as well as pharmaceutical compositions and combinations comprising such 
inhibitory compounds. The disclosed compounds, pharmaceutical compositions, and/or combinations may be 
used to treat or prevent a kinase-associated disease or condition, particularly a RIP1-associated disease or 
condition. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6977 date of grant: 25/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12830 (22) Filing Date: 17/06/2019   
(30) Priority:18178571.8  19/06/2018  EP  
(73) Owner(s): TOP CAP HOLDING GMBH of  Andreas-Hofer-StraÃŸe 2, 6330 Kufstein, Ã–sterreich, Austria, AT, 
Austria   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia, NA 
(54) Title: METALLIC CAN END 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 65D 17/28  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a metallic can lid having a reclosable opening for e.g. beverage cans, 
comprising: a line of weakness provided in the metallic lid surface and surrounding the opening; a sealing 
frame (5) made of plastic material connected to the fixed lid surface (2) and surrounding the opening region; a 
closure unit (6) made of plastic material which is connected to the upwardly pivotable metallic lid region (3) 
located within the line of weakness, is pivotably mounted on the fixed lid surface (2) via a pivot bearing (7) 
and which is preferably provided with a pull-tab element (8) that is connected to the closure unit (6) so as to 
be pivotable upwards diametrically opposite the pivot bearing (7), wherein the sealing frame (5) and the 
closure unit (6) sealingly cooperate, preferably via sealing and engagement ribs (12, 13, 14) and associated 
receiving grooves (15, 16, 17), and the metallic lid region (3) located within the peripheral line of weakness is 
received and held in the opening region of the lid (1), wherein the sealing frame (5) is integrally joined to the 
fixed lid surface (2) and the closure unit (6) is integrally joined to the upwardly pivotable metallic lid region 
(3), and wherein the interior face of the lid is free of laminations and the like. 

.............................. 
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(30) Priority:10-2018-0169495  26/12/2018  KR and 10-2019-0083008  10/07/2019  KR  
(73) Owner(s): CAREGEN CO., LTD. of  46-38, LS-ro 91beon-gil, Dongan-gu Anyang-si Gyeonggi-do, 14119, 
Republic of Korea, Rep.of Korea   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: COMPOSITION FOR MUSCLE RELAXATION 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 38/08, A 61K 8/64, A 61P 21/02, A 61Q 17/00, A 61Q 19/08  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a peptide exhibiting physiological activity and a composition 
comprising the same peptide. The peptide of the present invention exhibits various physiological activities 
such as muscle relaxation, reduction of skin wrinkles, inhibition of sebum generation, and the like and as such, 
can be used as an active ingredient in a pharmaceutical composition for muscle relaxation or in a cosmetic for 
alleviation of skin wrinkles, inhibition of sebum generation or reduction of acne. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6986 date of grant: 29/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12898 (22) Filing Date: 14/06/2019   
(30) Priority:201811009598  15/06/2018  IN  
(73) Owner(s): PANJAB UNIVERSITY, CHANDIGARH of  Panjab University, Sector 14, Chandigarh 160014, India, 
India and CENTRAL COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN HOMOEOPATHY of  61-65, Institutional Area, Janakpuri New 
Delhi 110058, India, India   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: A NOSODE FROM A PROTOZOAN OF THE GENUS PLASMODIUM AND THE PROCESS OF PREPARATION 
THEREOF 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 35/68  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a nosode from a protozoan of the genus Plasmodium. The nosode 
comprises a stock parasite and a solvent wherein, the ratio of the stock parasite and the solvent is 1:1. The 
present invention also provides a process to prepare the nosode from the Plasmodium. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7010 date of grant: 12/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12906 (22) Filing Date: 14/06/2019   
(30) Priority:62/685,325  15/06/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): ASTRAZENECA AB of  151 85 SÃ¶dertÃ¤lje, Sweden, SE, Sweden and CANCER RESEARCH 
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of  Angel Building, 407 St. John Street, London EC1V 4AD, United Kingdom, GB, United 
Kingdom   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: PURINONE COMPOUNDS AND THEIR USE IN TREATING CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 473/32, A 61K 31/522, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: The specification generally relates to compounds of Formula (I): (I) and pharmaceutically 
acceptable salts thereof, where R 
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(11) Patent Number: 7042 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12924 (22) Filing Date: 12/05/2015   
(30) Priority:10-2015-0059648  28/04/2015  KR  
(73) Owner(s): CAREGEN CO.,LTD. of  46-38, LS-ro 91beon-gil, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, 431-848, 
Republic of Korea, KR, Rep.of Korea   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: PEPTIDE WITH ANTI-OBESITY AND ANTI-DIABETES ACTIVITY AND USE THEREOF 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 7/06, A 61K 38/08  
(57) Abstract: A peptide and a peptide complex of the present invention exhibit an anti-obesity effect by 
inhibiting fat accumulation and decomposing already accumulated fat, and exhibit an excellent effect with 
respect to diabetes by effectively reducing blood sugar. The peptide and the peptide complex of the present 
invention decrease the expression of PPARÎ³, ACC, and aP2, which are adipogenic markers, increase the 
expression of pHSL, AMPK-Î±1, CGI-58, and ATGL, which are lipolytic factors, and reduce the size of fat cells 
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and blood cholesterol values. The peptide and the peptide complex of the present invention, which have 
excellent activity and safety, can be advantageously applied to drugs and quasi-drugs. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7012 date of grant: 16/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12948 (22) Filing Date: 29/07/2019   
(30) Priority:2018-143407  31/07/2018  JP  
(73) Owner(s): SHARP KABUSHIKI KAISHA of  1, Takumi-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City, Osaka 590-8522, Japan, JP, 
Japan and FG INNOVATION COMPANY LIMITED of  Flat 2623, 26/F Tuen Mun Central Square, 22 Hoi Wing Road, 
Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong, China, CN, Hong-Kong   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: TERMINAL APPARATUS, BASE STATION APPARATUS, AND COMMUNICATION METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 72/12, H 04W 72/04  
(57) Abstract: A terminal device comprising a reception unit for monitoring a PDCCH accompanied by a DCI 
format in a control resource set and receiving a PDCCH scheduled with the DCI format. The DCI format includes 
a frequency domain resource allocation field. A value N 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6945 date of grant: 14/09/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12966 (22) Filing Date: 15/07/2019   
(30) Priority:62/699,335  17/07/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): EXTRAKT PROCESS SOLUTIONS, LLC of  140 Turner Ct Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101, United 
States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: TREATMENT OF TAILINGS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 02F 1/52, C 02F 1/68, C 02F 1/56  
(57) Abstract: Processes of consolidating tailings such as from metal and non-metal based ore processes are 
disclosed. The processes include mixing tailings with a high concentration of a highly water soluble salt or an 
aqueous solution thereof to destabilize and consolidate solids in the tailings and separating the consolidated 
solids from process water. 
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(11) Patent Number: 6996 date of grant: 04/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12993 (22) Filing Date: 18/09/2019   
(30) Priority:62/734,486  21/09/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): PFIZER INC. of  235 East 42nd Street, New York, New York, 10017, United States of America, US, 
U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: N-SUBSTITUTED-DIOXOCYCLOBUTENYLAMINO-3-HYDROXY-PICOLINAMIDES USEFUL AS CCR6 
INHIBITORS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 405/14, C 07D 413/14, C 07D 401/08, C 07D 417/08, C 07D 413/08, A 61K 31/435, A 61P 
37/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to N-substituted-dioxocyclobutenylamino-3-hydroxy-picolinamide 
compounds of Formulae (IA and 1B) or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or hydrate thereof, that inhibit CC 
chemokine receptor 6 (CCR6), pharmaceutical compositions containing these compounds, and the use of these 
compounds for treating or preventing diseases, conditions, or disorders ameliorated by inhibition of CCR6. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7043 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/12998 (22) Filing Date: 05/08/2019   
(30) Priority:16/055,775  06/08/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): PEDAWI  Sarwar of  Ster Group DMCC, Jumeirah Lake Towers, Cluster T, Fortune Executive 
Tower, 2402, P.O. Box 214079 Dubai, United Arab  Emirates, AE, U.Arab Emirates   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: GLOBAL ADDRESS SYSTEM AND METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 10/08, G 06Q 50/32, G 06Q 50/30  
(57) Abstract: This disclosure relates to a system, method, and computer-readable device configured to 
receive demographic and geographical information and create a unique global address therefrom. For example, 
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the system comprises at least one processor configured to receive account information describing the remote 
user and global location data describing a remote location, validate the received information and data, 
determine navigational data, create a location code, and send the location code to a remote device. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7000 date of grant: 05/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13017 (22) Filing Date: 12/08/2019   
(30) Priority:62/718,314  13/08/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): ALNYLAM PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. of  300 Third Street 3rd Floor Cambridge, MA 02142, United 
States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HBV) DSRNA AGENT COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS OF USE THEREOF 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 12N 15/113, A 61K 31/713, A 61P 31/20  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure relates to double stranded RNA agents targeting the hepatitis B virus 
(HBV) genome, and methods of using such agents to inhibit expression of one or more HBV genes and methods 
of treating subjects having an HBV infection or HBV-associated disorder, 
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(11) Patent Number: 7056 date of grant: 13/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13072 (22) Filing Date: 26/09/2019   
(30) Priority:62/737,666  27/09/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): TIZONA THERAPEUTICS of  4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 200, South San Francisco, California 
94080, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: B. W. KAHARI LEGAL PRACTITIONERS, 24 Lanark Road, Avondale, Harare, 
Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: ANTI-HLA-G ANTIBODIES, COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING ANTI-HLA-G ANTIBODIES AND METHODS OF 
USING ANTI-HLA-G ANTIBODIES 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: Provided herein are antibodies that selectively bind to HLA-G and and compositions comprising 
the antibodies. Also provided are methods of using the antibodies, such as therapeutic and diagnostic methods. 

.............................. 
(11) Patent Number: 7021 date of grant: 25/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13088 (22) Filing Date: 04/10/2019   
(30) Priority:2018/06582  04/10/2018  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA of  PrellerStreet, Muckleneuk, 0002, Pretoria, South Africa, South 
Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: MEMBRANES FOR MEMBRANE DISTILLATION DESALINATION TECHNOLOGY 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 01D 67/00, B 01D 69/14, B 01D 69/02  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides a method of producing multi-walled carbon nanotube blended 
polyvinylidene fluoride (MWCNTs/PVDF) membranes for membrane distillation (MD) treatment of saline water 
using non-solvent induced phase separation (NIPS), said method including mixing two solvents with different 
solubility parameters and the use of a dual coagulation bath system to control the formation of membrane 
pore structures and enhance surface hydrophobicity whereby blended PVDF membranes are produced for 
application in MD processes. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7018 date of grant: 24/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13094 (22) Filing Date: 23/06/2020   
(30) Priority:2019/04106  25/06/2019  ZA and 2019/06297  25/09/2019  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): THE TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF THE KMN FULFILMENT TRUST of  8 Kestrel Street, Ebotse 
Golf Estate, Rynfield, Benoni 1504, South Africa, ZA, South Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: AN ELECTRIC POWER GENERATOR COMPRISING TWO STATORS AND A ROTOR 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 02K 16/04  
(57) Abstract: An electric power generator comprises a rotor and a plurality of stators arranged coaxially and 
concentrically about a central axis. There is an inner stator provided radially inwardly of the rotor separated 
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by an inner airgap and an outer stator provided radially outwardly of the rotor separated by an outer airgap. 
The rotor includes a plurality of magnetic pole structures configured to provide or generate a magnetic field 
having plurality of magnetic poles. The rotor is not of uniform cross-sectional thickness, wherein: an inner 
surface of the rotor bulges inwardly at the pole structures, the inner airgap being non-uniform as it is radially 
shorter at the pole structures and longer in between the pole structures; and an outer surface of the rotor 
bulges outwardly at the pole structures, the outer airgap being non-uniform as it is radially shorter at the pole 
structures and longer in between the pole structures. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7044 date of grant: 03/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13119 (22) Filing Date: 23/10/2019   
(30) Priority:2018-202998  29/10/2018  JP  
(73) Owner(s): NIPPON SODA CO., LTD. of  2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 1008165, Japan, JP, 
Japan   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre Malawi 
(54) Title: (HETERO)ARYLIMIDAZOLE COMPOUND AND HARMFUL ORGANISM CONTROL AGENT 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01N 43/50, A 01P 7/04, A 01P 7/02, C 07D 233/64, C 07D 401/04, C 07D 401/14, A 61K 31/4439, 
A 61K 31/4164, A 61K 31/444, A 61P 33/10, A 61P 33/14  
(57) Abstract: The present invention addresses the problem of providing a (hetero)arylimidazole compound 
which has an excellent harmful organism controlling activity, particularly an excellent insecticidal activity 
and/or an excellent acaricidal activity, also has excellent safety, and can be synthesized industrially 
advantageously. The (hetero)arylimidazole compound according to the present invention is a compound 
represented by formula (I), or an N-oxide compound, a stereoisomer, a tautomer or a hydrate of the 
compound, or a salt of the compound, the N-oxide compound, the stereoisomer, the tautomer or the hydrate. 
In formula (I), B 
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(11) Patent Number: 7024 date of grant: 25/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13124 (22) Filing Date: 18/12/2017   
(30) Priority:16206750.8  23/12/2016  EP  
(73) Owner(s): BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT of  MÃ¼llerstr. 178, 13353 Berlin, Germany, DE, Germany   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: CARBOXYLIC ACID AROMATIC AMIDES AS ANTAGONISTS OF BRADYKININ B1 RECEPTOR 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 233/64, C 07D 333/58, C 07D 213/56, C 07D 231/12, C 07D 231/56, C 07D 495/04, C 07D 
241/12, C 07D 277/56, C 07D 333/28, C 07D 333/38, A 61K 31/415, A 61P 29/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to carboxylic acid aromatic amides compounds of general formula 
(I) as described and defined herein, to pharmaceutical compositions and combinations comprising said 
compounds and to the use of said compounds for manufacturing a pharmaceutical composition for the 
treatment or prophylaxis of a diseaseas a sole agent or in combination with other active ingredients. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7057 date of grant: 13/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13138 (22) Filing Date: 01/10/2018   
(30) Priority:  
(73) Owner(s): LM TECH S.R.L. of  Viale Papiniano, 44, I-20123 Milan, Italy, Italy   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: SYSTEM FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF LIQUIDS IN A ROTATABLE BUILDING 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 04B 1/346  
(57) Abstract: A system (1) for transmitting liquids between a stationary core (2) and a rotatable story (3) of a 
building (4) comprises an annular buffer duct (6) having an annular lower duct portion (7) and an upper duct 
portion (8) arranged from above in liquid communication with the lower duct portion (7) and slidingly engaging 
the lower duct portion (7) via at least one interface (9) extending along the entire circumferential length of 
the buffer duct (6), the lower duct portion (7) and the upper duct portion (8) being fixed to the stationary core 
(2) and the rotatable story (3) respectively, or vice versa, so that upon rotation of the story (3) with respect to 
the core (2), the lower and upper duct portions (7, 8) rotate relative to each other. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7005 date of grant: 11/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13144 (22) Filing Date: 03/10/2019   
(30) Priority:2018-202309  10/10/2018  JP  
(73) Owner(s): NTT DOCOMO, INC. of  11-1, Nagatacho 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6150, Japan, JP, Japan   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre Malawi 
(54) Title: TERMINAL AND RADIO COMMUNICATION METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 72/04  
(57) Abstract: To appropriately control reception processing of a downlink shared channel. A terminal 
according to an aspect the present disclosure is characterized by being provided with a reception unit that 
monitors a common search space and receives downlink control information used for scheduling of a downlink 
shared channel, and a control unit for controlling, on the basis of whether or not a control resource set is set 
by a parameter in a Master Information Block (MIB), a resource block which can be designated by the downlink 
control information. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7082 date of grant: 30/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13160 (22) Filing Date: 13/11/2019   
(30) Priority:16/561,131  05/09/2019  US; 16/561,144  05/09/2019  US; 62/917,035  15/11/2018  US and 
62/919,617  21/03/2019  US  
(73) Owner(s): AVANTE INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, INC. of  70 Washington Road, Princeton Junction, New 
Jersey 08550, United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: IMAGE-BASED MONITORING AND DETECTION OF TRACK/RAIL FAULTS 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 61L 25/02, B 61L 23/04  
(57) Abstract: A system (100) and method (300-460) for monitoring a track (200) and/or rail (220) employs one 
or more imagers (120, 120A, 120S) mounted to a railcar (250) and directed to image the track (200) and/or 
rails (220) wherein the images are geo-tagged with location data. Geo-tagged images are processed to 
determine at least track gauge and/or at least rail fastener integrity. The system (100) and method (300-460) 
may also determine other track (200) and/or rail (220) integrity issues including, e.g., rail fastener integrity, 
rail profile, rail alignment, center point dip, cross level, rail cant, wheel wear, wheel integrity, rail wear, rail 
defects, and/or rail temperature. The system (100) and method (300-460) may also determine when inspection 
and/or maintenance of the track (200) is indicated, and provide selected records of where and/or when such 
inspection and/or maintenance is indicated. 
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(11) Patent Number: 6917 date of grant: 16/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13178 (22) Filing Date: 31/10/2019   
(30) Priority:62/754742  02/11/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): MERCK SHARP & DOHME CORP. of  126 East Lincoln Avenue, Rahway, New Jersey 07065-0907, 
United States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P. O. Box 85, Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: 2-AMINO-N-HETEROARYL-NICOTINAMIDES AS NAV1.8 INHIBITORS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 413/14, C 07D 491/04, C 07D 487/04, C 07D 401/12, C 07D 401/14, C 07D 413/12, C 07D 
495/04, C 07D 417/14, C 07D 471/04, C 07D 471/10, A 61K 31/444, A 61K 31/4439, A 61P 29/00  
(57) Abstract: Novel compounds of the structural formula (I), and the pharmaceutically acceptable salts 
thereof, are inhibitors of Nav1.8 channel activity and may be useful in the treatment, prevention, 
management, amelioration, control and suppression of diseases mediated by Nav1.8 channel activity. The 
compounds of the present invention may be useful in the treatment, prevention or management of pain 
disorders, cough disorders, acute itch disorders, and chronic itch disorders. 
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P. O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia, NA 
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(54) Title: NOVEL CARBON NANO-STRUCTURES FOR ENERGY GENERATION APPLICATIONS 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 01L 51/54  
(57) Abstract: This relates to a device for detecting or converting light or heat energy, the device comprising: 
a Graphene sheet formed into a scroll such as to provide a monolayer structure in which the radius of 
curvature of the graphene sheet increases on increasing distance from the longitudinal axis of the scroll. 
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(11) Patent Number: 7072 date of grant: 16/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13297 (22) Filing Date: 06/12/2019   
(30) Priority:62/776,822  07/12/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): AUBURN UNIVERSITY of  570 Devall Drive, Suite 102, Auburn, Alabama 36832, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A. and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AS REPRESENTED BY THE SECRETARY OF 
AGRICULTURE of  1400 Independence Avenue S.W. Washington, District of Columbia 20250, United States of 
America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: SCANNING MODE APPLICATION OF NEUTRON GAMMA ANALYSIS FOR SOIL CARBON MAPPING 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 01N 33/24, G 01N 23/222  
(57) Abstract: A system for analyzing soil content of a field includes a data acquisition unit configured to 
detect gamma spectra of each of a plurality of soil samples, wherein a surface area of the field is divided into 
a plurality of portions and the plurality of soil samples comprises at least one soil sample from each of the 
plurality of portions, a navigation unit configured to detect geographic coordinates of each of the plurality of 
soil samples, a data analysis unit configured to associate the detected gamma spectra of each of the plurality 
of soil samples with the geographic coordinates of the soil sample and determine a weight percent of at least 
one element within each of the soil samples based on the detected gamma spectra, and an element content 
map unit configured to generate a map indicating concentration of the at least one element within the soil of 
the field. 
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(11) Patent Number: 6997 date of grant: 04/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13368 (22) Filing Date: 27/12/2019   
(30) Priority:62/785,519  27/12/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): LES LABORATOIRES SERVIER SAS of  50 rue Carnot 92284 Suresnes Cedex 02139, France, FR, 
France   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: AZA-HETEROBICYCLIC INHIBITORS OF MAT2A AND METHODS OF USE FOR TREATING CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 471/04, C 07D 471/20, C 07D 487/04, A 61K 31/5025, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure provides for compounds according to Formula I and their 
pharmaceutically acceptable salts, tautomers, and/or isotopologues as described in the disclosure. The 
compounds are inhibitors of methionine adenosyltransferase isoform 2A (MAT2A). Also provided are 
pharmaceutical compositions and methods of using the compounds for treating cancers, including some cancers 
in which the gene encoding methylthioadenosine phosphorylase (MTAP) is deleted. 
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(21) Application Number: 2021/13409 (22) Filing Date: 19/03/2019   
(30) Priority:201921000982  09/01/2019  IN  
(73) Owner(s): MARGO NETWORKS PVT. LTD. of  DEVX, 7th Floor, A Wing Dynasty Business Park, Commercial 
Premises Co-operative Society Ltd., Andheri-Kurla Road Anderi-East Mumbai 400065, India, IN, India   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi, MW 
(54) Title: CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK SYSTEM AND METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04L 12/70, H 04L 29/08, H 04L 29/06, G 06Q 30/00  
(57) Abstract: A CDN system and method to provide access and a better user experience based on a novel CDN 
architecture wherein each edge server may be outside of an Internet data center, may be stationary or mobile, 
may be intermittently connected to the multi-tiered content delivery network, may be connected to a last 
mile over Wi-Fi and may be physically located in a place of interest. 
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(30) Priority:2019/00623  30/01/2019  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND, JOHANNESBURG of  1 Jan Smuts Avenue, Braamfontein, 
2000 Johannesburg, South Africa, ZA, South Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: SAMURIWO ATTORNEYS, 2nd Floor, Block 6, Celestial Office Park, Borrowdale, 
Harare, Zimbabwe, ZW 
(54) Title: 2-HYDROXYPROPYL-Î²-CYCLODEXTRIN (HPÎ²CD) FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/724, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: This invention relates to 2-hydroxypropyl-Î²-cyclodextrin (HPÎ²CD) for use in the treatment of 
breast cancer. Particularly, this invention relates to HPÎ²CD for use in the treatment of triple negative breast 
cancer, wherein the HPÎ²CD is for administration to a patient in need thereof. The invention extends to 
methods of preparing a pharmaceutical composition comprising HPÎ²CD, and further extends to a method of 
treating breast cancer, typically triple negative breast cancer, by administration of said composition to a 
patient in need thereof. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7032 date of grant: 30/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13638 (22) Filing Date: 06/05/2020   
(30) Priority:1906390.8  07/05/2019  GB and PCT/GB2020/051115  06/05/2020  GB  
(73) Owner(s): YARA UK LIMITED of  Harvest House, Origin Way, Europarc, Grimsby, , DN37 9TZ, United 
Kingdom, GB, United Kingdom   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: INVENTA MOZAMBIQUE, LDA., Av. 25 de Setembro, 1821 Maputo, Mozambique, 
MZ 
(54) Title: FERTILIZER PARTICLES COMPRISING IRON 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 05C 9/00, C 05D 9/02, C 05G 5/30  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure relates to the field of fertilizer particle. In particular, it relates to a 
fertilizer particle comprising a fertilizer core and an outside layer of a conditioning agent comprising an iron 
chelate component dissolved in a solvent, characterized in that the solvent is selected from the group of 
glycols, glycol ethers and mixtures thereof, an iron chelate component, and optionally urea. The present 
disclosure also related to the method of preparing such a fertilizer particle. In another aspect, the present 
disclosure relates to a liquid composition, comprising an iron chelate component dissolved in a solvent selected 
from the group of glycols, glycol ethers and mixtures thereof, and urea. Finally, it also related to the use of a 
liquid composition, comprising an iron chelate component dissolved in a solvent selected from the group of 
glycols, glycol ethers and mixtures thereof, and optionally urea, as a coating agent for solid fertilizer particles. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 6998 date of grant: 04/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13661 (22) Filing Date: 19/05/2020   
(30) Priority:2019/03137  20/05/2019  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): INNOVATIVE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (PTY) LTD of  1 Hanover Road, Fresnaye, 8005, Cape Town, 
South Africa, ZA, South Africa   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: CIRCUMCISION DEVICE 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61B 90/00, A 61B 17/326  
(57) Abstract: There is disclosed a circumcision device (10) comprising a support (12) having a glans penis 
locating member (14) mountable thereto. The support (12) is provided with at least one pillar (20) that 
includes a proximal end (27) and a distal end (24), the distal end (24) being fastened to a crush plate (26). The 
pillar (20) facilitates movement of the crush plate (26) relative to the support (12). A locking device (42) is 
moveable between a locked position and an unlocked position, such that axial movement of the pillar (20) is 
inhibited in the locked position and enabled in the unlocked position. The locking device (42) is at least 
partially hidden by the support (12). A blocking device (43) is interposed between the support (12) and the 
crush plate (26) to block movement of the crush plate (26) towards the support (12) past a predefined point 
(45) to inhibit the locking device (42) from becoming exposed. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7030 date of grant: 27/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13662 (22) Filing Date: 03/06/2020   
(30) Priority:19382477.8  07/06/2019  EP  
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(73) Owner(s): ELI LILLY AND COMPANY of  Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6288, United 
States of America, US, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: PYRROLIDINE COMPOUNDS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 401/14, C 07D 401/12, A 61K 31/4025, A 61P 3/10  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides compounds of the Formula wherein L is selected from the group 
consisting of -CH2NHCH2-, -CH2NH-, -NH-, -S-, -S(O)-, -S(O)2-, -O-, -OCH2-, - OCH2CH2O-, -NHSO2NH-, , or a 
pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof; a compound of the formula: , processes for preparing the 
compounds and their salts, a pharmaceutical composition, and methods of treating patients in need of such 
treatment. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7049 date of grant: 09/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13675 (22) Filing Date: 31/03/2015   
(30) Priority:62/021,905  08/07/2014  US  
(73) Owner(s): RAIL-VEYOR TECHNOLOGIES GLOBAL INC. of  129 Fielding Road Lively, Ontario P3Y 1L7, Canada, 
Canada   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique, MZ 
(54) Title: RAIL TRANSPORT DUMP LOOP SYSTEM FOR CONVEYING BULK MATERIALS 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 01B 25/00, E 01B 25/22, B 61B 3/00, B 61B 5/02  
(57) Abstract: The present invention generally relates to a rail transport system having no internal drive, and in 
particular to an improved rail transport system for conveying bulk materials. The rail transport system includes 
improvements in functionality, manufacturability and/or modularity and, therefore, can result in a reduction 
in system component costs, manpower and/or implementation. The rail transport system includes a dump loop 
and components thereof for enabling unloading of the rail cars in a predetermined location. The components 
thereof may be designed to be modular to allow for ease of manufacture and installation of the dump loop. 
The components may be prefabricated for later use on site. 

.............................. 

 
(11) Patent Number: 7060 date of grant: 13/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2022/13981 (22) Filing Date: 19/02/2021   
(30) Priority:16/814,365  10/03/2020  US  
(73) Owner(s): METZ Cherise Mandy of  19470 Ambassador Court, Miami, FL 33179, United States of America, 
U.S.A. and METZ Darryl Clive of  19470 Ambassador Court, Miami, FL 33179, United States of America, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: PARTIALLY COLLAPSIBLE GLAMPING AND LIVING UNIT 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 04H 15/06, B 60P 3/32, B 60P 3/34  
(57) Abstract: A partially collapsible dwelling unit which includes kitchen, bathroom, living, and sleeping 
facilities. The collapsible unit can be transported to and/or deployed in any location and can be used for 
glamping, or for emergency or temporary living purposes. 

 
.............................. 

(11) Patent Number: 7050 date of grant: 09/11/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2022/14041 (22) Filing Date: 07/11/2020   
(30) Priority:17/083,294  29/10/2020  US and 62/934,513  12/11/2019  US  
(73) Owner(s): ZOLA ELECTRIC LABS INC. of  555 De Garo Street Suite 220 San Francisco, California 94107, 
United States of America, U.S.A.   
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CLAIRWOOD CHAMBERS, 38 Clairwood Road, Alexandra Park, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR PROVIDING ELECTRIC ENERGY PRODUCTION AND STORAGE 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 02J 3/06, H 02J 3/32, H 02J 7/04, H 02J 3/46, H 02J 7/02, H 02J 3/38  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure provides a method and a system for the production and storage of 
electric energy. The method performed by a central control unit includes providing the power supply to a 
customer location from an electrical power supply system. The method further includes determining whether 
power supply is available from a remote power system. The availability of the power supply is determined 
based on determining whether electric power is being exchanged with an interface electrically connecting a 
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gateway AC battery of the electrical power supply system to the remote power system. The method further 
includes charging and discharging of the AC batteries using power supply that is being exchanged between the 
gateway AC battery and the remote power system for providing power supply from the gateway AC battery to 
the customer location, and from photovoltaic panels equipped with AC/DC converters. 

 
.............................. 

 

3.0 Patents Renewed under Section 61  

3.1   National Patents 
 
(11)/(21) 243(KE/P/2005/382) 
(71) AKZO NOBEL N.V.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
09/02/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 449(KE/P/2007/598) 
(71) JohnsonDiversey, Inc   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
02/11/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 730(KE/P/2008/781) 
(71) NOKIA TECHNOLOGIES OY   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
01/02/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 526(KE/P/2009/962) 
(71) SYNGENTA LIMITEDSYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS 
AG   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
19/02/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 546(KE/P/2011/1383) 
(71) UNILEVER PLC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
1/5/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 578(KE/P/2011/1416) 
(71) Beta  Renewables S.p.A.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/03/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 624(KE/P/2011/1417) 
(71) Beta  Renewables S.P.A.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/03/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 702(KE/P/2012/1600) 
(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
7/1/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 698(KE/P/2012/1620) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON (Publ)   

(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 881(KE/P/2013/1765) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 663(KE/P/2013/1873) 
(71) TOTETU MFG CO. LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
2/6/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 743(KE/P/2013/1875) 
(71) SUMITOMO CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
26/1/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 780(KE/P/2015/2311) 
(71) UPL LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/1/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 903(KE/P/2017/2718) 
(71) ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/1/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 917(KE/P/2017/2721) 
(71) SOFBEY S.A.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
04/02/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2972) 
(71) UPL LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
21/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 978(KE/P/2019/3328) 
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/1/2025 
………………………… 
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(11)/(21) (KE/P/2021/3872) 
(71) EVIOSYS PACKAGING SWITZERLAND GMBH   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/4308) 
(71) SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
08/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4531) 
(71) ARDAGH METAL PACKAGING EUROPE GMBH   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
5/11/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4652) 
(71) CEDILLA THERAPEUTICS, INC.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4654) 
(71) BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTBAYER AS   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4669) 
(71) JAPAN METALS AND CHEMICALS CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
24/02/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4692) 
(71) NETSWEEPER (BARBADOS) INC.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
30/3/2025 
………………………… 
(11)/(21) 807(KE/P/2016/2562) 
(71) BOUNTY OF THE OCEAN KENYA LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2734) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY(JKUAT)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
13/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2735) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY(JKUAT)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
20/09/2024 

………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2998) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGYPan African University Institute 
of Basic Science Technology and Innovation 
(PAUSTI)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
05/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 885(KE/P/2018/3010) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGYPAN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY 
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCES TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATION (PAUSTI)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
02/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 908(KE/P/2019/3361) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGYPAN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY 
INSTITUTE FOR BASIC SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATION (PAUISTI)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
03/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 913(KE/P/2021/3910) 
(71) MWENDWA MWONGELA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
23/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 958(KE/P/2022/3982) 
(71) STEPHEN OTIENO GWERNYANZA 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SOCIETY (NRHS)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4393) 
(71) THOMAS OGORO OMBATI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
25/01/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4403) 
(71) MOPAWA SOFTWARE LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
08/02/2025 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4429) 
(71) HG MOLENAAR & CO (PITY)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/03/2025 
…………………………
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4.0 Change of Ownership 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  3370  
Assignor Name & Address:  AIR BAG ONE s.à.r.l, 20, Rue de la Poste, L2346 Luxembourg  
Assignee Name & Address:  MATERNAL NEWBORN HEALTH INNOVATIONS, PBC of  160 Littleton Road, Suite 
206 Parsippany, NJ 07054-1871, U.S.A.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4319  
Assignor Name & Address:  AIR BAG ONE, s.a.r.l, 20, Rue de la Poste, L-2346, Luxembourg  
Assignee Name & Address:  MATERNAL NEWBORN HEALTH INNOVATIONS, PBC of  160 Littleton Road, Suite 
206 Parsippany, NJ 07054-1871, U.S.A.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4852  
Assignor Name & Address:  BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH, Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 50, 40789 Monheim am 
Rhein, Germany  
Assignee Name & Address:  Bayer Cropscience Aktiengesellschaft,  of  Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 50, 40789 
Monheim am Rhein, Germany  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.: KE 846  
Assignor Name & Address:  FMC Agricultural Products International AG, Baarerstrasse 14, Zug 6300, Switzerland  
Assignee Name & Address:  FMC AGRO SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of  10 Marina Boulevard,#40-01, Marina Bay 
Financial Centre, SINGAPORE 018983, Singapore  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

5.0 Change of Name 

 
Application No./Registration No.: U 128  
Old Owner Name & Address:   JAMES KAMAU KARIUKI, P.O. BOX 1606-00100, NAIROBI  
New Owner Name & Address:  JAMES KAMAU KARIUKI of  P.O. BOX 1606-00100, NAIROBI , Kenya  
Registration no.: 128 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

6.0 Utility Model Applications Published under Section 42 and Regulation 35 

6.1 National Application 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2317 (22) 17/11/2023   
(73) MEVAN:LIX LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 58078 CITY SQUARE, Kenya   
(72)  EVANS MUTAMBAKI and JACOB MIRU GAKUNGA 
(74) HUSSEIN & OMAR ADVOCATES LLP  P. O. BOX 15472-00100 NAIROBI 
(54) SMART HOME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM 
(51) G 08C 17/02(2006.01)  
(57) The invention relates to smart home monitoring and controlling system. In particular, the invention 
relates to intelligent home control devices and systems having monitoring and controlling systems. It further 
comprising a camera monitoring system integrated with a digital doorbell; where the camera and the digital 
doorbell are connected via the internet through the GSM and WIFI system. the smart home controlling system 
provide an incorporated AI algorithms that learn and adapt to user preferences over time and an Interface 
smart screen device that is integrated with Seamless Backup with Sim Card Wi-Fi Support/Portable hotspot, 
Camera with speakers to support-in call/Messages, A home icon where all features of the device will be placed 
(door system lights smoke sensors), Account settings icon, Voice and Gesture Control and Remote Management 
and Monitoring: accessible and controllable remotely through mobile apps and web interfaces. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2317 (22) 17/11/2023   
(73) MEVAN:LIX LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 58078 CITY SQUARE, Kenya   
(72)  EVANS MUTAMBAKI and JACOB MIRU GAKUNGA 
(74) HUSSEIN & OMAR ADVOCATES L.LP P. O. BOX 15472-00100 NAIROBI 
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(54) SMART HOME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM 
(51) G 08C 17/02(2006.01)  
(57) The invention relates to smart home monitoring and controlling system. In particular, the invention 
relates to intelligent home control devices and systems having monitoring and controlling systems. It further 
comprising a camera monitoring system integrated with a digital doorbell; where the camera and the digital 
doorbell are connected via the internet through the GSM and WIFI system. the smart home controlling system 
provide an incorporated AI algorithms that learn and adapt to user preferences over time and an Interface 
smart screen device that is integrated with Seamless Backup with Sim Card Wi-Fi Support/Portable hotspot, 
Camera with speakers to support-in call/Messages, A home icon where all features of the device will be placed 
(door system lights smoke sensors), Account settings icon, Voice and Gesture Control and Remote Management 
and Monitoring: accessible and controllable remotely through mobile apps and web interfaces. 
.............................. 
 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2318 (22) 20/11/2023   
(30) Priority:KE/UM/2023/2313  10/11/2023  KE  
(73) SUPER MANUFACTURERS LTD. of  WAJIR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA , P. O. BOX 10600-00400 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  DEEP MAYUR SHAH 
(54) SUNTUFF CORRUGATED PET ROOFING SHEET 
(51) E 04D 3/00(2006.01)  
(57) Roofing materials such as tiles, GI, waste products such as bamboo, coconut etc., coated iron, and 
fiberglass are basically major components that are used. However, they have challenges in allowing sufficient 
sunlight since they are either opaque or translucent in nature. While on the other hand PET plastics have 
become increasingly available within our environment as landfills and this pose threat to life and environment. 
Therefore, this is curbed through converting the pet plastic bottle to roofing sheets through, the processes 
such as feeding, filtering unwanted materials, forming into flat sheet, heating and forming into roofing sheet 
and cooling to ambient temperature and cutting into desired dimensions. These sheets can be applied to 
rooftops to allow adequate sunlight though in either condition of the day. This will allow plenty of light inside 
the warehouse and different forms of house structure. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2329 (22) 14/12/2023   
(30) Priority:  
(73) MAGNATE VENTURES LIMITED of  P. O. BOX 74937-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  STANLEY NG'ETHE KINYANJUI 
(54) 3D LED FAN ADVERTISING DEVICE 
(51) G 03H 1/00(2006.01)  
(57) The invention relates to 3D LED Fan Advertising Device for use in advertising in entertainment facilities. 
The comprises of blades that rotate and that are provided with LED lights; housing on which the blades are 
attached; spinner unit for the blades; micro controller; software; Bluetooth and Wifi enabled; mobile phone 
application integration and where the device creates and produces an image or video for use as advertising on 
an entertainment facility. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2329 (22) 14/12/2023   
(73) MAGNATE VENTURES LIMITED of  P. O. BOX 74937-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  STANLEY NG'ETHE KINYANJUI 
(54) 3D LED FAN ADVERTISING DEVICE 
(51) G 03H 1/00(2006.01)  
(57) The invention relates to 3D LED Fan Advertising Device for use in advertising in entertainment facilities. 
The comprises of blades that rotate and that are provided with LED lights; housing on which the blades are 
attached; spinner unit for the blades; micro controller; software; Bluetooth and Wifi enabled; mobile phone 
application integration and where the device creates and produces an image or video for use as advertising on 
an entertainment facility. 
............................. 
 

7.0 Utility Models Registered   

7.1  National Utility Models 
 
(11) Registration no.: 470 (45) Date of grant: 29/01/2024 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02048  (22) Filing Date: 22/05/2023 
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(73) Applicant(s): NILESH D J DODHIA P.O. BOX 48158-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: NILESH D J DODHIA 
(74) Agent: PEARLYNE OMAMO, ADRA Advocates, P.O. BOX 1109-00606 NAIROBI 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: B 65D 55/02(2006.01) 
(54) Title: KEG BARREL CAP 
(57)  
This proposed utility model uniquely addresses the central problem of the irregular and unlawful access and 
syphoning of the contents of Keg barrels. This exposes onsignors/consignees to huge financial losses noting 
that such discoveries oftentimes occur when it's too late thus making it harder to identify the likely 
perpetrators. For a long time, this problem has gone unchecked until now. The Keg Barrel cap provides a 
new and industrially applicable tamper-evident functionality meaning that any attempts to unlawfully and 
irregularly access the contents of the Keg barrel shall be easily detectable by the consignor/consignee. 
This shall: 

1.      Provide early detection and alert consignors/consignees in instances where the contents of the Keg 
barrel have been unlawfully and irregularly accessed and possibly syphoned and depleted; and 

2.      Deter persons from attempting to unlawfully and irregularly access and syphon the contents of the Keg 
barrels. 

The enclosed representations and illustrations shall provide further insight into the functionality and design of 
the Keg Barrel Cap. 

……………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 468 (45) Date of grant: 11/01/2024 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02208  (22) Filing Date: 20/06/2023 
(73) Applicant(s): MILKAH RUGURU NJENGA P.O. BOX 783-00217 LIMURU, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: MILKAH RUGURU NJENGA 
(74) Agent:  P.O. BOX 783-00217 LIMURU 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 47L 13/58(2006.01) 
(54) Title: A DEVICE USED FOR SQUEEZING WATER FROM A MOP 
(57) The technical field for this item is a metal stand for squeezing and drying a round cloth mop. This device 
used for squeezing waterfrom a mop is made from metal. Different sizes of  round metal rods are welded 
together to make a complete stand and then different sizes of flat metal ofthe same width is welded together 
to make a basket that is used for squeezing water from the cloth mop. The flat metal making the basket is 
properly spaced for the water to drain through and also the spacing is well measured to prevent the cloth from 
the mop head from passing through to touch the water from the bucket/basin. This device is an independent 
item that will be used as an independent unit that is not restricted to any bucket or basin. Any person with a 
bucket or basin can use this device by pouring water in the bucket/basin and dipping this device to use it to 
dra in the water from the mop head. The material and design make it long lasting and cannot give in to 
breakage when human pressure is put when squeezing the mop head. This device will help in reduction of 
germs coming into contact with the hands during cleaning. 

 
……………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 469 (45) Date of grant: 16/01/2024 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02318  (22) Filing Date: 20/11/2023 
(31) Priority: KE/UM/2023/2313  10/11/2023  KE  
(73) Applicant(s): SUPER MANUFACTURERS LTD. WAJIR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA , P. O. BOX 10600-00400 
NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: DEEP MAYUR SHAH 
(74) Agent:  WAJIR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA , P. O. BOX 10600-00400 NAIROBI 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: E 04D 3/00(2006.01) 
(54) Title: SUNTUFF CORRUGATED PET ROOFING SHEET 
(57) Roofing materials such as tiles, GI, waste products such as bamboo, coconut etc., coated iron, and 
fiberglass are basically major components that are used. However, they have challenges in allowing sufficient 
sunlight since they are either opaque or translucent in nature. While on the other hand PET plastics have 
become increasingly available within our environment as landfills and this pose threat to life and environment. 
Therefore, this is curbed through converting the pet plastic bottle to roofing sheets through, the processes 
such as feeding, filtering unwanted materials, forming into flat sheet, heating and forming into roofing sheet 
and cooling to ambient temperature and cutting into desired dimensions. These sheets can be applied to 
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rooftops to allow adequate sunlight though in either condition of the day. This will allow plenty of light inside 
the warehouse and different forms of house structure. 
 
 
7.2  National Utility Models 

 
(11) Registration No.: 52  
(45) Registration date: 05/09/2023  
(21) Application No.: 2022/219  
(22) Filing date: 20/04/2022   
(30)Priority: 2021102101  21/04/2021  AU   
(51): Classification:  
(54) Article to which design is applied: SORTING ARRANGEMENT  
(73) Owner: TOMRA SORTING GMBH Otto-Hahn-Strasse 6, 56218 MÃ¼lheim-KÃ¤rlich, Germany, Germany  
(74) Agent/ Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
The present invention relates to a sorting arrangement (1) comprising an ejection device and a nozzle strip (2) 
for ejection of pressurised gaseous media towards a stream of objects to sort and direct said objects towards 
at least two different predetermined destinations. The ejection device has a plurality of outlets (4) having a 
base portion (27) and a protrusion (28). The nozzle strip fitted to said ejection device (2) and has a plurality of 
nozzles (5) with at least one flexible tongue (20), an inner channel (37 )wherein the circumference a first base 
portion (13) of said channel in rest is substantially equal to or smaller than said outer circumference of said 
base portion (27) of said outlet (Nbp1 ≤ 1.01* Obp), so as to provide a snap connection when said nozzle is 
fitted to said outlet. 

……………………………….. 

8.0 Industrial Design Applications Published Under Section 87 and Regulation 48 

 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial 
designs published herein may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a notice of opposition 
on form IP 36 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or US$ 250 (foreign opponent). 
 
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Managing Director as he deems fit and 
upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Managing Director to 
reach him before the expiry of the period allowed. 
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after reasonable notice has been given in writing to the applicant 
to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the notice of 
opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in considering any application by 
an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the applicant.Representations and 
samples of the designs advertised herein can be seen at the Patent Registry, Kenya Industrial Property 
Institute, KIPI Centre, 17 Kabarsiran Avenue, Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 

 
8.1  National Applications 
 
(21):2023/2689 (22): 06/02/2023 (30): None  
(73): HALAR INDUSTRIES LTD P.O. BOX 219- 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 06-01 (54): CHAIR 
The overall design of chair specifically its LEG design, its side Armrest design as shown in the representations. 
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………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2748 (22): 21/07/2023 (30): None 
(73): PAUL M. MZENGE P. O. BOX 82-80305 MWATATE, Kenya (74): 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 23-07 (54): BEDROOM TOILET 
The novelity claimed is in the shape, configuration as shown in the representations. 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2749 (22): 25/07/2023 (30):015009957-0002  27/01/2023  EA  
(73): HMD GLOBAL OY BERTEL JUNGIN AUKIO 9 02600 ESPOO FINLAND, Finland (74): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates, P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, 00100,  Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)):  (54): MOBILE PHONE HANDSET 
 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2750 (22): 25/07/2023 (30):015009957-0001  27/01/2023  EA  
(73): HMD GLOBAL OY BERTEL JUNGIN AUKIO 9 02600 ESPOO FINLAND, Finland (74): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates, P.O. Box 40111-00100,,  Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)):  (54): MOBILE PHONE HANDSET 
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………………………………………………. 
 
((21):2023/2751 (22): 25/07/2023 (30):015009954-001  27/01/2023  EA  
(73): HMD GLOBAL OY BERTEL JUNGIN AUKIO 9 02600 ESPOO FINLAND, Finland (74): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates, P.O. Box 40111-00100,  Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 14-03 (54): MOBILE PHONE HANDSET 
 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2752 (22): 25/07/2023 (30):015009954-0002  27/01/2023  EA  
(73): HMD GLOBAL OY BERTEL JUNGIN AUKIO 9 02600 ESPOO FINLAND, Finland (74): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates, P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, 00100,  Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 14-03 (54): MOBILE PHONE HANDSET 
 

 
 

………………………………………………. 
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((21):2023/2827 (22): 13/12/2023 (30): None  
(73): ALLPACK INDUSTRIES LIMITED P. O. BOX 3741-0056 NAIROBI, Kenya (74): ,  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-03 (54): CORRUGATED CARTON 
The novelty resides in the shape or configuration of the ornamentation as illustrated in the specimen 
representation attached to the application. It is entitled anti-theft design where the flaps of the carton 
extend in length to meet the breadth of the carton increasing security. 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
8.2  ARIPO Applications 

 

9.0 Registered Industrial Designs  

9.1   National Industrial Designs  
 
(11): 832 (45): 25/01/2016 (21): 2014/1390 (22): 21/02/2014  (30):002295600-0001  23/08/2013  EM  (51): 
(Loc (6)):23-01 (54): FILTER CONTAINER ASSEMBLY (73): Unilever PLC Unilever House,100 VICTORIA, 
EMBANKMENT, LONDON, EC4Y 0DY, United Kingdom (74): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, WILLIAMSON HOUSE, 
4TH NGONG AVENUE, P.O. BOX 40111-00100, NAIROBI 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed reside in the shape and configuration of the article as 
shown in the representations 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 844 (45): 22/03/2016 (21): 2014/1389 (22): 21/02/2014  (30):002295667-002  23/08/2013  EM; 
002295667-003  23/08/2013  EM and 002295667-005  23/08/2013  EM  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): WATER FILTER 
(73): Unilever PLC Unilever House, 100 VICTORIA, Embankment, London, EC4Y 0DY, United Kingdom (74): 
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates,WILLIAMSON HOUSE, 4TH NGONG AVENUE, P.O. BOX 40111-00100, NAIROBI 
The novelty of the design resides in the shape and configuration of the article as shown in the representations 
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……………………………….. 

 

10.0 Renewed Industrial Designs  

10.1 National Designs 
 

(11) Design Number:1160                  
(22) Filing Date: 06/03/2019 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):02-04 
(54) Title: SANDAL 
(73) Owner(s): UMOJA RUBBER PRODUCTS LTD P.O. BOX 452-80109, MTWAPA, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 06/03/2029 
…………………………………….. 
 
(11) Design Number:1171                  
(22) Filing Date: 14/03/2019 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):02-04 
(54) Title: SANDALS 
(73) Owner(s): UMOJA RUBBER PRODUCTS LTD P.O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 14/03/2029 
…………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 
 

11.0 Trade Marks 
  
11.1 Applications accepted for registration 
  
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the trade marks 
advertised herein according to these classes may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a 
notice of opposition on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or 
US$ 250 (foreign opponent). The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar 
as he deems fit and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the 
Registrar to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed.  
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the 
applicant for registration to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of 
preparing the notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in 
considering any application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the 
applicant. 
 
Representations of the marks advertised herein can be seen at the Trade Marks Registry, Kenya Industrial 
Property Institute, KIPI Centre, Kabarsiran Avenue Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 
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(210): 70049 (220): 20/12/2010  
(300): None (511): 30(Sifted maize meal.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words "NICE", "UNGA", the devices of "MAIZE COB” and 
“HUMAN BEING" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. “UNGA” is a swahili word meaning “FLOUR” (730): 
CHARLES NJIRU KABURU, NICE SUPERMARKET LTD, Packaging 
and Distribution of P.O. Box 271-10303, Wanguru, Kenya 
(740): None   
(210): 92209 (220): 12/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and/or preparations made from 
cereals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words "WHEAT", "FLOUR" and the 
device of the "FLOWER" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. The English translation of the word 'LULU' is 
'PEARL' (730): GRAIN INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Shimanzi Area, P 
.O. Box 43362 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): Jacqueline 
Waihenya Maina & Co Advocates of P. O. Box 777 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya   

(210): 109874 (220): 06/11/2019  
(300): None (511): 6(Steel strapping; metal seals for joining 
strapping), 7(Industrial packaging machines and equipment 
strapping machines. wrapping machines, case' erecting 
machines, case- sealing machines autourated storage and 
retrieval systems, ba'e packaging systems; battery-powered 
hand strapping tools. pneumatic hand strapping tools fastener-
driving tools; inflators), 8(Manual hand strapping tools), 
9(Software for controlling manufacturing facilities), 16(Paper 
dunnage airbags for cushioning cargo during transport, 
paperboard edge protectors paperboard packaging containers 
honeycomb void fill panels; packing material formed from 
built-up corrugated), 17(Expanded polystyrene foam 
packaging, non-paper dunnage airbags for cushioning cargo 
dunng transit; non-paper bags in which cotton or other 
material is loaded for transport/storage, plastic container 
liners and bulk material bags: products used in refrigerated 
trailers; stretch film for wrapping goods before transit sheets 
for separating layers of palletized goods), 20(Plastic slip 
sheets) and 22(Plastics trapping.) (526): None (730): SIGNODE 
INDUSTRIES GROUP LLC of 3650 West Lake Ave, Glenview, 
Ilinois 60026, United States of America (740): Ndungu Njoroge 
& Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

  

(210): 118360 (220): 22/07/2021  
(300): None (511): 42(Software Development.) (526): None 
(730): SPIN MOBILE LTD of P. O. Box 56013 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): None 

SpinCrunch  
 

(210): 119733 (220): 19/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 30(Ice) and 32(Drinking water) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'NATURE' separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): KLAR SPRINGS KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 
38589 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 120920 (220): 18/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

TOMETA  
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(210): 120921 (220): 18/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
ICLOV  

 

(210): 120922 (220): 18/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
OPTAZ  

 

(210): 120923 (220): 18/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
PAGLIF  

 

(210): 120924 (220): 18/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
GRELOR  

 

(210): 121544 (220): 03/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 42(Software Services) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters ''I'' and ''D'' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): SPIN MOBILE LTD of 2nd Floor, Block C, Cassia 
Complex, Kiambere Road, Upperhill, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 
Spin ID  

 

(210): 121551 (220): 03/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(hair care and hair treatment 
preparations; hair shampoo; hair conditioner; hair rinses; hair 
oils; hair gels; hair relaxers; hair nourishers; hair lotions and 
other hair care preparations) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''LUSH'' and 
the devices of the ''CROWN” and “HUMAN HEAD'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TOLARAM EAST AFRICA CONSUMER PRODUCTS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 677 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Muthoni Advocates of 
P. O. Box 28397 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 121826 (220): 25/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Downloadable software in the nature of 
a mobile application; Computer hardware; Downloadable 
software for social networking and creating and interacting 
with online communities; Downloadable software for creating, 
managing and accessing groups within virtual communities; 
Software development tools; Downloadable software to enable 
development, assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile 
software applications for portable electronic communication 
devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, handheld 
computers and computer tablets; Downloadable software for 
use as an application programming interface (API); 
Downloadable software for organizing events, searching for 
events, calendaring and managing events; Downloadable 
software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, 
accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, 
commenting on, interacting with, embedding, and sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media, images, video, audio, 
audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet 
and communication networks; Downloadable computer 
software for finding content and content publishers, and for 
subscribing to content; Downloadable software for creating 
and managing social media profiles and user accounts; 
Interactive photo and video equipment, namely, kiosks for 
capturing, uploading, editing, printing and sharing digital 
images and video; Downloadable software for streaming 
multimedia entertainment content, audio-visual content, 
video content, and associated text and data; Downloadable 
software for enabling transmission of images, audio, audio 
visual and video content and data; Downloadable software for 
modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-
visual content; Downloadable software for use in taking and 
editing photographs and recording and editing videos; 
Downloadable software for processing images, graphics, audio, 
video, and text; Downloadable software for collecting, 
managing, organizing, synchronizing, and the storage of data 
and information; Downloadable e-commerce software to allow 
users to perform electronic business transactions via a global 
computer and communication networks; Downloadable 
software and mobile application software providing a virtual 
marketplace; Downloadable software for sending and 
receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and 
reminders; Downloadable software for file sharing; 
Downloadable messaging software; Computer search engine 
software; Downloadable software for use in creating, 
managing, measuring, and disseminating advertising of others; 
Advertisement server, namely, a computer server for storing 
advertisements and delivering advertisements to websites; 
Downloadable software for creating, sharing, disseminating 
and posting advertising; Downloadable software for geo-
Iocation based advertising and product and service promotion; 
Downloadable software that enables individuals, groups, 
companies, and brands to create and maintain an online 
presence and interact with online communities for marketing 
purposes; Downloadable virtual reality software; 
Downloadable augmented reality software; Downloadable 
mixed reality software; Virtual reality software for interactive 
entertainment and virtual reality gaming; Augmented reality 
software for interactive entertainment and augmented reality 
gaming; Downloadable software for integrating electronic data 
with real world environments for the purposes of 
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entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social 
networking; Downloadable software for use in enabling 
computers, video game consoles, handheld video game 
consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile 
telephones to provide virtual reality and augmented reality 
experiences; Downloadable software for operating, 
configuring, and managing virtual reality headsets and 
controllers; Downloadable software for gesture recognition, 
object tracking, motion control, and content visualization; 
Software, firmware and hardware for use in visual, voice, 
audio, motion, eye and gesture tracking and recognition; 
Downloadable software for navigating a virtual reality and 
augmented reality environments; Downloadable software for 
enabling users to experience virtual reality and augmented 
reality visualization, manipulation, and immersion; 
Downloadable software for recording, storing, transmitting, 
receiving, displaying and analyzing data from wearable 
computer hardware; Downloadable software for use in 
creating and designing virtual reality and augmented reality 
software; Application programming interface (API) for 
computer software for developing virtual reality and 
augmented reality experiences; Virtual reality game computer 
hardware; Augmented reality game computer hardware; Mixed 
reality game computer hardware; Virtual reality computer 
hardware; Augmented reality computer hardware; Motion 
tracking sensors for virtual reality and augmented reality 
technology; Virtual reality hardware, namely, headsets, 
glasses, and controllers for engaging in virtual reality 
experiences and playing virtual reality games; Augmented 
reality hardware, namely, headsets, glasses, and controllers 
for engaging in augmented reality experiences and playing 
augmented reality games; Wearable computing devices 
comprised primarily of software and display screens for 
connection to computers, tablet computers, mobile devices, 
and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality and 
augmented reality world experiences; Hardware and software 
for operating sensor devices; Electronic sensor devices, 
cameras, projectors, and microphones for gesture, facial, and 
voice detection, capture and recognition; Hardware and 
software for detecting objects, user gestures and commands; 
Downloadable electronic game software in the nature of video 
games, computer games, interactive multimedia games, and 
virtual, augmented, and mixed reality games; Computer 
software for controlling the operation of audio and video 
devices; Video display software; Downloadable software for 
accessing and viewing text, images and electronic data 
relating to conferences in the field of software development; 
Downloadable software for converting natural language into 
machine-executable commands; Downloadable software for 
facilitating interaction and communication between humans 
and AI (artificial intelligence) platforms; Application 
programming interface (API) for use in developing AI (artificial 
intelligence) platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and 
virtual assistants; Downloadable software, namely, an 
interpretive interface for facilitating interaction between 
humans and machines; Artificial intelligence software, 
namely, machine learning software, visual perception 
software, speech or language recognition software, decision-
making software, translation software, touch recognition 
software, conversational query software, software for 
converting natural language into machine-executable 
commands, and digital assistant software; Downloadable 
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virtual assistant software that can perform tasks or services on 
behalf of a user that is activated by user input, location 
awareness, and online information; Downloadable software for 
providing consumer information; Downloadable software for 
providing electronic maps; Location-aware downloadable 
software for searchinq, determining, and sharing locations; 
Downloadable software for searching and identifying 
employment opportunities; Downloadable software for 
identifying and allowing users to contact government 
representatives; Downloadable software providing location-
based weather information; Downloadable software providing, 
linking to, or streaming news or current events information; 
Parental control software; Computer software; Computer 
operating systems; Downloadable software for enabling 
electronic devices to share data and communicate with each 
other; Computer peripheral devices; Wearable peripherals for 
computers, tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile 
telephones; Digital media streaming devices; Headsets and 
headphones; Video display hardware, namely, video drivers 
for video eyewear; Cameras; Batteries; Battery cases; Battery 
packs; Rechargeable electric battery devices, namely, 
rechargeable batteries and portable power supplies; Battery 
chargers; Rechargeable external battery packs for use with 
mobile electronic devices; Power charging and power 
management devices for mobile electronic devices; Charging 
stands for mobile electronic devices; External chargers for use 
with computers, tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile 
telephones; Wireless charging cases for use with computers, 
tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile telephones; 
Power adapters; Electrical adapters, cable, and connectors; 
Bags and cases specially adapted for mobile electronic 
devices; Protective covers and cases for mobile electronic 
devices; Holders, armbands, clips and carrying cases specially 
adapted for mobile electronic devices; Wall mounts for 
mounting mobile electronic devices; Stands for mobile 
electronic devices; Holders for mobile electronic devices; 
Remote controls for mobile electronic devices; Audio 
speakers; Electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors; 
Electronic cables parts and fittings; Electronic cables; Cables 
for optical signal transmission; Power cables and cable 
connectors; Microphones; Audio receivers; Audio transmitters; 
Head- mounted video display; Receivers of electronic signals; 
Video receivers; Wireless transmitters and receivers for 
reproduction of sound and signals; Electric sensors; Sensors for 
monitoring physical movements; SIM cards; Downloadable 
software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); 
Downloadable software for facilitatinq and arranging for the 
financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; 
Downloadable software for online charitable fund raising 
services and financial donation services; Downloadable 
software for use in facilitating voice over internet protocol 
(VOIP) calls, phone calls, video calls, text messages, instant 
message and online social networking services; 
Telecommunications equipment for providing third party 
access to, and enabling the transmission of video, data and 
voice over, global communications networks, namely, mobile 
and access computer and mobile telephone terminals, base 
transceiver stations and wireless radio parts thereof, data 
transceivers, data repeaters, routers and switches, 
transmission circuits, integrated circuits, computer hardware, 
mobile cloud clients and servers, multiplexers, digital signal 
processors, radio frequency signal processors, mobile 
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switching circuits, air traffic electrical controllers, mobility 
electrical controllers, access electrical controllers, remote 
port electrical controllers, radio ports, antennas, electronic 
radio components, software for telecommunications 
applications, and mobile core networks comprising data 
transceivers, wireless networks and gateways for collection, 
transmission and management of data, voice and video; 
Communication software and communication computer 
hardware for providing access to the Internet; 
Telecommunications equipment; Radio receivers and 
transmitters; GPS receivers; Downloadable software to allow 
users to perform e-commerce transactions via the internet and 
communications networks; Downloadable computer software 
that allows users to make payments and transfer funds; 
Downloadable computer software that enables online users to 
make payments and transfer funds across multiple websites 
and mobile applications; Downloadable computer software for 
processing electronic payments; Computer software in the 
nature of a query engine; Downloadable software for 
facilitating machine learning; Downloadable software for 
building user interfaces; Downloadable electronic 
publications; Downloadable software for opinion polling; 
Downloadable software "allowing users to post questions with 
answer options; Interactive photo and video equipment, 
namely, kiosks computer hardware for capturing, uploading, 
editing, printing and sharing digital images and video; 
Downloadable software for the synchronization of data 
between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote 
station or device; Voice command and recognition software, 
speech to text conversion software; Voice-enabled software 
applications for personal information management; Home 
automation and home device integration software; Wireless 
communication software for voice, audio, video, and data 
transmission; Downloadable software used for controlling 
stand-alone voice controlled information and personal 
assistant devices; Downloadable software for voice recognition 
for use in connection with the transmission of voice and data; 
Downloadable software for accessing, browsing, and searching 
online databases, audio, video, and multimedia content, 
games, and software applications, and software application 
marketplaces; Downloadable software for use to connect and 
control internet of things (lOT) electronic devices; Computer 
application software for handheld wireless devices, namely, 
software for controlling, integrating, operating, connecting, 
and managing voice controlled information devices, namely, 
cloud-connected and voice-controlled smart consumer 
electronic devices and electronic personal assistant devices; 
Downloadable software for processing, reproducing, 
synchronizing, recording, organizing, downloading, uploading, 
transmitting, streaming, receiving, playing and viewing text, 
multimedia and data files; Downloadable software, for 
personalized, interactive television (TV) programming and for 
use in displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic 
images, text, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, 
video clips, film footage and audio data; Downloadable 
software in the nature of a mobile application for 
telecommunication services for providing transmission of 
voice, data, video, and media content via the internet and the 
worldwide web for computers or other portable consumer 
electronic devices; Downloadable software for searching 
television entertainment exploration guides; Downloadable 
software for searching, locating, compiling, indexing, 
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correlating, navigating, obtaining, downloading, receiving, 
encoding, decoding, playing, storing and organizing text, data, 
images, graphics, audio and video on a global computer 
network; Downloadable software to enhance mobile access to 
the internet via computers, mobile computers, and mobile 
communications devices; Downloadable software for 
formatting and converting content, text, visual works, audio 
works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, 
documents and electronic works into a format compatible with 
portable electronic devices and computers; Electronic 
communication equipment and instruments, namely, mobile 
and wearable digital electronic devices for sending and 
receiving of text, data, audio, image, and video files; 
Telecommunications apparatus and instruments, namely, 
speakers and microphones sold as component features of 
computers, mobile and wearable digital electronic devices for 
the sending and receiving of telephone calls, text messages, 
electronic mail, and other digital data, and for use in 
providing access to the internet; Electronic notepads; 
Electronic personal organizers; Electronic voice recording and 
voice recognition apparatus; Portable digital electronic 
devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, 
reviewing, and receiving text, data, and digital files; 
Wearable computer hardware; Wearable digital electronic 
devices comprised primarily of software for alerts, messages, 
emails, and reminders, and for recording, organizing, 
transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, 
data, audio, image and digital files and display screens; 
Downloadable software for accessing, browsing and searching 
online databases; Downloadable software for accessing, 
monitoring, searching, displaying, reading, recommending, 
sharing, organizing, and annotating news, sports, weather, 
commentary, and other information, content from periodicals, 
blogs, and websites, and other text, data, graphics, images, 
audio, video, and multimedia content; Downloadable software 
for creating, authoring, distributing downloading, 
transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, 
decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, data, 
graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content, 
electronic publications, and electronic games; Apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
Apparatus for transmission of communication; Apparatus for 
data storage, namely, mobile and wearable digital electronic 
devices for the storage of text, data, audio, image, and video 
files; Blockchain; Blockchain software; Downloadable software 
in the field of blockchain; Downloadable software for use with 
digital currency, crypto currency and virtual currency; Digital 
currency wallet and storage services software; Downloadable 
computer software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; 
Cryptocurrency hardware wallet; Downloadable computer 
software for use as a digital wallet; Downloadable computer 
software for use as an electronic wallet; Computer programs 
and downloadable computer application software for 
electronic storage of data; Downloadable software for 
providing a digital wallet; Downloadable software for digital 
currency payment and exchange transactions; Downloadable 
software for use in managing portfolios of digital currency, 
virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain 
assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and 
utility tokens; Downloadable software for electronic wallet 
services; Downloadable e-wallets; Distributed ledger platform 
software; Software for use with distributed ledger technology; 
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Downloadable software which facilitates the ability of users to 
view, analyze, record, store, monitor, manage, trade and 
exchange digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, 
digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, 
crypto tokens and utility tokens; Downloadable software for 
sending, receiving, accepting, buying, selling, storing, 
transmitting, trading and exchanging digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, 
digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility 
tokens; Downloadable software for implementing and 
recording financial transactions; Downloadable software for 
use in financial trading; Downloadable software for use in 
financial exchange; Downloadable software for accessing 
financial information and market data and trends; 
Downloadable software for providing authentication of parties 
to a financial transaction; Downloadable software for 
maintaining ledgers for financial transactions; Downloadable 
software for the management of cryptographic security of 
electronic transmissions across computer networks; 
Downloadable software for encrypting and enabling secure 
transmission of digital information over the Internet; 
Downloadable software for allowing users to calculate 
parameters related to financial transactions; Downloadable 
software for electronic funds transfer; Downloadable software 
for currency conversion; Downloadable software for the 
collection and distribution of data; Downloadable software for 
payment transactions; Downloadable software for connecting 
computers to local databases and global computer networks; 
Downloadable software for creating searchable databases of 
information and data; Downloadable software for managing 
and validating digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital asset, blockchain asset, digitized 
asset, digital token, crypto token and utility token 
transactions; Downloadable software for creating and 
managing smart contracts; Downloadable software for 
managing payment and exchange transactions; Downloadable 
software and hardware for use as a digital currency wallet, 
virtual currency wallet, digital asset wallet, crypto token 
wallet, and utility wallet; Downloadable software for creating 
a decentralized and open source digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digitized assets, digital token for 
use in blockchain-based transactions; Computer application 
software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software for 
digital exchanges for virtual items; Downloadable software for 
creating, selling and managing blockchain-based tokens or 
appcoins; Downloadable software for use in an electronic 
financial platform; Downloadable software for processing 
electronic payments and for transferring funds to and from 
others; Blockchain platform software; Downloadable software 
for use in the management and implementation of digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto token 
and utility token transactions; Downloadable software for 
creating and managing a blockchain platform for use in 
managing digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, 
digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, 
crypto token and utility token accounts; Downloadable 
software for managing crypto currency and digital currency 
accounts; Downloadable software for use in payments, 
purchases, and investments using digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, 
digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility 
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tokens; Downloadable software for use in managing the 
conversion of digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens into hard 
currency; Downloadable software for developing, deploying, 
and managing software applications, and integrating software 
applications for digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, 
digital token, crypto token and utility token accounts; 
Downloadable software and hardware for use in electronically 
exchanging currency for digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Downloadable 
software for use as an application programming interface (API) 
for the development, testing, and integration of blockchain 
software applications; Computer hardware for digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain asset, and digitized asset mining; Security token 
hardware; Electronic currency converters; Downloadable 
software, namely, electronic financial platform that 
accommodates multiple types of payment and transactions in 
an integrated mobile phone, personal digital assistant (PDA), 
and web-based environment; Downloadable software for 
creating tokens to be used to pay for products and services, 
and that may be traded or exchanged for cash value; 
Downloadable software for managing digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, 
digitized asset, digital token, crypto token and utility token 
payments, money transfers, and commodity transfers; 
Downloadable software for use as an application program 
interface (API) software for use in computer hardware device 
identification; Downloadable software for use in 
authenticating user access to computers and computer 
networks; Downloadable software for use in facilitating secure 
transactions; Downloadable software for use in accessing, 
reading, tracking, and using blockchain technology; 
Downloadable software and hardware for managing identity 
information, access rights to information resources and 
applications and authentication functionality; Downloadable 
software for network identification verification, 
authentication and management services for security 
purposes; Downloadable authentication software for 
controlling access to and communications with computers and 
computer networks; Magnetically encoded credit cards and 
payment cards; Encryption devices; Security tokens; 
Downloadable software for use as a security token; 
Downloadable software used in issuing digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, 
digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility 
tokens; Crypto tokens and utility tokens; Downloadable 
software used in auditing digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Ad server, 
namely, a computer server for storing advertisements and 
delivering advertisements to websites; Altimeters; Application 
programming interface (API) for computer software for 
developing and creating virtual reality, augmented reality and 
mixed reality experiences; Application programming interface 
(API) for computer software which facilitates online services 
for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, 
download, access and management; Application programming 
interface (API) for software which facilitates online services 
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for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, 
download, access and management; Application programming 
interface (API) for use in building software applications; 
Augmented reality glasses; Augmented reality headsets; 
Augmented reality software; Augmented reality software for 
interactive entertainment; Augmented reality software for 
navigating an augmented reality environment; Augmented 
reality software for object tracking, motion control and 
content visualization; Augmented reality software for 
operating augmented reality headsets; Augmented reality 
software for users to experience augmented reality 
visualization, manipulation and immersion; Cables, namely, 
electronic cables and connection cables; Cases, straps, wrist 
and arm bands for electronic monitoring devices; Computer 
application software for smartphones and mobile devices in 
the fields of fitness and exercise featuring personal training 
services, coaching, workouts and fitness assessments; 
Computer application software for use in connection with 
configuring and controlling wearable computer hardware and 
wearable computer peripherals; Computer hardware for 
displaying data and video; Computer hardware for use in 
measuring heart rhythm; Computer hardware for use in taking 
electrocardiograms; Computer operating system software; 
Computer peripheral equipment for use with smartwatches, 
namely, smartwatch bands and smartwatch straps; Computer 
peripherals for displaying data and video; Computer 
peripherals for mobile devices for displaying data and video, 
namely, peripherals worn on the head for mobile devices for 
displaying data and video; Computer peripherals for mobile 
devices for remotely accessing and transmitting data, namely, 
peripherals worn on the head for mobile devices for remotely 
accessing and transmitting data; Computer peripherals for 
mobile devices, namely, electronic devices, monitors, sensors, 
and displays for sensing, monitoring, recording, displaying, 
measuring, and transmitting global positioning, direction, 
distance, altitude, speed, navigational information, weather 
information, temperature, physical activity level, heart rate, 
pulse rate, blood pressure, calories burned, steps taken, and 
biometric data; Computer peripherals for remotely accessing 
and transmitting data; Computer software and computer 
application software for mobile phones and personal digital 
devices that provides a fitness assessment and fitness score by 
comparing previous athletic performances and fitness levels 
with future athletic performances and fitness levels, and 
provides advice and customized workouts for improving in 
specific areas of a particular sport or fitness activity; 
Computer software and computer application software for 
mobile phones and personal digital devices that monitor, 
track, and compare sport activity and fitness level; Computer 
software and computer application software for mobile phones 
and personal digital devices that evaluates a user's fitness 
level and athleticism, and provides fitness scores; Computer 
software and computer application software for mobile phones 
and personal digital devices that provides tips, coaching, and 
personalized workouts, to improve the user's fitness score; 
Computer software and computer application software for 
mobile phones and personal digital devices for communicating 
with gaming consoles, personal computers, personal digital 
devices, and mobile phones, regarding time, pace, speed, 
steps taken, athletic skill, calories burned, agility, motion, 
balance, coordination, and flexibility; Computer software and 
computer application software for mobile phones and personal 
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digital devices for monitoring, uploading, and downloading 
data regarding sport activity, fitness training, and fitness level 
to the internet and other computer and electronic 
communication networks; Computer software and computer 
application software that detects user's movements during 
physical activity, fitness sessions, workouts, to provide 
personalized fitness scores and assessments; Computer 
software and firmware, namely, operating system programs, 
database synchronization software, and data synchronization 
programs; Computer software development tools; Computer 
software for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases; Computer software for accessing, monitoring, 
searching, displaying, reading, recommending, sharing, 
organizing, and annotating news, sports, weather, 
commentary, and other information, content from periodicals, 
blogs, and websites, and other text, data, graphics, images, 
audio, video, and multimedia content; Computer software for 
communicating with gaming consoles regarding time, pace, 
speed, steps taken, athletic skill, calories burned, agility, 
motion, balance, coordination, and flexibility; Computer 
software for creating, authoring, distributing, downloading, 
transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, 
decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, data, 
graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content, and 
electronic publications, and electronic games; Computer 
software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, 
accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, 
commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media or information via 
computer the internet and communication networks; 
Computer software for creating, managing, and interacting 
with an online community; Computer software for fitness and 
weight management; Computer software for fitness, fitness 
assessments, and sport activities; Computer software for 
integrating electronic data with real world environments for 
the purposes of entertainment, communicating, and social 
networking; Computer software for managing information 
regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health 
and fitness program; Computer software for modifying and 
enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video 
content and data; Computer software for modifying 
photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-visual 
content with photographic filters and virtual reality, mixed 
reality and augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, 
animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags, 
hyperlinks; Computer software for monitoring, processing, 
displaying, storing and transmitting data relating to a user's 
physical activity; Computer software for processing images, 
graphics, audio, video, and text; Computer software for 
sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, 
audio and audio visual content via computer the internet and 
communication networks; Computer software for sending and 
receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and 
reminders; Computer software for sensing, monitoring, 
recording, displaying, measuring, and transmitting global 
positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, navigational 
information, weather information, temperature, physical 
activity level, heart rate, pulse rate, blood pressure, calories 
burned, steps taken, and biometric data; Computer software 
for setting up, configuring, operating and controlling mobile 
devices, wearable devices, mobile phones, computers, and 
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computer peripherals; Computer software for social 
networking and interacting with online communities; 
Computer software for the collection, managing, editing, 
organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and storage of 
data and information; Computer software for the redirection 
of messages, Internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or 
more electronic wearable wireless communication devices 
from a data store on or associated with a personal computer 
or a server; Computer software for tracking and managing 
information regarding health, fitness, and wellness programs; 
Computer software for use as an application programming 
interface (API); Computer software for use in creating, 
managing, measuring, and disseminating advertising of others; 
Computer software for viewing digital images and photographs 
provided as updates for or in combination with head-mounted 
display screen devices; Computer software for wireless 
content, data and information delivery; Computer software 
for wireless data communication for receiving, processing, 
transmitting and displaying information relating to fitness, 
body fat, body mass index; Computer software in the field of 
health, fitness, exercise, and wellness for sensing, monitoring, 
recording, displaying, measuring, and transmitting global 
positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, navigational 
information, temperature, physical activity level, heart rate, 
pulse rate, blood pressure, calories burned, steps taken, and 
biometric data and for tracking and managing information 
regarding health, fitness, exercise, and wellness programs; 
Computer software that detects user's movements during 
physical activity, fitness sessions, workouts, to provide 
personalized fitness scores and assessments; Computer 
software that evaluates a user's fitness level and athleticism, 
and provides fitness scores; Computer software that monitor, 
track, and compare sport activity and fitness level; Computer 
software that provides a fitness assessment and fitness score 
by comparing previous athletic performances and fitness levels 
with future athletic performances and fitness levels, and 
provides advice and customized workouts for improving in 
specific areas of a particular sport or fitness activity; 
Computer software that provides tips, coaching, and 
personalized workouts, to improve the user's fitness score; 
Computer software to enable accessing, displaying, editing, 
linking, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and 
information via the internet and communications networks; 
Computer software to enable development, assessment, 
testing, and maintenance of mobile software applications for 
portable electronic communication devices, namely, mobile 
phones, smartphones, handheld computers and computer 
tablets; Computer software to enhance the audio-visual 
capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the three-
dimensional rendering of graphics, still images and moving 
pictures provided as updates for or in combination with head-
mounted display screen devices; Computer software, 
downloadable computer software and mobile application 
software for creating, managing and accessing groups within 
virtual communities; Computer software, namely, an 
application providing social networking functionalities; 
Computer software, namely, an interpretive interface for 
facilitating interaction between humans and machines; 
Computer software, namely, software development tools for 
the creation, debugging, and deployment of software 
applications for smart glasses, near eye displays, head 
mounted displays, and smartphones; Computers, namely, 
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smartwatches; Connection cables; Digital video eyewear; 
Digital video eyewear, head mounted video displays, namely, 
micro screens and associated optics, virtual reality headsets, 
associated electronics, namely, connection cables and 
adaptors, software and firmware for displaying video games, 
electronic media and images; Downloadable computer 
application software for mobile phones, smartphones, 
computers, tablets, smart glasses, digital video eyewear, 
wearable digital electronic devices, namely, glasses, goggles, 
and headsets, head mounted displays, near eye display 
systems, communications networks, cloud computing services, 
and computer systems for communicating between the 
devices, networks and services; Downloadable computer 
application software for smart glasses, near eye display 
systems, and head mounted displays for displaying icons, 
determining and responding to user selection of icons, 
controlling connections to and communication with other 
devices, networks, and systems, operating a camera to record 
and display images and audio visual files, organizing digital 
image and audio visual files, controlling microphones, 
controlling sound level of built-in speakers, transferring 
computer files between the smart glasses, near eye display 
systems, head mounted displays and other devices, networks, 
and systems, controlling user notifications, controlling a 
touchpad, controlling and obtaining data from sensors in the 
smart glasses, near eye display systems, and head mounted 
displays, including accelerometers, barometric, temperature, 
tilt, tip, and yawl sensors, head orientation sensors, and GPS 
receivers, controlling the speed of the CPU, and sensing and 
displaying the battery charge level, and displaying, capturing, 
recording, and streaming data, images, and audio visual 
content in standard reality, augmented reality, and mixed 
reality environments; Downloadable computer application 
software for smart glasses, near eye display systems, and head 
mounted displays for the generation and display of standard 
reality, augmented reality, mixed reality content; 
Downloadable computer application software for smart 
glasses, near eye display systems, and head mounted displays 
for communication with other smart glasses, near eye display 
systems, and head mounted displays; Downloadable computer 
software for enabling capture, storage, and transmission of 
photographs, videos, data, and information with a user's 
biometric, health, and other performance data overlaid and 
integrated into the recording; Downloadable computer 
software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, 
audio, audio-visual and video content and associated text and 
data; Downloadable computer software, namely, 
downloadable mobile application for setting up, configuring, 
and controlling wearable computer hardware and wearable 
computer peripherals; Electric cables; Electrical adapters; 
Electronic monitoring devices incorporating indicators that 
light up and change color based on wearer's cumulative 
activity level; Electronic monitoring devices incorporating 
microprocessors, digital display, and accelerometers, for 
detecting, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and 
downloading sport, fitness training, and activity data to the 
internet, and communication with gaming consoles and 
personal computers, regarding time, pace, speed, steps taken, 
athletic skill, calories burned, heart and body rate, global 
positioning, direction, distance, altitude, navigational and 
weather information; Electronic navigational instruments and 
apparatus; Fitness and exercise sensors, monitors, and 
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displays for sensing, monitoring, recording, displaying, 
measuring, and transmitting global positioning, direction, 
distance, altitude, speed, temperature, and navigational 
information, to be worn during exercise and for sports 
activities; Gesture recognition software; Glasses with the 
function of wireless communication; Global positioning system 
(GPS) devices; Goggles for enabling virtual reality, augmented 
reality and mixed reality world experiences; Hardware and 
software to view virtual images in creating virtual, augmented 
and mixed reality; Head mounted video display; Head-
mounted display screen devices and their component parts, 
namely, video display cards; Headsets; Headsets for use with 
computers; interactive entertainment software; interface 
electronics, namely, video driver interface circuits for digital 
video eyewear; Location-aware computer software, 
downloadable computer software and mobile application 
software for searching, determining and sharing locations; 
Loudspeakers; Messaging software; Microdisplays, namely, 
head mounted video displays and near eye video displays; 
Mixed reality computer hardware; Mixed reality glasses; Mixed 
reality headsets; Mixed reality software; Mixed reality 
software for interactive entertainment; Mixed reality software 
for navigating a mixed reality environment; Mixed reality 
software for object tracking, motion control and content 
visualization; Mixed reality software for operating mixed 
reality headsets; Mixed reality software for users to 
experience mixed reality visualization, manipulation and 
immersion; Mobile application software for creating 
personalized fitness training programs; Motion tracking sensors 
for augmented reality technology; Motion tracking sensors for 
mixed reality technology; Motion tracking sensors for virtual 
reality technology; Multifunctional electronic devices for 
displaying, measuring, and uploading to the Internet 
information including time, date, body and heart rates, global 
positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, steps taken, 
calories burned, navigational information, weather 
information, the temperature, wind speed, and the 
declination of body and heart rates, altitude and speed; 
Multifunctional electronic devices for displaying, measuring, 
and uploading to the Internet information including time, 
date, heart rate, global positioning, direction, distance, 
altitude, speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational 
information, changes in heart rate, activity level, hours slept, 
quality of sleep, and silent wake alarm; Near eye display 
optics, namely, video display screens for mounting near a 
user's eyes and lenses for displaying images to a user; Near eye 
display systems comprised of GPS sensors, accelerometers, 
magnetometers, directional compasses, environment 
temperature sensors, and electronic tip and tilt orientation 
sensors; Near eye display systems comprising computer 
hardware, electronic display interfaces, and software for the 
generation and display of virtual reality and mixed reality 
content; Near eye display systems comprising computer 
hardware, electronic display interfaces, and software 
specifically adapted for goggles; Near eye display systems 
comprising eyewear and software for the generation and 
display of standard reality, augmented reality, and mixed 
reality content; Near eye displays; Network communication 
apparatus, namely, mobile and wearable digital electronic 
devices for the sending and receiving of text, data, audio, 
image, and video files across networks; Pedometers; 
Peripherals for mobile devices, namely, pedometers and 
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altimeters; Personal assistant software; Personal digital 
assistants; Personal electronic devices used to track fitness 
goals and statistics; Personal fitness trackers; Personal video 
display devices in the nature of wearable displays for viewing 
digital content including virtual reality, augmented reality and 
mixed reality content; Personal video display screens; 
Portable, handheld, and personal digital electronic devices for 
recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, reviewing, 
and receiving text, data, and digital files; Remote control 
apparatus for wearable computer hardware and 
smartwatches; Sensors for scientific use to be worn by a 
human to gather human biometric data, mobile and wearable 
digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, 
transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio, 
image and video files; Smart glasses; Smart glasses with wired 
and wireless audio capability; Smartwatch bands; Smartwatch 
straps; Smartwatches; Social assistant software; Software and 
firmware for controlling, configuring and managing 
controllers; Software and firmware for displaying video games 
and electronic media on display screen devices provided as 
updates for or in combination with head-mounted display 
screen devices; Software and firmware for operating system 
programs; Software and firmware for video drivers and video 
processing provided as updates for or in combination with 
head- mounted display screen devices; Software and firmware 
for enabling electronic devices to share data and 
communicate with each other; Software driver programs for 
electronic devices for enabling computer hardware and 
electronic devices to communicate with each other; Software 
for advertisers to communicate and interact with online 
communities; Software for alerts, messages, emails, and 
reminders, and for recording, organizing, transmitting, 
manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, data, audio, 
image and digital files and display screens; Software for 
communicating by wireless local area networks, wireless 
technologies, and other communication protocols between 
near-eye display systems and network devices, namely, mobile 
phones, smart phones, computers, tablets, and other 
computer systems; Software for converting natural language 
into machine-executable commands; Software for creating and 
managing social media profiles and user accounts; Software 
for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, 
viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, 
linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting 
on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise 
providing electronic media or information via computer and 
communication networks; Software for creating, managing and 
accessing groups within virtual communities; Software for 
creating, managing, and interacting with an online 
community; Software for facilitating and arranging for the 
financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; 
Software for generating images to be displayed in near-eye 
display system; Software for integrating electronic data with 
real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, 
education, gaming, communicating, and social networking; 
Software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, 
audio, audio visual and video content and data; Software for 
online charitable fund raising services and financial donation 
services; Software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and 
services; Software for organizing, searching for and managing 
events; Software for planning activities with other users, 
making recommendations; Software for processing images, 
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graphics, audio, video, and text; Software for recording, 
storing, transmitting, receiving, displaying and analyzing data 
from wearable computer hardware; Software for smart phones 
and other computer systems to generate data, images, and 
audio for display in near-eye display systems and for 
transmitting such data, images, audio to near-eye display 
systems; Software for smart phones and other computer 
systems to receive data from near-eye display systems; 
Software for social and destination mapping; Software for 
social networking; Software for streaming multimedia 
entertainment content; Software for the collection, managing, 
editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and 
storage of data and information; Software for tracking motion 
in, visualizing, manipulating, viewing, and displaying 
augmented, mixed and virtual reality experiences; Software 
for use as an application programming interface (API); 
Software for use in creating and designing virtual reality, 
augmented reality and mixed reality software; Software for 
wireless content, data and information delivery; Software in 
the nature of a mobile application; Software that enables 
individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and 
maintain an online presence for marketing purposes; 
Software, namely, an interpretive interface for facilitating 
interaction between humans and machines; 
Telecommunications apparatus and instruments, namely, 
speakers and microphones sold as component features of 
computers, mobile and wearable digital electronic devices for 
the sending and receiving of telephone calls, text messages, 
electronic mail, and other digital data, and for use in 
providing access to the internet; Virtual reality glasses; Virtual 
reality headsets; Virtual reality software; Virtual reality 
software for interactive entertainment; Virtual reality 
software for navigating a virtual reality environment; Virtual 
reality software for object tracking, motion control and 
content visualization; Virtual reality software for operating 
virtual reality headsets; Virtual reality software for users to 
experience virtual reality visualization, manipulation and 
immersion; Virtual, augmented, and mixed reality software 
for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld 
video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and 
mobile telephones to provide virtual, augmented, and mixed 
reality experiences; Watches, bracelets, and wrist bands that 
communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart 
phones, and personal computers through Internet websites 
and other computer and electronic communication networks; 
Waterproof near eye display systems comprising-computer 
hardware, electronic display interfaces, and software for the 
generation and display of virtual reality and mixed reality 
content; Wearable activity trackers; Wearable computer 
peripherals; Wearable computing devices comprised primarily 
of software and display screens for connection to computers, 
tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order 
to enable virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality 
world experiences; Wearable digital electronic devices 
comprised primarily of software for alerts, messages, emails, 
and reminders, and for recording, organizing, transmitting, 
manipulating, reviewing, and receiving text, data, audio, 
image and digital files and display screens; Wearable digital 
electronic devices, namely, glasses, goggles, and headsets; 
Wearable electronic devices, namely, watches, bracelets, and 
wristbands that are comprised of software that communicates 
data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal 
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computers through Internet websites and other computer and 
electronic communication networks; Wearable peripherals for 
computers, tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile 
telephones, namely, configurable head-mounted displays; 
Wireless computer peripherals.), 28(Virtual reality headsets 
for playing video games for connection to computers, video 
game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet 
computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to 
enable virtual reality experiences; Electronic and interactive 
multimedia game consoles; Video game interactive remote 
control units; Wearable peripherals for playing video games 
specially adapted for computers, video game consoles, 
handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile 
devices, and mobile telephones; Game controllers for 
computer games; Audio and visual headsets for use in playing 
video games; Hand-held units for playing electronic, 
computer, interactive, and video games; Gaming devices, 
mobile gaming devices, namely, gaming machines with or 
without video output for playing computer games and video 
games; Computer game consoles for use with an external 
display screen or monitor; Apparatus for electronic games 
other than those adapted for use with an external display 
screen or monitor; Apparatus for electronic games adapted for 
use with an external display screen or monitor; Bags specially 
adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles; 
Computer and video game joysticks; Computer gaming 
consoles for recreational game playing; Fitted plastic films 
known as skins for covering and protecting electronic game 
playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-
held video game units; Game controllers in the nature of 
keyboards for computer games; Games adapted for use with 
television receivers; Gaming headsets adapted for use in 
playing video games; Hand held joy stick units for playing 
video games; Handheld game consoles; Hand- held electronic 
games adapted for use with television receivers only; Hand-
held games with liquid crystal displays; Hand-held units for 
playing electronic games for use with external display screen 
or monitor; Home video game machines; LCD game machines; 
Player- operated electronic controllers for electronic video 
game machines; Protective carrying cases specially adapted 
for handheld video games and video game consoles; 
Standalone video game machine; Stands for electronic game 
playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-
held video game units; Tabletop units for playing electronic 
games other than in conjunction with a television or 
computer; Video game interactive hand held remote controls 
for playing electronic games; Controllers for game consoles; 
Arcade video game machines; Video game consoles; Games 
and playthings; Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in 
other classes; Decorations for Christmas trees; Body-building 
apparatus; Body-training apparatus; Body-training equipment; 
Equipment for sports and games; Exercise machines.), 
35(Advertising services; Advertising via electronic media; 
Dissemination of advertising for others via a global computer 
network; Business and advertising services, namely, 
advertising services for tracking advertising performance, for 
managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing 
advertising data, for reporting advertising data, and for 
optimizing advertising performance; Advertising services, 
namely, advertising campaign management, targeting, 
implementation and optimization services; Preparation and 
realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; 
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Design of advertising materials for others; Advertising 
services, namely, media planning and media buying for others, 
brand evaluation and brand positioning services for others, 
and advertising procurement services for others; Ad serving, 
namely, placing advertisements on websites for others; 
Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services 
of others by means of providing photo and video equipment at 
special events; Organizing exhibitions and events in the field 
of software and hardware development for commercial or 
advertising purposes; Advertising services, namely, providing 
classified advertising space via the internet and other 
communication networks; Compiling of data in online 
computer databases and online searchable databases in the 
field of classifieds; Promoting the goods and services of others 
via computer and communication networks; Promoting the 
goods and services of others by means of distributing video 
advertising on via the internet and other communications 
networks; Providing promotional events via live streaming 
video; Marketing and promotion services; Consulting services 
in the fields of advertising and marketing; Business assistance 
and consulting services; Business consultation regarding 
marketing activities; Brand strategy consulting services; 
Business consultation in the field of telecommunications; 
Business management consulting services to enable business 
entities, non-governmental organizations and non-profit 
organizations to develop, organize, and administer programs 
to offer greater access to global communications networks; 
Business networking services; Employment consultancy and 
recruiting services; Promoting sales for others by facilitating 
pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card 
certificates that may be redeemed for goods or services; 
Advertising services for promoting public awareness about 
charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community 
service and humanitarian activities; Providing contest and 
incentive award programs for marketing and advertising 
purposes to recognize, reward and encourage individuals and 
groups which engage in self- improvement, self-fulfillment, 
charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community 
service and humanitarian activities and sharing of creative 
work product; Business consultancy services for professionals 
and, businesses in the field of mobile software application 
development; Organizing, promoting, arranging and 
conducting special events, exhibitions, and tradeshows for 
commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Organizing 
and conducting events, exhibitions, expositions and 
conferences for commercial purposes in the interactive 
entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video 
game entertainment industries; Online retail store services 
featuring virtual reality and augmented reality hardware and 
software; Online retail store services featuring virtual reality 
content and digital media namely, pre-recorded music, video, 
images, text, audiovisual works and virtual and augmented 
reality game software; Providing online marketplaces for 
sellers of goods and/or services; Business intermediary 
services in the nature of facilitating the exchange and sale of 
services and products of third parties via computer and 
communication networks; Connecting buyers and sellers via an 
online network environment; Promotional services, namely, 
providing electronic catalog services; Providing telephone 
directory information via global communications networks; 
Business assistance services, namely, customer relationship 
management; Providing commercial information, namely, user 
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comments concerning business organizations, service 
providers, and other resources; Marketing research, namely, 
advertising campaign and consumer preferences research and 
analysis; Market research services; Provision of market 
research and information services; Business information 
management, namely, reporting of business information and 
business analytics in the fields of advertising and marketing; 
Business management; Business administration, office 
functions; Compiling online business directories featuring the 
businesses, products and services of others; Promoting the 
public interest and awareness of issues involving access to the 
internet for the global population; Association services, 
namely, promoting the adoption, acceptance and 
development of open source computer technologies; 
Organizing business networking events in the field of open 
source software; Promoting voluntary common industry 
standards for software development and execution; Arranging 
and conducting business conferences; Arranging and 
conducting business conferences in the field of programming 
language development and use; Conducting business 
investigations in the field of social media; Consulting services 
in the field of evaluating social media content; Consulting 
services in the field of social media policies and regulations; 
Marketing, advertising and promotion services; Business and 
advertising services; Market intelligence services; Providing a 
website featuring an online marketplace for selling and 
trading virtual goods with other users; Online trading services; 
Arranging and conducting special events for business purposes; 
Blockchain as a service, namely, business advice and 
information in the field of blockchain technology; Provision of 
electronic reminders and notifications; Advertising and 
information distribution services, namely, providing classified 
advertising space via the internet and communications 
networks; Advertising services, namely, targeting and 
optimization of online advertising; Arranging and conducting 
special events for commercial, promotional or advertising 
purposes; Association services that promote the interests of 
professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software 
application development; Brand consulting; Business and 
advertising services, namely, advertising services for tracking 
advertising performance, for managing, distributing and 
serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for 
reporting advertising data, and for optimizing advertising 
performance; Business and advertising services, namely, 
media planning and media buying for others; Procurement 
services for others, namely, purchasing goods and service for 
other businesses; Business networking; Charitable services, 
namely, promoting public awareness about charitable, 
philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and 
humanitarian activities; Consulting services in the fields of 
advertising and marketing, namely, customizing advertising 
and marketing efforts of others; Dissemination of advertising 
for others via the internet and communication networks; 
Employment and recruiting services; Facilitating the exchange 
and sale of services and products of third parties via computer 
and communication networks; Marketing, advertising and 
promotion services, namely, providing information regarding 
discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail websites 
of others, and special offers for the goods and services of 
others; Online advertising and promoting the goods and 
services of others via the internet; Online retail store services 
featuring virtual reality, mixed reality and augmented reality 
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headsets, games, content and digital media; Online retail 
store services in relation to electronic wearable fitness 
devices, personal weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, 
fitness and sports apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid 
goods; Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, 
tradeshows and events for business purposes; Promoting the 
goods and services of others by means of distributing video 
advertising on the internet and communication networks; 
Promoting the goods and services of others via the internet 
and communication networks; Providing online business 
directories featuring the businesses, products and services of 
others; Providing online facilities for connecting sellers with 
buyers; Providing online facilities for live streaming video of 
promotional events; Providing online facilities for connecting 
sellers with buyers; Retail and online retail services for 
software, electronic devices and footwear incorporating 
sensors that allow consumers to engage in virtual athletic 
competitions and individual and group fitness classes; Retail 
and online retail store services that allow consumers to 
engage in fitness coaching, virtual athletic competitions, and 
individual and group fitness classes; Retail store services in 
relation to electronic wearable fitness devices, personal 
weighing scales, wearable activity trackers, fitness and sports 
apparel, and accessories for the aforesaid goods), 36(Financial 
transaction processing services, namely, providing secure 
electronic transactions and payment options; Electronic 
processing of bill payment data for users of the internet and 
communication networks; Payment transaction processing 
services; Electronic funds transfer services; Electronic credit 
card, debit card, and gift card transaction processing services; 
Providing electronic mobile payment services for others; 
Financial services; Payment processing services; Financial 
transaction services; Facilitating and arranging fundraising and 
the distribution of fundraising donations; Charitable services, 
namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of 
monetary donations from individuals and companies to third-
parties; Providing bill payment services via electronic mobile 
applications; Financial services, namely, providing a virtual 
currency for use by members of an online community in 
connection with video games, live streaming content, and 
video on demand content via the internet and communications 
networks; Financial exchange; Electronic mobile payment 
services for others; Virtual currency exchange; Electronic 
transfer of virtual currencies; Financial affairs, namely, 
financial management, financial planning, financial 
forecasting, financial portfolio management and financial 
analysis and consultation; Financial information provided by 
electronic means; Brokerage services; Dealer services; 
Currency dealing services; Digital currency services; 
Cryptocurrency services; Virtual currency services; Digital 
currency wallet and storage services; E-wallet services; 
Electronic wallet services; Financial services relating to 
electronic wallet services; Bill payment services provided via 
an electronic wallet; Electronic banking services via a global 
computer network; Currency trading; Electronic payment 
services involving electronic processing and subsequent 
transmission of bill payment data; Digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, 
digitized asset, digital token, crypto token and utility token 
trading services; Digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, digitized asset, 
digital token, crypto token and utility token processing 
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services for others; Facilitating transfers of electronic cash 
equivalents; News reporting services in the field of financial 
news; Financial services, namely, providing virtual currency 
services for use by members of an online community via a 
global computer network; Issuance of tokens of value; 
Management of digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Financial 
services, namely, providing a financial exchange for the 
trading of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, 
digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, 
crypto tokens and utility tokens; Cryptocurrency trading 
services; Cryptocurrency exchange services; Cryptocurrency 
payment processing; Electronic payment services; Processing 
electronic payments through electronic wallet services; 
Currency management services; Currency transfer services; 
Financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of 
digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Financial consultation in the field of 
digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Providing electronic processing and 
tracking of electronic funds transfers; Currency exchange 
services; Investment management services; Custodial services 
for financial institutions and funds; Listing and trading of 
swaps and derivatives on digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Monetary 
exchange; Clearing and reconciling financial transactions; 
Financial information services; Electronic financial trading 
services; Electronic financial trading, namely, trading of the 
field of digitized assets; Providing on-demand and real-time 
financial information about digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Providing 
information in the fields of investment and finance over 
computer networks and global communication network; 
Electronic trading of financial instruments; Electronic 
commerce payment services; Electronic processing and 
transmission of bill payment data for users of internet and 
communications networks; Financial transaction processing 
services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions 
and payment options; Financial transaction services, namely, 
providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online 
community via the internet and communications networks; 
Merchant services, namely, payment transaction processing 
services; Payment processing services, namely, providing 
virtual currency transaction processing services for others; 
Pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card 
certificates that may be redeemed for goods or services.), 
38(Telecommunications; Telecommunications services, 
namely, electronic transmission of electronic media, data, 
messages, graphics, images, photos, videos, audio visual 
content and files; Telecommunication services, namely, data 
transmission and reception services via telecommunication 
networks; Telecommunications and peer-to-peer network 
computer services, namely, electronic transmission of images, 
audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, 
text, messages, advertisements, media advertising 
communications and information; Photo, video, and data 
sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital 
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photo files, videos, and audio visual content among internet 
users; Telecommunication services, namely, electronic 
exchange of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics 
accessible via the internet and other communications 
networks; Providing access to computer, electronic and online 
databases; Providing access to computer databases in the 
fields of social networking and social introduction and dating; 
Providing online forums for communication on topics of 
general interest; Providing online chat rooms, instant 
messaging services, and electronic bulletin boards; Chatroom 
services for social networking; Providing online 
communications links which transfer mobile device and 
internet users to other webpages; Facilitating access to third 
party websites or to other electronic third party content via a 
universal login; Audio, text and video broadcasting services 
over the internet or other communications network; Voice 
over internet protocol (VOIP) service; Telephony 
communication services; Mobile phone communication 
services; Video conferencing services; Providing facilities and 
equipment for video conferencing; Audio and visual 
teleconferencing services; Streaming and live streaming of 
video, audiovisual, and interactive audiovisual content via the 
internet; Providing an online community forum for users to 
share and stream information, audio, video, real-time news, 
entertainment content, or information, to form virtual 
communities, and to engage in social networking; 
Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission 
of virtual reality content and data; Computer services, 
namely, providing technical support services regarding the 
usage of communications equipment; Web messaging services; 
Instant messaging services; Encrypted electronic transmission 
and delivery of recovered data; Provision of access to 
telecommunication networks and the internet; Providing 
internet connectivity; Providing information about 
telecommunication; Consulting in the field of 
telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, 
data, and documents via telecommunications networks; 
Internet service provider services; Internet broadcasting 
services; Telecommunications services, namely, providing 
internet access via broadband networks; Streaming and live 
streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual gaming content via 
a global computer network; Entertainment services, namely, 
providing access to interactive electronic and online databases 
of user-defined content, third-party content, photos, video, 
audio, visual, and audio-visual material in the field of general 
interest; Photosharing and video sharing services; Audio, text 
and video broadcasting services over the internet and other 
communications networks; Electronic exchange of voice, data, 
audio, video, text and graphics via the internet and 
telecommunications networks; Peer-to-peer photo and data 
sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital 
photo files, graphics and audio content among internet users; 
Photo sharing and video sharing services, namely, electronic 
transmission of digital photo files, videos and audio visual 
content among internet users; Providing a forum, chat rooms, 
and electronic bulletin boards for registered users for 
transmission of messages and sharing information regarding 
health and fitness, sport activities, and social networking via 
an online website and other computer and electronic 
communication networks; Providing a website featuring 
information regarding sports, fitness training, and athletic skill 
development; Providing an on-line forum for registered users 
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for sharing information regarding personal activities, fitness, 
and social networking; Providing an online forum for 
registered users for sharing information regarding fitness, 
sport activities, fitness goals, fitness training and coaching, 
and social networking via an online website and other 
computer and electronic communication networks; Providing 
an on-line forum, chat rooms, and electronic bulletin boards 
for registered users for transmission of messages and sharing 
information regarding nutrition, personal activities, health and 
fitness, classifieds, and social networking; Providing electronic 
bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in 
the field of general interest; Providing online communications 
links which transfer mobile device and internet users to other 
local and global online locations; Providing online forums for 
communication, namely, transmission on topics of general 
interest; Providing technical support services regarding the 
usage of communications equipment; Streaming of audio and 
video material related to athletic activities on the internet 
and other computer and electronic communication networks; 
Telecommunication services; Telecommunications services, 
namely, electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, 
photographs, images, audio, video, audio-visual content, and 
information; Telecommunications services, namely, electronic 
transmission of virtual, mixed and augmented reality content 
and data; Teleconferencing; Voice over internet protocol 
(VOIP) services.), 41(Entertainment services; Electronic 
publishing services for others; Publication of educational 
materials, namely, publishing of books, journals, newsletters, 
and electronic publications; Publication of non-downloadable 
online journals, namely, weblogs (blogs) featuring user- 
defined content, blogs featuring advertising, marketing and 
business content, and blogs about virtual reality and 
augmented reality; Providing online non-downloadable 
electronic publications resources for software developers; 
Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing 
online non-downloadable publications about virtual reality 
technology via a website; Entertainment and educational 
services, namely, providing online non- downloadable 
publications about augmented reality technology via a 
website; Entertainment services, namely, providing 
interactive and multiplayer and single player games played via 
the internet or communication networks; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing online video games, computer 
games, electronic games, and interactive games; Providing a 
computer game for use network-wide by network users; 
Providing online non-downloadable game software; Virtual 
reality game services provided via the internet and other 
communications networks; Augmented reality game services 
provided via the internet and other communications networks; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing virtual reality 
games, interactive entertainment and virtual reality content 
and experiences; Entertainment services, namely, providing 
augmented reality games, interactive entertainment and 
augmented reality content and experiences; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing mixed reality games, interactive 
entertainment and mixed reality content and experiences; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual 
reality environments; Entertainment services, namely, 
providing online augmented reality environments; Augmented 
reality video production for entertainment purposes; Virtual 
reality video production for entertainment purposes; 
Multimedia entertainment production and publishing services; 
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Entertainment services in the nature of production and post-
production services of multimedia entertainment content; 
Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing 
non-downloadable movies, television shows, webcasts, 
audiovisual, and multimedia works via the internet, as well as 
information, reviews, and recommendations regarding movies, 
television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia 
works; Providing information about online computer games 
and video games via the internet and other communications 
networks; Arranging and conducting educational conferences; 
Organizing exhibitions, events, and conferences in the fields 
of culture, entertainment, education, and social networking 
for non-business and non-commercial purposes; Arranging and 
conducting competitions and entertainment events for players 
of video, computer, electronic or interactive multimedia 
games; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and 
conducting of competitions for encouraging use and 
development of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, 
augmented reality, consumer electronics, and video game 
entertainment software and hardware; Organizing exhibitions 
in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, 
consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries 
for cultural or educational purposes; Offering and conducting 
contests designed to recognize, reward and encourage 
individuals and groups which engage in self- improvement, 
self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public 
and community service and humanitarian activities, and 
sharing of creative work product; Organizing exhibitions, 
conferences, and events in the field of software development 
for educational purposes; Offering and conducting contests for 
educational and entertainment purposes for software 
developers; Educational services, namely, organizing and 
conducting conferences and seminars in the fields of artificial 
intelligence and the internet of things; Educational services, 
namely, organizing and conducting conferences, courses, 
seminars, and online training in the fields of advertising, 
marketing, social networking, the internet, and social media, 
and distribution of course material in connection therewith; 
Organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions, tradeshows 
and events for business purposes; Training in the field of 
design, advertising and communication technologies; Training 
in the field of strategic media planning relating to advertising, 
marketing and business; Providing information in the field of 
entertainment; Providing entertainment information including 
text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic 
images and audio visual information, via the internet and 
other communications networks; Providing information for 
educational and entertainment purposes in the fields of 
entertainment, secondary, and collegiate life, and social and 
community interest groups; Rental of photography and 
videography kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing and 
sharing of pictures and videos; Education; Providing of 
training; Sporting and cultural activities; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing online videos featuring games 
being played by others; Gaming services in the nature of 
providing a web site for consumers to broadcast game play to 
others; Arranging and conducting educational conferences in 
the field of software development; Educational seminars, 
classes, speaker series, conferences and training in the field 
of open source software and software development; 
Entertainment services, namely, ongoing comedy, drama, 
documentary, docu-series, animated, mystery, and reality 
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web and television series provided over the Internet; Online 
journals, namely, blogs featuring comedy, drama, 
documentary, docu-series, animated, mystery, and reality and 
entertainment content; Providing online non-downloadable 
video clips, videos, vlogs, images, illustrations, articles, and 
abstracts of articles in the field of comedy, drama, 
documentary, docu-series, animated mystery, and reality 
entertainment; Providing online non-downloadable videos in 
the field of comedy, drama, documentary, docu-series, 
animated, mystery, and reality entertainment; Educational 
services, namely, providing online publications in the field of 
social media content; Provision of information relating to 
social media content; Online electronic publishing concerning 
social media content; Publication of educational materials, 
namely, publishing of articles, manuals, journals and blogs in 
the fields of software development, artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, and building user interfaces; Arranging and 
conducting of training workshops; Recreation information; 
Augmented reality video production; Conduct and providing 
access to on-line live workouts, fitness instructions and 
sessions; Conducting fitness classes; Education services; 
Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, 
conferences, and workshops in the fields of health and 
wellness; Educational services, namely, organizing and 
conducting conferences and seminars in the fields of virtual 
reality, augmented reality, artificial intelligence and the 
internet of things; Electronic publishing services; 
Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing 
non-downloadable movies, television shows, webcasts, 
audiovisual, and multimedia works via the internet, as well as 
information, reviews, and recommendations regarding movies, 
television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia 
works; Entertainment services, namely, arranging and 
conducting of competitions for encouraging use and 
development of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, 
augmented reality, mixed reality, consumer electronics, and 
video game entertainment software and hardware; 
Entertainment services, namely, contest and incentive award 
programs designed to reward program participants who 
exercise, participate in sports activities, engage in health-
promoting activities, make achievements in exercise and 
sports activities, and reach personal goals regarding exercise, 
sports activities, and fitness; Entertainment services, namely, 
contest and incentive award programs designed to reward 
program participants who exercise, make healthy eating 
choices, and engage in other health-promoting activities; 
Entertainment services, namely, incentive award programs 
designed to reward program participants who exercise; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing access to 
interactive electronic and online databases of user-defined 
content, third-party content, photos, video, audio, visual, and 
audio-visual material in the field of general interest; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing an online forum for 
the dissemination of content, data, and information for 
entertainment and social and business networking purposes; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing online facilities for 
streaming entertainment content and live streaming video of 
entertainment events; Entertainment services, namely, 
providing online facilities for streaming entertainment content 
and live streaming video of entertainment events; 
Entertainment services, namely, providing online mixed 
reality environments; Mixed reality video production; 
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Multimedia production services; Online journals, namely blogs 
featuring commentary, advice and information in the fields of 
health, wellness, sleep, fitness and nutrition; Online journals, 
namely, blogs; Online journals, namely, weblogs (blogs) 
featuring user-defined content; Organizing contest and 
incentive award programs for software developers; Organizing 
exhibitions and events for cultural, educational, or 
entertainment purposes; Organizing exhibitions and events in 
the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, mixed 
reality, and augmented reality, consumer electronics and 
video game entertainment industries for cultural or 
educational purposes; Organizing exhibitions and events in the 
field of software development for educational purposes; 
Organizing exhibitions in the field of interactive 
entertainment, virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed 
reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment 
industries for cultural or educational purposes; Organizing live 
exhibitions and conferences in the fields of culture, 
entertainment and social networking for non-business and 
non-commercial purposes; Personal coaching services in the 
field of sports, exercise, health, and fitness; Photosharing and 
video sharing services; Pre-recorded athletic and fitness 
sessions; Providing a fitness assessment and a fitness score, 
and a personalized workout program based on that assessment 
and score; Providing a website featuring fitness coaching, 
instructions, and sessions; Providing a website featuring 
fitness instructions and sessions; Providing a website featuring 
information regarding fitness training, and athletic skill 
development; Providing a website featuring information 
regarding fitness training, fitness coaching, fitness goals, and 
athletic skill development; Providing a website featuring 
information regarding sports, athletic skill development, and 
fitness training; Providing a website featuring pre-recorded 
athletic and fitness sessions; Providing access to pre-recorded 
athletic and fitness sessions; Providing computer, electronic 
and online databases in the field of entertainment; Providing 
entertainment information from searchable indexes and 
databases of information, including text, electronic 
documents, databases, graphics, photographic images and 
audio visual information, via the internet and communication 
networks; Providing group coaching in the field of sports, 
exercise, health, and fitness; Providing information regarding 
sport, athletic skill development, and fitness training via an 
online website, other computer and electronic communication 
networks, and via computer software for gaming consoles, 
personal computers, personal digital devices, and smart 
phones; Providing online resources for software developers; 
Providing pre-recorded athletic challenges, training, fitness 
sessions and challenges, and workouts via an online website, 
other computer and electronic communication networks, and 
via computer software for gaming consoles, personal  
computers, personal digital devices, and smart phones; 
Publishing services, namely, publishing of electronic 
publications for others; Virtual reality video production.), 
42(Design and development of computer hardware and 
software; Providing online non- downloadable software; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to 
enable development, assessment, testing, and maintenance of 
mobile software applications for portable electronic 
communication devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, 
handheld computers and computer tablets; Design, 
engineering, research, development and testing services in the 
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field of mobile application software development related to 
the use and functionality of hyperlinks; Technical consultation 
in the field of mobile application software development 
related to the use and functionality of hyperlinks; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software that gives users 
the ability to engage in social networking and manage their 
social networking content; Computer services, namely, 
creating an online community for registered users to engage in 
social networking; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for creating, managing and accessing 
user-created and administered groups within virtual 
communities; Providing temporary use of non- downloadable 
software for creating and managing social media profiles and 
user accounts; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for social networking, creating a virtual community, 
and transmission of audio, video, images, text, content, and 
data; Computer services in the nature of customized 
electronic personal and group profiles or web pages featuring 
user-defined or specified information, including, audio, video, 
images, text, content, and data; Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable software that enables users to transfer 
personal identity data to and share personal identity data with 
and among multiple websites; Application service provider 
(ASP) featuring software for social networking, managing 
social networking content, creating a virtual community, and 
transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, 
photographs, videos, data, text, messages, advertisements, 
media advertising communications and information; Platform 
as a service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for social 
networking, managing social networking content, creating a 
virtual community, and transmission of images, audio-visual 
and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, 
advertisements, media advertising communications and 
information; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
application programming interface (API) software which 
facilitates online services for social networking and developing 
software applications; Providing temporary use of non- 
downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed 
of electronic media, namely, images, audio-visual and video 
content, live streaming video, commentary, advertisements, 
news, and internet links; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for finding content and content 
publishers, and for subscribing to content; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for organizing 
images, video, and audio-visual content using metadata tags; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, 
posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, 
annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, 
interacting with, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media, images, video, audio, 
audio-visual content, data, and information via the internet 
and communication networks; Application service provider 
(ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the creating, 
editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, 
displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, 
indicating sentiment about, commenting on, interacting with, 
embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing 
electronic media, images, video, audio, audio-visual content, 
data, and information via the internet and communication 
networks; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for sending and receiving electronic messages, 
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alerts, notifications and reminders; Providing application 
programming interface (API) software for use in electronic 
messaging and transmission of audio, video, images, text, 
content and data; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for electronic messaging; Providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable software to facilitate 
interactive discussions via communication networks; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for organizing 
events, searching for events, calendaring and managing 
events; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for modifying photographs, images and audio, video, 
and audio-video content; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software for use in taking and editing 
photographs and recording and editing videos; Application 
service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 
facilitate taking and editing photographs and recording and 
editing videos; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software for enabling transmission of images, audio, audio 
visual and video content and data; Computer services, 
namely, providing search engines for obtaining data via the 
internet and communications networks; Providing search 
engines of online network environments to provide 
information from searchable indexes and databases of 
information, including text, electronic documents, databases, 
graphics, electronic media, images and audio visual content, 
via the internet and communications networks; Application 
service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting software 
applications of others; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for providing, linking to, or streaming 
news or current events information; Providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to 
perform electronic business transactions via the internet and 
communications networks; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring application programming interface (API) software to 
allow users to perform electronic business transactions via the 
internet and communication networks; Software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for sending and receiving 
electronic messages, notifications and alerts and for 
facilitating electronic business transactions via the internet 
and communications networks; Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable software for use in designing, managing, 
measuring, analyzing, disseminating, and serving advertising 
of others; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
application programming interface (API) software for creating, 
managing, tracking, reporting and measuring advertising of 
others; Providing non-downloadable software for allowing 
buyers and sellers of online advertising to purchase and sell 
advertising inventory; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for creating, sharing, disseminating 
and posting advertising; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for creating and maintaining an online 
presence for individuals, groups, companies, and brands; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
advertisers to communicate and interact with online 
communities; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for curating online user-defined content and 
advertisements and creating social media feeds; Designing and 
developing computer game software and video game software 
for use with computers, video game program systems and 
computer networks; Development of hardware for use in 
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connection with electronic and interactive multimedia games; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that 
gives users the ability to upload, modify and share virtual 
reality content, augmented reality content, mixed reality 
content, information, experiences and data; Hosting of virtual 
reality and augmented reality content on the internet; 
Providing user authentication services using single sign-on and 
software technology for e-commerce transactions; Providing 
user authentication services of electronic funds transfer, 
credit and debit card and electronic check transactions using 
single sign-on and software technology; Providing an 
application programming interface (API) to allow users to 
perform electronic business transactions via the internet; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
processing electronic payments; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
services featuring computer software to allow users to 
perform business and e-commerce transactions; Providing 
temporary access to non-downloadable computer software for 
providing electronic maps; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring software for providing electronic maps; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for 
searching, determining, and sharing locations; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for searching 
and identifying local and location-based points of interest, 
events, landmarks, employment opportunities, entertainment, 
cultural events, shopping and offers; Providing temporary use 
of non- downloadable computer software for making 
reservations and bookings; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring software to enable or facilitate making reservations 
and bookings; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software that give users the ability to post ratings, reviews, 
referrals and recommendations relating to businesses, 
restaurants, service providers, events, public services and 
government agencies; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for providing a virtual marketplace; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; 
Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to 
enable or facilitate ordering and/or purchasing goods and 
services; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for searching and identifying employment 
opportunities; Providing temporary use of non- downloadable 
software for identifying and allowing users to contact 
government representatives; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for facilitating interaction and 
communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) 
platforms; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
software to enable or facilitate interaction and 
communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) 
platforms; Design of augmented reality and virtual reality 
effects for use in modifying photographs, images, videos and 
audio-visual content; Providing online non-downloadable 
personal assistant software; Providing non-downloadable 
social assistant software; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software for use in facilitating voice 
over internet protocol (VOIP) calls, phone calls, video calls, 
text messages, electronic message, instant message, and 
online social networking services; Application service provider 
(ASP) services featuring software to enable or facilitate voice 
over internet protocol (VOIP) calls, phone calls, video calls, 
text messages, electronic message, instant message, and 
online social networking services; Providing a website 
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featuring information in the fields of technology and software 
development via the internet and communication networks; 
Design and development of virtual reality and augmented 
reality and mixed reality hardware and software; Design and 
development of video game hardware and software; Software 
development; Development of interactive multimedia 
software; Maintenance and repair of computer software; 
Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; 
Providing temporary use of online non- downloadable cloud 
computing software for use in electronic storage of data; 
Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable cloud 
computing software for virtual, augmented reality applications 
and environments; File sharing services, namely, providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable featuring technology 
enabling users to upload and download electronic files; 
Application service provider, namely, providing, hosting, 
managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, 
web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless 
communication, mobile information access, and remote data 
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld 
computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; Computer 
services, namely, providing remote management of devices via 
computer networks, wireless networks or the internet; Data 
encryption services; Encrypted electronic transmission and 
delivery of recovered data; Providing temporary use of online 
non- downloadable software and applications for customer 
relationship management (CRM); Application service provider 
(ASP) featuring software for customer relationship 
management (CRM); Computer services, in particular, 
application service provider featuring application 
programming interface (API) software for customer 
relationship management (CRM); Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable software for facilitating and arranging fund 
raising and the distribution of fundraising donations; Providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable software for online 
charitable fundraising services and donation services; 
Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; 
Computer hardware and software design, development, 
installation and maintenance; Research services and 
consulting in the field of information and telecommunications 
technology; Design of telecommunications apparatus and 
equipment; Consulting services in the field of design, 
selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and 
software systems for others; Providing online software 
platform featuring technology that enables online users to 
make payments and transfer funds; Providing online software 
platform featuring technology that enables online users to 
make payments and funds transfers across multiple websites 
and mobile applications; Computer services, namely, 
application services provider featuring application 
programming interface (API) software to allow users to 
perform e-commerce transactions via the internet and 
communications networks; Software as a services (SAAS) 
services featuring software for facilitating e-commerce 
transactions via the internet and communications networks; 
Application service provider featuring an application 
programming interface (API) software to allow users to 
perform e-commerce transactions via the internet and 
communications networks; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for converting natural language into 
machine-executable commands; Analyzing and evaluating 
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social media content; Developing standards for third-party 
social media content; Conducting proceedings relating to 
standards concerning third-party social media content; 
Content moderation and supervision; Web publishing, namely, 
publishing of decisions concerning third-party social media 
content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software in the nature of a query engine; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for 
use in performing queries on large amounts of data; Providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable computer software in the 
nature of a query engine functioning across business 
intelligence (81) tools; Providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable artificial intelligence software for facilitating 
machine learning software; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring software to enable or facilitate machine learning 
software; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
software for machine learning; Providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software tools for software 
development; Providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software for building user interfaces; 
Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to 
enable or facilitate user interface building software; 
Electronic data storage; Electronic storage of photographs; 
Interactive hosting services which allow the users to publish 
and share their own content and images online; Providing on-
line non-downloadable software for database management; 
Computer network services; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for opinion polling; Providing software 
allowing users to post questions with answer options; Platform 
as a service (PAAS) services featuring technology that allows 
businesses, organizations and individuals to create and 
manage their online presences and to communicate with 
online users information and messages regarding their 
activities, products and services and to engage in business and 
social networking; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software featuring technology that allows users 
to manage their business networking accounts; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for voice 
command and recognition software, speech to text conversion 
software, voice-enabled software applications for personal 
information management; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for personal assistant 
software; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for home automation and home device 
integration software; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring 
computer software platforms for wireless communication 
software for voice, audio, video, and data transmission; 
Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software for 
personal information management; Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable software for accessing, monitoring, 
tracking, searching, saving, and sharing information on topics 
of general interest; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
computer software for use to connect and control internet of 
things (IOT) electronic devices; Software as a service (SAAS) 
featuring computer software for others to use for the 
development of software to manage, connect, and operate 
internet of things (IOT) electronic devices; Software as a 
service (SAAS) featuring computer software for use as an 
application programming interface (API); Design, development 
and maintenance of proprietary computer software for others 
in the field of natural language, speech, language, and voice 
recognition excluding post- production of picture and sound 
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recordings; Technical support and consultation services for 
developing applications; Information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to voice command and recognition software, 
speech to text conversion software, and voice-enabled 
software applications, home automation, and internet-of-
things software; Providing information, news, and commentary 
in the field of science and technology, home decorating, 
weather, and graphic, interior, product, and fashion design; 
Technological services, namely, data warehousing services; 
Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting computer 
software applications through the internet of others; 
Consultation services relating to programming of multimedia 
application management, computer programming, hardware, 
software, and computer system design and specification; 
Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting 
software for use by others for use providing an online 
database featuring a wide range of general interest 
information via the internet; Providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable mobile communications device 
software for enhancing mobile access to the internet via 
computers, mobile computers, and mobile communications 
devices; Technical support, namely, troubleshooting of 
computer hardware and software problems and mobile 
computer and mobile communications device hardware and 
software problems; Computer, mobile computer, and mobile 
communication device hardware and software consultation 
and design; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software that enables users to access and download 
computer software; Providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software and applications for accessing 
streaming audio and video files, games, social networks, text 
files, and multimedia files; Application service provider (ASP) 
featuring application programming interface (API) software for 
the streaming, storage, and sharing of video games, content, 
data and information; Computer software development in the 
field of mobile applications; Providing technical support 
services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software 
problems regarding the usage of communications equipment; 
Computer services; IT services; Application service provider 
(ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software 
applications of others; Application service provider (ASP) 
services, featuring e-commerce software for use as a payment 
gateway that authorizes processing of credit cards or direct 
payments for merchants; Application service provider (ASP) 
services, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, 
and maintaining applications, software, websites and 
databases in the fields of information technology, blockchain, 
virtual currency, digital currency, cryptocurrency, and digital 
assets; Application service provider (ASP) services featuring 
software for use in virtual currency, digital currency, 
cryptocurrency, and digital asset exchange and transactions; 
Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to 
enable or facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, 
downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, 
commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media or information via the 
internet and communications networks; Application service 
provider services featuring application programming interface 
(API) software to allow users to perform electronic business 
transactions via a global computer network; Application 
service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 
facilitate purchasing goods and services; Software as a service 
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(SAAS) services; Platform as a service (PAAS) services; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud 
computing software; Providing distributed ledger technology; 
Providing temporary use of non- downloadable software which 
facilitates the ability of users to view, analyze, record, store, 
monitor, manage, trade and exchange digital currency, virtual 
currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, 
digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility 
tokens; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for sending, receiving, accepting, buying, selling, 
storing, transmitting, trading and exchanging digital currency, 
virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain 
assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and 
utility tokens; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for implementing and recording financial 
transactions, for creating accounts and maintaining and 
managing information about financial transactions on 
distributed public ledgers and peer to peer payment networks; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
processing electronic payments and for transferring funds to 
and from others; Providing electronic financial platform 
software; Providing software for use as an application 
programming interface (API) for the development, testing, and 
integration of blockchain software applications; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for transfers of 
digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens between parties; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in 
financial trading; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for use in financial exchange; 
Providing temporary use of non- downloadable software for 
use in accessing financial information and market data and 
trends; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software 
for the management of cryptographic security of electronic 
transmissions across computer networks; Providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software for use with virtual 
currency; Providing software for use with digital currency; 
Providing software for use with cryptocurrency; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for use with 
digital currency wallet and storage services; Providing 
software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Providing 
software for use as an electronic wallet; Providing software 
for use as a digital wallet; Electronic data storage services; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
electronic funds transfer; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for currency conversion; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for the 
collection and distribution of data; Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable software for payment transactions; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
connecting computers to local databases and global computer 
networks; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for creating searchable databases of information and 
data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software 
for managing and validating digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital asset, blockchain asset, digitized 
asset, digital token, crypto token and utility token 
transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for creating and managing smart contracts; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for managing 
payment and exchange transactions; Providing temporary use 
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of non-downloadable software for electronically exchanging 
currency for digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in 
enabling the electronic transfer of funds to and from others; 
Providing temporary use of non- downloadable software for 
creating a decentralized and open source digital currency for 
use in blockchain-based transactions; Providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for creating a decentralized 
and open source virtual currency for use in blockchain-based 
transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for creating a decentralized and open source 
cryptocurrency for use in blockchain-based transactions; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
encrypting and enabling secure transmission of digital 
information over the Internet, as well as over other modes of 
communication between computing devices; Distributed 
ledger platform software for use in processing financial 
transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for electronic funds transfer and currency 
conversion; Providing a web portal featuring blogs and non-
downloadable publications in the nature of articles, columns, 
and informational guides in the fields of virtual currencies, 
digital and blockchain assets and market and trading trends; 
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software 
platforms for the selling and purchasing digital currency, 
virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain 
assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and 
utility tokens; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for the selling and purchasing digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Computer services, namely, creating 
an on- line virtual environment for the selling and purchasing 
of digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital 
and blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for managing 
blockchain and token driven, distributed storage computer 
systems; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for managing blockchain and token driven, 
distributed storage computer systems; Computer services, 
namely, providing secure, private encrypted cloud storage 
services; Computer services, namely, providing open source 
decentralized cloud storage platform; Data encryption 
services featuring blockchain software technology and peer-
to-peer protocols to provide secure, private, and encrypted 
cloud storage; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for use as a cryptocurrency wallet; Data mining; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use 
with blockchain technology; Software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for clearing, allocation, 
compliance, recordation and settlement of trading related to 
digital currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Platform as a service (PAAS) services 
featuring software for clearing, allocation, compliance, 
recordation and settlement of trading related to digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
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featuring software platforms for facilitating transactions and 
payments using digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens that allow 
users to buy from, and sell products and services to others; 
Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software platforms for 
facilitating transactions and payments using digital currency, 
virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain 
assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto tokens and 
utility tokens that allow users to buy from, and sell products 
and services to others; Blockchain-based software platforms 
and distributed computing software platforms for auditing and 
verifying digital information and codes; Design, development 
and implementation of audit and security software for 
blockchain-based platforms; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for use in facilitating secure 
transactions; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for auditing digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Design, 
development, and implementation of software for distributed 
computing platforms; Design, development, and 
implementation of software for blockchain; Design, 
development, and implementation of software for digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto token 
and utility token wallets; Design, development, and 
implementation of software for third-party verification 
services for digital currency transactions, including but not 
limited to transactions involving bitcoin currency; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for users to buy 
and sell products by using digital currency, virtual currency, 
cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain assets, digitized assets, 
digital tokens, crypto tokens and utility tokens; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in 
accessing, reading, tracking, and using blockchain technology; 
Technical consultancy services related to digital currency, 
virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and blockchain asset, 
digitized asset, digital token, crypto token and utility token 
transactions; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for computer system and application 
development, deployment, and management; Software as a 
service (SAAS) featuring computer software platforms for 
computer system and application development, deployment, 
and management; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software enabling users to develop, build and 
run distributed applications through an open-source peer-to-
peer smart-contract and payment network platform; Providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable authentication software 
for controlling access to and communications with computers 
and computer networks; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for use in the exchange of virtual 
items; Providing a digital exchange; Providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for use in issuing digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized as; Application service provider 
(ASP); Application service provider (ASP) featuring application 
programming interface (API) software which facilitates online 
services for social networking, developing software 
applications; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
location-aware software for searching, determining and 
sharing the location of goods, services and events of interest; 
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Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for 
mapping services; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
software for social networking, managing social networking 
content, creating a virtual community, and transmission of 
images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, 
data, text, messages, advertisements, media advertising 
communications and information; Application service provider 
(ASP) featuring software for use in buying, selling, designing, 
managing, tracking, valuing, optimizing, targeting, analyzing, 
delivery, and reporting of online advertising and marketing; 
Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to 
enable or facilitate the sharing and displaying a user's 
location, planning activities with other users and making 
recommendations; Application service provider (ASP) featuring 
software to enable or facilitate social and destination 
mapping; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software 
to enable or facilitate interaction and communication 
between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) platforms, 
namely, bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; Application 
service provider (ASP) services; Application service provider 
(ASP) services featuring software for controlling, integrating, 
operating, connecting, and managing voice controlled 
information devices, namely, cloud-connected and voice-
controlled smart consumer electronic devices and electronic 
personal assistant devices; Application service provider (ASP), 
namely, hosting, managing, developing and maintaining 
applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal 
productivity, wireless communication, and mobile 
applications; Application service provider (ASP), namely, 
providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining 
applications, software, websites, and databases in the fields 
of calculation of website ranking based on user traffic; 
Application service provider (ASP), namely, remote hosting of 
computer applications of others; Application service provider, 
namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and 
maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases 
in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information 
access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of 
content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic 
devices; Application service provider, namely, providing, 
hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, 
software, websites, and databases in the fields of calculation 
of website ranking based on user traffic; Computer consulting, 
computer programming; Computer hardware and software 
consultation and design; Computer hardware, software, 
application, and network consulting services; Computer online 
services, namely, providing information, online links and 
electronic resources related to sports, health, and fitness; 
Computer services in the nature of providing customized 
online pages featuring user-defined or specified information, 
personal profiles, virtual reality, mixed reality, and 
augmented reality content and data; Computer services, 
namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to 
organize groups and events, participate in discussions, get 
feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and 
community networking; Computer services, namely, curating 
online user-defined content and advertisements and creating 
social media feeds; Computer services, namely, hosting online 
web facilities for others for organizing and conducting 
meetings, events and interactive discussions via the internet 
and communication networks; Computer services, namely, 
providing information in the fields of technology and software 
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development via the internet; Computer software 
development; Creating, maintaining and hosting of a website 
and other computer and electronic communication networks 
featuring information, online links, and electronic resources in 
the field of sports and fitness; Creating, maintaining and 
hosting of an interactive web site and other computer and 
electronic communication networks that enables users to 
enter, access, track progress, monitor and generate health, 
fitness, personal exercise, sports, and athletic activity 
information and achievements; Creating, maintaining and 
hosting of an interactive web site and other computer and 
electronic communication networks that enables users to 
compete and compare athletic information and achievements 
with other users; Design and development of augmented 
reality hardware and software; Design and development of 
computer hardware and computer software; Design and 
development of interactive multimedia software; Design and 
development of mixed reality hardware and software; Design 
and development of virtual reality hardware and software; 
File sharing services, namely, providing online facilities for 
others featuring technology enabling users to upload and 
download electronic files; Hosting of digital content on the 
internet; Mapping services; Mobile computer and mobile 
communications device hardware and software consultation 
and design; Mobile computer and mobile communications 
device software design for others; Non-downloadable 
computer software for displaying, aggregating, analyzing and 
organizing data and information in the fields of health, 
wellness, fitness, physical activity, weight management, 
sleep, and nutrition; Non- downloadable computer software 
for facilitating interaction and communication between 
humans and AI (artificial intelligence) platforms, namely, 
bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; Non-downloadable 
computer software for sharing and displaying a user's location, 
planning activities with other users and making 
recommendations; Non- downloadable computer software for 
social and destination mapping; Non-downloadable computer 
software for tracking fitness, health and wellness goals and 
statistics; Non- downloadable software for creating 
personalized fitness training programs; Non- downloadable 
software for creating, managing and accessing user-created 
and administered private groups within virtual communities; 
Non-downloadable software for ordering and/or purchasing 
goods and services; Non-downloadable software for processing 
electronic payments; Non-downloadable software for 
providing a virtual marketplace; Non- downloadable software 
for providing personal training services, workouts and fitness 
assessments; Non-downloadable software for social 
networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of 
audio, video, images, text and data; Non-downloadable 
software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; 
Non-downloadable software for transmitting, sharing, 
receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting with and 
transferring content, text, visual works, audio works, 
audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and 
electronic works; Online ad-buying platform provider, namely, 
providing non-downloadable software programs for allowing 
buyers and sellers of online advertising to purchase and sell 
advertising inventory; Online non-downloadable cloud 
computing software for use in electronic storage of data; 
Online non-downloadable cloud computing software for 
virtual, mixed and augmented reality applications and 
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environments; Online non-downloadable computer software 
for use in providing retail and ordering services for a wide 
variety of consumer goods; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for use in purchasing 
and disseminating advertising; Platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for social networking, 
managing social networking content, creating a virtual 
community, and transmission of images, audio-visual and 
video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, 
advertisements, media advertising communications and 
information; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for voice command and recognition 
software, speech to text conversion software, voice-enabled 
software applications for personal information management; 
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for 
social networking and transmission of images, audio-visual 
content, video content and messages; Platform as a service 
(PAAS) services featuring computer software to allow users to 
perform electronic business and e- commerce transaction; 
Provide an interactive web site that enables users to enter, 
access, track progress, monitor and generate nutrition, 
calories, health, fitness, personal exercise, sports, and 
athletic activity information and achievements; Provide use of 
non-downloadable software to provide information regarding 
sports, athletic skill development, fitness coaching, and 
fitness training via an online website and other computer and 
electronic communication networks for gaming consoles, 
personal computers, personal digital devices, and smart 
phones; Providing an interactive web site that enables users to 
enter, access, track progress, monitor and generate calories, 
fitness, personal exercise, and athletic activity information 
and achievements; Providing an online network service that 
enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share 
personal identity data with and among multiple online 
facilities; Providing customized computer searching services, 
namely, searching and retrieving information at the user's 
specific request via the internet; Providing information from 
searchable indexes and databases of information, including 
text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic 
media, images and audio visual content via the internet and 
communication networks; Providing internet search engines; 
Providing non- downloadable software to allow users to 
perform electronic business transactions via the internet and 
communications networks; Providing online facilities featuring 
technology that enables online users to create personal 
profiles featuring social and business networking information, 
to transfer and share such information among multiple online 
facilities to engage in social networking, and to manage their 
social networking accounts; Providing online facilities that 
give users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, 
video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; Providing 
online facilities featuring technology that enables online users 
to create personal profiles featuring social and business 
networking information and to transfer and share such 
information among multiple online facilities; Providing online 
non-downloadable software for setting up, configuring, and 
controlling wearable computer hardware and wearable 
computer peripherals; Providing online sites that gives users 
the ability to upload, modify and share virtual reality, mixed 
reality and augmented reality content, information, 
experiences and data; Providing personal assistant software; 
Providing search platforms to allow users to request and 
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receive photos, videos, text, data, images, and electronic 
works; Providing search platforms to allow users to request 
and receive content, text, visual works, audio works, 
audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents, and 
electronic works; Providing social assistant software; Providing 
software for facilitating and arranging for the financing and 
distribution of fundraising and donations; Providing software 
for online charitable fundraising services and financial 
donation services; Providing temporary access to non-
downloadable computer software for mapping services; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software and hosting online facilities to enable users to access 
and download computer software; Providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable computer software enabling development, 
assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile software 
applications for portable computing devices, namely, mobile 
phones, smartphones, handheld computers and computer 
tablets; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for sharing and displaying a user's location, 
planning activities with other users and making 
recommendations; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software for social and destination 
mapping; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for finding content and content publishers, 
and for subscribing to content; Providing temporary use of 
non- downloadable computer software for accessing, 
collecting, displaying, editing, linking, modifying, organizing, 
tagging, streaming, sharing, storing, transmitting, and 
otherwise providing electronic media, photographs, images, 
graphics, audio, videos, audio-visual content, data and 
information via the internet and communication networks; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable e-commerce 
software to allow users to perform electronic business 
transactions via the internet; Providing temporary use of non- 
downloadable location-aware computer software for 
searching, determining and sharing the location of goods, 
services and events of interest; Providing temporary use of 
non- downloadable software applications for searching and 
identifying local and location-based points of interest, events, 
landmarks, employment opportunities, entertainment, 
cultural events, Shopping and offers; Providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software applications for providing 
location-based weather information; Providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software applications for providing, 
linking to, or streaming news or current events information; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-
video content with photographic filters and virtual reality, 
mixed reality, and augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, 
graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags, 
hyperlinks; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software for taking photographs and recording audio, audio-
visual and video content; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for uploading, downloading, archiving, 
enabling transmission of, and sharing images, audio- visual and 
video content and associated text and data; Providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable software for streaming 
multimedia entertainment content; Providing temporary use 
of online non-downloadable software and applications for 
instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video 
conferencing, and audio conferencing; Providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable software for use in designing, 
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managing, measuring, analyzing, disseminating, and serving 
advertising of others; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for taking photographs and recording 
audio, audio-visual and video content; Provision of Internet 
search engine services; Rental of computer software that gives 
users the ability to upload, edit, and share images, videos and 
audio-visual content; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
computer software for accessing, browsing, and searching 
online databases, audio, video and multimedia content, 
games, and software applications, software application 
marketplaces; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
computer software for accessing, monitoring, tracking, 
searching, saving, and sharing information on topics of general 
interest; Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer 
software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, 
and managing networked consumer electronic devices, home 
climate devices and lighting products via wireless networks; 
Software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software used 
for controlling stand-alone voice controlled information and 
personal assistant devices; Software as a service (SAAS) for use 
in designing, creating and analyzing data, metrics and reports 
in the areas of health, fitness, sleep, nutrition and wellness; 
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and 
alerts; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for use of an algorithm for calculating and generating 
data for sport activity, fitness training, fitness level 
assessments, fitness coaching, fitness recommendations and 
goal setting; Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, 
hosting software for use by others for use of an algorithm for 
calculating and generating data for sport activity, fitness 
training, fitness level assessments, fitness coaching, fitness 
recommendations and goal setting; Software as a service 
(SAAS) services, namely, providing a customized website and 
mobile portal for individuals featuring data analytics based on 
physiological metrics for purposes of health monitoring; 
Software as a service (SAAS) that enables users to manage 
employee accounts, schedule and track employee 
participation, and facilitate and manage corporate fitness and 
wellness programs; Software for electronic messaging; 
Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the 
nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software 
problems; Technological services, namely, data warehousing 
services.) and 45(Online social networking and dating services; 
Social networking, social introduction and dating services 
provided via access to computer databases and online 
searchable databases in the fields of social networking, social 
introduction and dating; Providing information in the fields of 
social networking and social introduction; Providing social 
networking services, namely, the provision of information in 
the field of personal development, self-improvement, self-
fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and 
community services, and humanitarian activities; Providing 
concierge services for others to meet the needs of individuals, 
namely, booking reservations, facilitating personal purchases, 
arranging personal deliveries, making requested personal 
arrangements, providing recommendations on products and 
services, providing customer-specific information to meet 
individual needs; Legal services; Reviewing standards and 
practices relating to social media content; Compliance 
consulting in the field of social media; Consulting services in 
the field of online social networking and social media services; 
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Authentication services; Online social investment network in 
the nature of an on-line social networking services in the field 
of investments; Providing a website featuring information on 
the development of privacy, security, blockchain and 
distributed ledger technologies, and data governance law; 
Regulatory compliance consultancy in the field of digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain asset, digitized asset, digital token, crypto token 
and utility token applications; Online social networking service 
for investors allowing financial trades and exchange of digital 
currency, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, digital and 
blockchain assets, digitized assets, digital tokens, crypto 
tokens and utility tokens; Business identification verification 
services; Identification verification services; Online social 
networking services; Personal concierge services for others 
comprising making requested personal arrangements and 
reservations and providing customer-specific information to 
meet individual needs; Providing access to computer 
databases and online searchable databases in the fields of 
social networking, social introduction and dating; Social 
introduction and networking and dating services; Social 
networking services related to sports, fitness, and coaching 
activities provided through a community website online and 
other computer and electronic communication networks; User 
verification services.) (526): None (730): META PLATFORMS, 
INC. of 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, 
United States of America (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

(210): 122181 (220): 27/04/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science, as 
well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, 
manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry 
and science.) (526): None (730): UPL MAURITIUS LIMITED of 
6th Floor, Suite 157B, Harbor Front Building, President John 
Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius (740): ENSafrica NBMA 
Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
CREZENDO  

 

(210): 122346 (220): 10/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Non None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
GRONEX  

 

(210): 122347 (220): 10/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
IVABRESS  
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(210): 122348 (220): 10/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDFO KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 104425 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
PRAKLOT  

 

(210): 123126 (220): 08/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal foodstuffs; plants; trees; grains 
[cereals]; malt for brewing and distilling; live animals; 
vegetables, fresh; aromatic sand [litter] for pets; sanded 
paper [litter] for pets; beverages for pets.) (526): None (730): 
YANTAI CHINA PET FOODS CO., LTD of No.8 Puchang Road, 
Laishan Economic Development Zone, Yantai, China (740): 
Simba & Simba Advocates of P. O. Box 10312 – 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 
wanpy  

 

(210): 123470 (220): 29/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
Rice; Tapioca and sago; Flour and preparations made from 
cereals; Bread, pastry and confectionery; Ices; Sugar, honey, 
treacle; Yeast, baking-powder; Salt; Mustard; Vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); Spices; Ice.) (526): The word " SAPORA" is 
derived from the Italian word Sapid which means having a 
“Strong, Pleasant Taste”. (730): FARM FRESH L.L.C of P.O. 
Box 7011, GMG Building, Umm Hurair Rd, Oud Metha, Bur 
Dubai, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Intellectual Property of P. O. Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

 

  

 

(210): 123725 (220): 22/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; Business management; 
Business administration; Office functions.), 36(Insurance; 
Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs) and 
37(Building construction; Repair; Installation services) (526): 
1Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'AVENUE', 'JUNCTION', the numeral "1" and 
the letters "S" and "T" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SHAH AND PATEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
of P.O. BOX 53366 - 00200, Kenya (740): Kairu & Mccourt 
Advocates of P. O. Box 51385 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

 

(210): 123941 (220): 06/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink, 
including those offered online; catering services; cafes, 
restaurants, snack bars and quick-service restaurants.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word "Delivery" and the device of a "Scooter" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DEBONAIRS PIZZA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of 12 James 
Crescent, Midrand, Gauteng, South Africa (740): Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

  

(210): 123941 (220): 06/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink, 
including those offered online; catering services; cafes, 
restaurants, snack bars and quick-service restaurants.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word "Delivery" and the device of a "Scooter" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DEBONAIRS PIZZA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of 12 James 
Crescent, Midrand, Gauteng, South Africa (740): Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 
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(210): 0 (220): 07/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmitting or reproducing sound or images; 
magnetic data carriers, phonograph records, compact discs, 
DVDs and other digital recording media; Data processing 
equipment: computers; digital currency exchanger; currency 
authentication apparatus, and equipment; computer software 
for the display of digital media; digital solutions provider 
[DSP] Software; Cryptography software; downloadable 
cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency; 
downloadable cryptographic keys for receiving and spending 
crypto assets; utility, security and cryptography software; 
downloadable computer software for managing cryptocurrency 
transactions; computer hardware for quantum cryptography 
systems; computer software for digital currencies; computer 
software for virtual currencies; computer hardware for the 
currency e-commerce; computer program for the currency e-
commerce; downloadable computer software for digital 
currency; downloadable computer software to spend and 
exchange digital currencies; downloadable computer software 
to receive and have access to digital currencies; downloadable 
cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency; 
Downloadable computer software to generate cryptographic 
keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency; downloadable 
computer software to receive and have access to digital 
tokens (tokens); downloadable virtual goods, computer 
software. with products and service for their online use 
and/or online virtual environment; downloadable software to 
participate in social networks and interact in online 
communities; downloadable software to have access and 
transmit multimedia entertainment content; downloadable 
software to give access to a virtual online environment; 
downloadable computer software for the creation, production 
and modification of designs and animated and non-animated 
digital characters, avatars, digital overlaps and skins for the 
access and use in online environments, online virtual 
environment, and in extended reality in virtual environment; 
digital media, downloadable audio - visual multimedia 
content; downloadable software in computers for the 
commerce, visualization and management of digital Objects; 
computer programs with products and services, downloadable 
image file for its use online and/or in visual online 
environments.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word ''SWAP'' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The applicant seeks 
registration of the above mark in the colours in which it 
appears but without limitation as to colour so as to be deemed 
to be registered for all colours as per section 19(2) of the 
Trade Marks Act. (730): APESWAP FOUNDATION of Suite 102, 
Cannon Place P. O. BOX 712, Cayman Islands (740): Kieti Law 
LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 123959 (220): 07/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Digital currency exchange services, 
insurance services, financial affairs, monetary business, real 
estate affairs, payment intermediation services in the field of 
e-commerce and/or Marketplace, electronic transfer of crypto 
assets; money exchange agency services; Financial information 
services relating to digital currencies or online; Clerical 
services of digital currencies exchange or online; financial 
services in relation to digital currencies; Digital currencies 
appraisal or online; Digital currencies exchange agency 
services or online; financial transactions related to the digital 
currencies exchange or online; electronic transfer of virtual 
currencies; Issuance, provision, and electronic transfer of 
tokens.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word ''SWAP'' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The applicant seeks 
registration of the above mark in the colours in which it 
appears but without limitation as to colour so as to be deemed 
to be registered for all colours as per section 19(2) of the 
Trade Marks Act. (730): APESWAP FOUNDATION of Suite 102, 
Cannon Place P. O. BOX 712, Cayman Islands (740): Kieti Law 
LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  

(210): 124214 (220): 26/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Digital recordings; downloadable 
electronic publications; educational software; electronic 
instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
computer programs and web-based audio-visual content for 
broadcast or other transmission on television, radio, mobile 
telephones, personal digital assistants, personal computers 
and computer peripherals; thermal imaging cameras; 
apparatus for recording, broadcasting, transmission, receiving, 
processing, generating, reproducing, distributing, re-
distributing, tracking, tagging, encoding and decoding of audio 
and video content, still and moving images, data and 
metadata; magnetic data carriers, recording discs, memory 
carriers, compact discs, interactive compact discs, CD- ROMs 
and DVDs, mini-disks, tapes, cassettes and cartridges; 
computer software; computer game software; video game 
programs; computer software for use as an application 
programming interface for building software applications; 
downloadable audio files, image files, video files, music files 
and multimedia content; computers; handheld computers; 
wearable computers; computer hardware; computer 
peripherals; wearable peripherals for playing video games; 
controllers for use with interactive digital multimedia 
content; digital music, audio and video recordings 
(downloadable) from the Internet; electronic bulletin boards; 
application development software; computer software for 
setting up, configuring, operating, and controlling computers, 
computer peripherals, and audio and video players; operating 
system software; cleaning apparatus for phonograph records; 
crash test dummies; downloadable image files; downloadable 
music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; 
eyeglass cases; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; eyeglass 
frames; 3D spectacles; eyewear; eyeglasses; sunglasses; 
optical glass; optical goods; optical apparatus and 
instruments; optical lenses; eyeglass lenses; contact lenses; 
containers for contact lenses; correcting lenses; spectacle 
frames; fire hose nozzles; interfaces for computers; computer 
monitors; display screens; head-mounted displays; interactive 
touchscreens; life belts; life buoys; life nets; life-saving rafts; 
magnets; magnets (decorative); masts for wireless aerials; 

XROS 
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mouse pads; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of 
traffic accidents; respirators for filtering air; safety restraints, 
other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; sprinkler 
systems for fire protection; stands for photographic apparatus; 
tripods for cameras; wrist rests for use with computers; parts 
and fittings for the aforesaid goods.), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions; 
marketing; market research services; consumer research; 
auctioneering; business investigations; business research; 
commercial information agencies; commercial information and 
advice for consumers; economic forecasting; fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; import-export agencies; marketing 
research; marketing studies; modelling for advertising or sales 
promotion; news clipping services; office machines and 
equipment rental; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade 
fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price 
comparison services; procurement services for others; 
psychological testing for the selection of personnel; public 
relations; publicity material rental; rental of advertising 
space; rental of advertising time on communication media; 
rental of photocopying machines; rental of vending machines; 
shop window dressing; sponsorship search; telemarketing 
services.), 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities; production, and presentation 
of audio, video, still and moving images and data; film 
distribution; publishing services (including electronic 
publishing services); non- downloadable electronic 
publications; production and presentation of shows, 
competlttons, games, concerts, exhibitions and events; 
language teaching; production and rental of educational and 
instructional materials; provision of entertainment and 
education for accessing via communication and computer 
networks; provision of information relating to radio and 
television programs; provision of information for or relating to 
education, entertainment, cultural or recreational purposes; 
provision of information relating to education, entertainment, 
cultural or recreational purposes from a computer database; 
training services provided via simulators; booking of seats for 
shows; calligraphy services; education information; electronic 
desktop publishing; entertainment information; games 
equipment rental; language interpreter services; layout 
services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; 
modelling for artists; publication of books; publication of 
electronic books and journals on-line; publication of texts, 
other than publicity texts; recreation information; rental of 
audio equipment; rental of camcorders; rental of lighting 
apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of 
movie projectors and accessories; rental of radio and 
television sets; rental of show scenery; rental of skin diving 
equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; 
rental of stage scenery; rental of video cassette recorders; 
sign language interpretation; ticket agency services 
[entertainment]; timing of sports events; toy rental; 
translation; videotaping; advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforesaid; providing films, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services.) 
and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; computer software consultancy services; computer 
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services relating to communications and computer networks; 
computer services relating to computer databases; computer 
services for interactive communications and broadcasting; 
computer services for accessing a communications or 
computer network; services for providing access and links to a 
database or computer network; leasing access time to a 
computer network; services for accessing and retrieving 
information, messages, text, sound, images and data via a 
computer or computer network; rental of computer software 
and computer apparatus; provision of information relating to 
computers, computer software and computer databases, web 
sites and computer networks; computer programming; 
installation, maintenance, repair and upgrading of computer 
software; providing non-downloadable software; software as a 
service; providing non-downloadable application evelopment 
software; providing non-downloadable software used in 
developing other software applications; providing non-
downloadable computer game and video game software; 
providing non-downloadable software for use in enabling 
computers, mobile devices,and mobile telephones to provide 
virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; providing 
non-downloadable audio files, image files, video files, music 
files and multimedia content; providing non-downloadable 
audio and visual recordings, podcasts, books, periodicals, 
musical recordings, movies, films and television shows; 
technical support services; computer help desk services; 
providing information relating to computer technology; 
providing information relating to computer programming; 
providing information relating to computer programs; 
providing computer hardware and software information 
online; graphic design services; creating and maintaining 
websites; hosting the websites of others; authenticating works 
of art; cloud computing services; computer rental; conversion 
of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
digitization of documents [scanning]; dress designing; graphic 
arts designing; packaging design; hosting online facilities for 
conducting interactive discussions; rental of computer 
software; rental of web servers; advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 
"X" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DEEP DIVE LLC of 1209 Orange Street Wilmington Delaware 
19801, United States of America (740): Iseme, Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
 
 

(210): 124366 (220): 05/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for agriculture used to inhibit 
sprouting.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''ONE'', ''FOUR'', 
''GROUP'', the numerals "1" and "4" each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): 1,4GROUP, INC of 2307 E. 
Commercial Street, Meridian, Idaho 83642., United States of 
America (740): J K. Muchae & Co Advocates of P. O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 124715 (220): 26/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear and headgear, 
including clothing of down/feathers; clothing of leather; 
briefs; jackets; jeans; trousers; pants; capris; shorts; shirts; 
casual shirts; casual outerwear; T-shirts; sleeveless T-shirts; 
polo shirts; undershirts; underclothing; blouses; skirts; vests; 
waistcoats; coats; sweatshirts; tracksuits; singlets; jerseys; 
sport shirts; suits; gym suits; blazers; frocks; dresses; 
pullovers; sweaters; woolen sweaters; tank tops; cardigans; 
underwear; headwear; headbands; caps; hats; scarves; 
ponchos; ties; gloves; mittens; socks; belts; legwarmers; 
leggings; stockings; tights; brassieres; shoes; boots; slippers; 
sandals; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.) (526): 
None (730): WALTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 
1586, 24 Shedden Road, George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-
1110, Cayman Islands (740): J.K. Muchae & Company of 
Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 – 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

 

(210): 124774 (220): 28/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 31(Horticultural and ornamental plant 
products are - plants and plant materials (cut flowers, pot 
plants, bulbs and bedding plants) used for decorative and 
recreational applications.) and 44(Agricultural, horticultural 
and forestry services, namely, live bedding services, flowers 
cutting, live perennial flower planting, processing of 
unprocessed grains; live plants and flowers; Flower arranging; 
flower arrangement design services; providing information 
regarding plant and flower identification for horticultural 
purposes;) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word ''FLOWER'' and the image 
of a “FLOWER'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): BOHEMIAN FLOWERS LIMITED of P. O. BOX 
19226, J.K.I Airport, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Muthoni Advocates 
of P. O. Box 28397 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

  

(210): 124777 (220): 28/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 16(Stationery; Writing implements [writing 
instruments] pens [office requisites]; ball - points pens; 
rollerball pens; coloured pens; markers; maker pens.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word "BALL" separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): PENTEL KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as 
Pentel Co., Ltd.) of 7-2, Nihonbashi Koami-cho, Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. 
O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  

(210): 124805 (220): 01/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; pork; 
processed meat; meat extracts; tinned meat; sausages; 
processed chicken; fish cakes; tofu; preserved, frozen, dried 
and cooked fruits and vegetables; fermented vegetable dish 
(Kimchi); processed vegetables; processed, edible seaweed; 
toasted laver; soups; instant or pre-cooked soup; jellies, jams, 
compotes; fruit jellies; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and 
other milk products; milk beverages (milk predomination); oils 
and fats for food; edible oils and fats; sesame oil for food; 
soybean oil) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
therefor; rice, pasta and noodles; cooked rice; tapioca and 
sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; processed 
cereals; wheat flour for food; flour for frying; dumplings; bean 
meal; mixes for hotcakes; bread, pastries and confectionery; 
chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, 
honey, treacle; syrup; natural sweeteners; yeast, baking- 
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powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, 
sauces and other condiments; fermented hot pepper paste 
(Gochu-jang); soya bean paste (condiments); pasta sauce; ice 
(frozen water).) (526): None (730): CJ CHEILJEDANG 
CORPORATION of CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, 
Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (740): Ensafrica NBMA 
Advocates of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

(210): 125007 (220): 10/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, business management, 
business administration and office task services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter "E", the word "COMMERCE" and the device of 
the "GLOBE per se " each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): INSTITUTO LATINOAMERICANO DE 
COMERCIO ELECTRONICO ECONFIANZA ASOCIACION CIVIL of 
Parana 123, 6th Floor, Suite 134, City of Buenos Aires, Buenos 
Aires, Argentina (740): CFL advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  
 

(210): 125057 (220): 11/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use, Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and 
Abrasive preparations, Soaps, Perfumery, Essential oils, 
Cosmetics, Hair lotions, Dentifrices Lavender oil, mint essence 
being essential oils Perfumery, essential oils Room fragrances 
Preparations for removing gel nails Adhesive removers for 
cosmetic purposes gel nail removers Glue removers for 
cosmetic purposes Nail enamel removers Cosmetics, 
Dentifrices, Adhesives for affixing false hair Adhesives for 
artificial nails Adhesives for affixing false nails Air fragrance 
preparations Aromatic essential oils Bath soaps Cleaning 
agents and preparations Cosmetic pencils Cosmetic 
preparations for nail drying Cosmetics for animals Cosmetics 
for children False nails Fumigating incenses (Kunken), Hair oils 
Hair shampoo, Lacquer removing preparations, Nail-polish 
removers Nail art stickers Nail buffing preparations Nail care 
preparations Nail gel Nail polish Nail polish base coat Nail 
polish pens Nail polish remover Nail polish top coat Nail 
polishing powder Nail strengtheners Nail varnish Natural 
essential oils for cosmetic purposes Polishing creams Polishing, 
scouring and abrasive preparations Scented room sprays, 
Varnish-removing preparations nail polish remover pens.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "GEL" and "POLISH" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LIU GUANGXI of 
Room 202, Unit 1, Building 33, No. 108 Qingyi Road, Fenyi 
Town, Fenyi County, Xinyu City, Jiangxi Province, China (740): 
Owaga And Associates LLP Advocates of P. O. Box 14826 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

Beetles Gel Polish  
 

(210): 125066 (220): 11/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 28(Games and playthings, gymnastic and 
sporting articles not included in other classes, decorations for 
Christmas trees. Billiard gloves, billiard cues, billiard tables, 
cases for billiard cues, billiard table cushions, billiard balls, 
billiard markers, chalk for billiard cues) and 41(Education, 
providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural 
activities. Production of radio and television programs, video 
editing services for events, providing user rankings for 
entertainment or cultural purposes, teaching, arranging and 
conducting of congresses, organization of sports competitions, 
providing films not downloadable, via video services, club 

willion 
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entertainment services club education services) (526): None 
(730): QINHUANGDAO JOY INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO. LIMITED of 
Room 402, No. 6 Taichang Road, Lingang Economic 
Development Zone, Shanhaiguan Dist., Qinhuangdao Hebei, 
China (740): Owaga And Associates LLP Advocates of P.O. Box 
14826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
 
 

(210): 125232 (220): 21/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 6(Metal materials for building 
construction) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word “MABATI” separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The English translation of 
the Swahili word “MABATI” is “IRON SHEETS”.  (730): KIDANI 
STEEL MILLS of The 222 Address Warehouse No. 8, Kenya 
(740): Jacqueline Oyuyo Githinji C/O Umsizi LLP of P. O. Box 
993 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

  
 
 

(210): 125551 (220): 08/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 25(Women's clothing.) (526): None (730): 
JOSEPH RIBKOFF INC. of 2375, De L' Aviation Dorval, QC H9P 
2X9, Canada (740): ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P. O. 
Box 12342 - 00100 , Nairobi, Kenya 

 
JOSEPH RIBKOFF  

 

(210): 125617 (220): 13/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; business 
management assistance; market studies; sales promotion for 
others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; marketing; import-export agency 
services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising 
purposes.) and 42(Technological research; computer software 
design; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service 
(PaaS]; providing search engines for the internet; information 
technology [IT] consultancy; creating and designing website-
based indexes of information for others [information 
technology services]; user authentication services using 
technology for e-commerce transactions; creating and 
maintaining websites for others; development of computer 
platforms.) (526): “AMATOOKE” is a coined word with no 
meaning (730): SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
of Room 03, 23/F, Unit B Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-
Technology Park, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen 
City, China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

 

(210): 125698 (220): 16/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 16(Wrapping and packaging materials; 
paper and paper articles; cardboard and cardboard articles 
and printed matter.), 21(Glass and glass products; containers; 
articles made of glass; articles of glassware; articles of glass 
for household and kitchen use; coloured glass; crude glass; 
drinking glasses; semi-worked glass; glass receptacles; glass 
bottles, glass caps, glass jars; glass powder; moulded glass; 
rough glass; semi-finished glass; unprocessed glass. All 
products are not related to vehicles or produced for an 
security purposes.), 40(Material treatment of glass; decorating 
and colouring of glass; colouring of glass by surface treatment; 
application of coatings to glass; application of protective 
coatings to glass; beveling of glass; glass blowing; glass 
polishing; glass etching; glass resurfacing.) and 42(Design of 
glass and of glass products; quality control of glass containers; 
research, design and development of glass and of glass 
products; technical services relating to glass packaging.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
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exclusive use of the letters "A", "G" and "P" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The application is 
proceeding in series. (730): ARDAGH PACKAGING 
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES LIMITED of Ardagh House, South 
County Business Park, Leopardstown, Dublin 18, Ireland (740): 
IKM Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

(210): 125730 (220): 19/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Asset financing services; financing of 
purchases; financing of loans; financing loans for consumer 
products, including, smartphones, computers, consumer 
electronics, solar powered lighting devices and fixtures, and 
furniture) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word ''PAY'' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ANGAZA DESIGN INC. 
of 315 Montgomery St 10th floor, San Francisco, California, 
United States of America (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 
 

(210): 125794 (220): 22/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medicinal 
preparations.) (526): None (730): CIPLA LIMITED of Cipla 
House, Peninsula Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, 
Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013, Maharashtra, India (740): 
ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 12342 – 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
TARIVA  

 

(210): 126252 (220): 30/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 26(Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile 
fastening tapes; adjustable fasteners for clothing, footwear: 
headgear and bags zip fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; 
buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for 
clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; 
snap hooks; cord stoppers; cord end stoppers; elastic ribbons; 
webbing in the nature of woven fabric tapes for sewing 
purposes; buckles in the nature of tape adjusters.) (526): The 
word 'NUSANTARA' means “Archipelago” in Sanskirt (730): YKK 
CORPORATION Corporation Japan of 1, Kanda Izumi-cho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 126253 (220): 30/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 26(Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile 
fastening tapes; adjustable fasteners for clothing, footwear: 
headgear and bags zip fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; 
buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for 
clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; 
snap hooks; cord stoppers; cord end stoppers; elastic ribbons; 
webbing in the nature of woven fabric tapes for sewing 
purposes; buckles in the nature of tape adjusters.) (526): The 
word 'NUSANTRA' means “Archipelago” in Sanskirt (730): YKK 
CORPORATION Corporation Japan of 1, Kanda Izumi-cho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 126522 (220): 14/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Perfumery; Toiletries; cosmetics: make-
up; Cosmetic I preparations for skin care; Facial care 
preparations; Tanning preparations; Suntan creams; Cosmetic 
preparations for body care; Skincare preparations; Hair care 
preparations; Preparations for caring, cleaning, coloring, 
tinting, bleaching, fixing and waving hair.) (526): None (730): 
KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation) of 14-
10, Nihonbashi Kayabacho 1-chome, Chuo-ku,103-8210 Tokyo, 
Japan (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
JERGENS ULTRA HEALING  

 

(210): 126606 (220): 21/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Fuels including solid fuels,liquid 
fuels,gaseous fuels;mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes[not for fuel]; non-mineral oils and greases for 
industrial purposes[not for fuel].) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
transliterated Japanese word "SEKIYU" separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The words 'Kosumo', 'Sekiyu' and 
'Ruburikantsu' have no English meaning (730): COSMO ENERGY 
HOLDINGS CO., LTD of 1-1-1,Shibaura, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 
Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 
41546, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

 
 

(210): 126662 (220): 24/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations; cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; empty 
capsules for pharmaceuticals; sanitary masks; dental 
materials; amino acids for medical purposes; active 
pharmaceutical ingredient; intermediate for medicines; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances; diagnostic 
reagents; diagnostic preparations; diagnostic preparations and 
reagents for medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; reagents 
for medical use; medicines for human purposes; chemical 
preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes.) 
(526): None (730): SEKISUI KAGAKU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
(doing business as SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO., LTD.) Corporation, 
Japan of 4-4, Nishitemma 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 
530-8565, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of 
P.O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 126799 (220): 07/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical preparations for use in 
industrial cleaning processes; chemicals for use in cleaning 
water; enzyme preparations for the decomposition of waste 
matter; enzyme preparations for the deodorizing of waste 
water; enzyme preparations in the nature of compost 
accelerants; soil remediation preparations for removing 
chemical products, petroleum products and other 
contaminants in the soil; fish aquarium additives, namely, 
chemical aquarium water conditioners; growth products, 
namely, soil amendment and soil nutrient releasers; Chemicals 
used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except 
fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides and insecticides; 
fertilizer; fertilizer mixes; manures; remediation products, 
namely, chemical preparations and compounds used to remove 
chemical products, petroleum products and other 
contaminants in the soil; organic-based fertilizer for improving 
plant vigor, microbial soil activity and micronutrient uptake in 
plants) (526): None (730): BIOWISH TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC of 2717 Erie Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
45208, United States of America (740): Iseme, Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

BIOWISH  
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(210): 126826 (220): 08/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Publicity; Advertising; Commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; Advisory services for business management; Providing 
business information via a web site; Marketing; Import-export 
agency services; Provision of an online marketplace for buyers 
and sellers of goods and services; Web site traffic 
optimization; Web indexing for commercial or advertising 
purposes.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters ''K'', ''Z'', the words 
''MALL' and ''AUTO'' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): ZHEJIANG KUAI ZHUN CHE FU NETWORK 
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Room 801-807, 8th Floor, Building 
3, Haichuang Science and Technology Center, No.1288 Wenyi 
West Road, Yuhang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, 
China. (740): Kieti Advocates LLP of  
P. O. Box 22602 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
 

 

(210): 126850 (220): 10/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary 
affairs; Real estate affairs.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “SHAMBA", 
"DEVELOPMENTS" and the devices of "ROOF per se" and 
"BUILDING" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. Shamba is a Kiswahili that that means farm in English. 
(730): FAHEEM FAROOQ ALOO ALARAKHIA of P.O. Box 424 – 
80109, Mtwapa, Kenya (740): None 

 

(210): 126902 (220): 14/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Motor Vehicles and Parts thereof) 
(526): None (730): MITSUBISHI JIDOSHA KOGYO KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA of 1-21, Shibaura 3-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-8410, 
Japan (740): Kieti Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00500, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127236 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, 
food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 
stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, 
insecticides.) (526): Registration of this trademarks shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letters ''C'', ''K'', ''L'' and the 
percentage ''2.5%” each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 40596 - 
00100, NAIROBI, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Avocates of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127361 (220): 17/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Electromechanical machines for 
chemical industry; Foundry machines; Haulage apparatus 
[mining]; Extractors for mines; Road building machines; 
Compressed air engines; Hydraulic engines and motors; 
Generators of electricity; Motors, electric, other than for land 
vehicles; Emergency power generators.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"POWER" and the device of “Power flash” each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. Registration of the trade 
mark is sought in the colours in which it appears but without 
any limitation as to colour so as to be deemed to be protected 
for all colours as per Section 19(2) of the Trade Marks Act. 
(730): FUJIAN TIDE POWER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Building 
No.1, Wanfu Industrial Park, No.2, Wuyu Road, Gaishan Town, 
Cangshan District, Fuzhou, Fujian, China (740): Kieti Law LLP 
of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127427 (220): 20/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letters "D" and "G" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): YING 
PAIO ENTERPRISE CO. LTD of No. 480-2, Sec.6, Yen-Ping N. 
Rd., Taipei 111070, Taiwan, Province of China (740): Talal 
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property of P. O. Box 20140 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

 

(210): 127741 (220): 10/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
therefor; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water).) (526): 'CORAZON' is a Spanish 
noun meaning 'the heart' in English and forms part of the name 
of the proprietor. (730): CORAZON KENYA LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 4924-00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 

 

(210): 128016 (220): 24/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 36(Insurance; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) (526): 
None (730): GRIP INVESTMENTS (CAYMAN) An organization 
duly organized and existing under the laws of Cayman Islands 
of Fifth Floor, Zephyr House, 122 Mary Street, George Town P. 
O. Box 31493, Grand Cayman KY1-1206, Cayman Islands (740): 
Simba & Simba & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 10312 - 00100, 
Nairobi 

 

 

(210): 128191 (220): 31/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, Tea, Pastries and 
Confectionaries) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the Hindu word "CHAIIWALI" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The English 
translation of the Hind word 'CHAIIWALI' is a street vendor of 
tea. (730): CHAIIWALI CAFE of P. O. Box 26602 - 00504, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): A.A. Law Advocates of P. O. Box 70540 - 
00400, Nairobi 

  

(210): 128364 (220): 09/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Restaurant) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'RESTAURANT' and 'BAR' & letters 'S' and 'P' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): INAYAT KARMALI of P. 
O. Box 1519 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 128366 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions) (526): 'Unaku' has no 
meaning in English, (730): UNAKU FASHION (K) COMPANY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 0700318999 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

 
 

UNAKU  
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(210): 128435 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Fuels) and 35(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office 
functions.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words "GALANA" and "ENERGIES" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
genesis of the word 'Galana' comes Galana river which is a 
symbol of prosperity and abundance (730): GALANA ENERGIES 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 11672 - 00100 , Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Wainaina Ireri & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 42706 – 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128601 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps; cleaning preparations; perfumery; 
essential oils; deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; 
hair care preparations; nonmedicated toilet preparations; 
bath and shower preparations; skin care preparations; beauty 
serums; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving 
preparations; pre-shave and after-shave preparations; 
depilatory preparations; sun-tanning and sun protection 
preparations; cosmetics; make-up and make-up removing 
preparations; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; lip care 
preparations; talcum powder; cotton wool and cotton sticks 
for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic pads, tissues or wipes; 
premoistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; 
beauty masks, facial packs.) (526): Registration of this 
trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''GLOW'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
UNILEVER GLOBAL IP LIMITED of Port Sunlight, Wirral, 
Merseyside CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
CERA GLOW  

 

(210): 128626 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks), 5(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office 
functions.) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Diploma', 'Data', 'Management, 'Analytics' and 
letters 'A', 'D' and 'M' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): KENYA ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES 
NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, 
Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 41362 - 00100 Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

 

 

(210): 128648 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): None 

 
ZADOCOL  

 
(210): 128670 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and Pharmaceutical 
preparations including Analgesic, Nonopioid; Nonsteroidal 
Anti-inflammatory Drug (NSAID); Nonsteroidal Anti-
inflammatory Drug (NSAID) for the treatment of Acute pain, 
Ankylosing spondylitis, Dysmenorrhea, Gout, Migraine, 
Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis.) (526): None (730): 
PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P.O.Box 95625 - 80106, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740): CFL advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
KOGELOX  
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(210): 128671 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and Pharmaceutical 
preparations including Analgesic, Nonopioid; Nonsteroidal 
Anti-inflammatory Drug (NSAID); Nonsteroidal Anti-
inflammatory Drug (NSAID) for the treatment of Acute pain, 
Ankylosing spondylitis, Dysmenorrhea, Gout, Migraine, 
Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis.) (526): None (730): 
PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P. O. Box 95625 - 80106, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740): CFL advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
TOFLA  

 

(210): 128798 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water; tires; tires for vehicle wheels; automobile 
tires; motorcycle tires; bicycle tires; inner tubes for 
pneumatic tires; pneumatic tires; tubeless tires for bicycles; 
inner tubes for bicycle tires; Adhesive rubber patches for 
repairing inner tubes; treads for retreading tires; spikes for 
tires; Repair outfits for inner tubes; non-skid devices for 
vehicle tires; casings for pneumatic tires; studs for tires; spare 
tire covers; wheelchair tires.) (526): None (730): KENDA 
RUBBER IND. CO., LTD. of No. 146, Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd., 
Yuanlin City, Changhua County 51064, Taiwan, Province of 
China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128804 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Agricultural, horticultural and forestry 
products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; 
fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; 
foodstuffs for animals, malt) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of 
'ANIMALS' and the word 'FEEDS' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): BELLFEEDS FARM CARE LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 1984 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 128829 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511) Class: 9(Frequency converters; Lightning 
arresters; Battery chargers; Photovoltaic inverter; Inverters( 
electricity); Solar batteries; Photovoltaic solar panels for the 
production of electricity; Power controllers; High frequency 
switching power supply; Accumulators (electric); Computer 
peripherals; fower plug converter; Voltage stabilizers; 
Photovoltaic cells,) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word "SOLAR" separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MUST ENERGY 
(GUANGDONG) TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of 1-5, 7, 9, 10 Floor of 
No.8 Building, No. 115 Zhangcha Road1, Chancheng District, 
Foshan City, Guangdong, China (740): Gitahi Munyi & 
Associates of P. O. Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

 

(210): 128882 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software.) and 42(Providing 
temporary use of software for intellectual property and 
compliance management.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the "DIGITAL PEN" 
device per se, separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
SAMAWATI is Swahili word for color BLUE in English. (730): 
AFRICAN AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION of P. O. 
Box 30709 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): CFL advocates of P. 
O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128943 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products for human use) 
(526): Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word ''PLUS'' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): BIOFARMA of 50, rue Carnot, 
92284 Surenes Cedex, France (740): CFL advocates of P. O. 
Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
COVERAM PLUS  

 

(210): 129002 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages , namely, distilled 
spirits.) (526): None (730): BROWN-FORMAN CORPORATION of 
850 Dixie Highway, Louisville, Kentucky 40210, United States 
of America (740): J. K. Muchae & Company advocates of P. O. 
Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
CHAMBORD  

 

(210): 129003 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Rum and rum liqueurs.) (526): The 
translation into English of the word 'Diplomatico' is 'Diplomatic' 
(730): DIPLOMATICO BRANDING, UNIPESSOAL LDA of Rua do 
Esmeraldo, n 47,3 andar, 9000-051 Funchal (Madeira), 
Portugal (740): J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. 
Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
DIPLOMATICO  

 

(210): 129015 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Connect',' Connecting',' 
Businesses' and 'Customers' and the device of the 'Crown' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KIBCONNECT LIMITED of P. O. Box 2217 - 00100, Cardinal 
Otunga Plaza Annex 6th Floor, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Agan & 
Associates of P. O. Box 5382 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129053 (220): 21/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(aerated waters and other non-alcoholic 
beverages) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''MAJI'', ''PLUS'', 
''NATURAL'', 'STILL WATER'', the acronym ''EST'' and ''2000'',each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Maji’ is a 
Kiswahili word which means ‘water’ in English (730): MUTHIGA 
DAIRIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 43062 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

  

(210): 129099 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand tools & implements) (526): None 
(730): MONOLITH BUSINESS SOLUTION CO. LTD of P. O. Box 
558 - 00204, Athi River, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 129186 (220): 28/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headwear), 
35(Advertising; Business management, Organization and 
administration. office functions.), 38(Telecommunications 
services) and 41(Education; providing of training, 
entertainment, sports and cultural activites) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letters "B" and "N" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. The mark is proceeding in series. BNN 
means Bandana News Network. (730): EDGAR OBARE of P. O. 
Box 635 - 00245, Kitengela, Kenya (740): None 
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(210): 129222 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Assistance and consultancy services in 
the field of business management of companies, providing 
information! consulting services in the area of global 
sustainable business solutions, supply chain management 
services, management of retail enterprise, management of 
wholesale and retail outlets, organizing and conducting 
volunteering programs, procurement services; corporate 
identity services; corporate image development consultation; 
corporate marketing services; advertising services to create 
corporate and brand identity; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate identity; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate image; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate social responsibility; developing and 
coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organisations; 
organizing and conducting volunteer programs for charitable 
organizations; charitable services in the nature of organizing 
and conducting community service projects for charitable 
organizations; business assistance for others in the 
establishment of charitable organizations; promotion services 
to publicize the charitable works of others; charitable services 
in the nature of organizing volunteer programs to promote 
public awareness of environmental matters.), 36(Providing 
grants and financial awards in the fields of education, 
environmental sustainability, social welfare and research and 
technology for charitable purposes; financial sponsorship of 
social and charitable organisations.) and 40(Treatment of 
drinking water, service water and waste water; recycling of 
waste.) (526): None (730): GODREJ INDUSTRIES LIMITED of 
Godrej One, 2nd Floor, Pirojshanagar, Eastern Express 
Highway, Vikhroli East, Mumbai 400 079, India (740): J. K. 
Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
 

 

(210): 129223 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Assistance and consultancy services in 
the field of business management of companies, providing 
information! consulting services in the area of global 
sustainable business solutions, supply chain management 
services, management of retail enterprise, management of 
wholesale and retail outlets, organizing and conducting 
volunteering programs, procurement services; corporate 
identity services; corporate image development consultation; 
corporate marketing services; advertising services to create 
corporate and brand identity; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate identity; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate image; business consultancy services in 
relation to corporate social responsibility; developing and 
coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organisations; 
organizing and conducting volunteer programs for charitable 
organizations; charitable services in the nature of organizing 
and conducting community service projects for charitable 
organizations; business assistance for others in the 
establishment of charitable organizations; promotion services 
to publicize the charitable works of others; charitable services 
in the nature of organizing volunteer programs to promote 
public awareness of environmental matters.), 36(Providing 
grants and financial awards in the fields of 
education,environmental sustainability, social welfare and 
research and technology for charitable purposes; financial 
sponsorship of social and charitable organisations.) and 
40(Treatment of drinking water, service water and waste 
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water; recycling of waste.) (526): None (730): GODREJ 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Godrej One, 2nd Floor, Pirojshanagar, 
Eastern Express Highway, Vikhroli East, Mumbai 400 079, India 
(740): J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
 
 

(210): 129274 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, business management, 
business administration and office task services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words "COMMERCE", "AWARD", the letter "E" and the 
devices of "GLOBE per se" and a "STAR" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): INSTITUTO 
LATINOAMERICANO DE COMERCIO ELECTRONICO ECONFIANZA 
ASOCIACION CIVIL of Parana 123, 6th floor, suite 134, City of 
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina (740): CFL Advocates of 
P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

 

(210): 129282 (220): 03/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 13(sighting mirrors), 19(Building glass, 
glass granules for marking roads.) and 20(Cooking glasses, 
furniture and toilet mirrors) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "GLASS" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TERRA 
TECH BUILDERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 37379, Godown Nolo. Sun 
flag Industrial Park Mombasa Road, Mombasa, Kenya (740): 
None 

 
 

SAPPHIRE GLASS  
 

(210): 129288 (220): 03/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 36(Financial, 
monetary and banking services; insurance services; real estate 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word 'Pay' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Kargo is a made up name that has 
no English translation. (730): FINSPRINT LIMITED of Palli 
House, Nyerere Avenue, P. O. Box 98588 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740): None 

 

 

(210): 129293 (220): 03/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Arts and Craft, Paint Kits) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words ''MIXEM'', ''KRAFTS'' and the devices of ''WOOD 
CRAFT OF HALF WHEEL'' and ''VOLKSWAGEN CAR'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AMBRIA 
DEW COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 8870 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 129368 (220): 09/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 28(Toys, games and playthings) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word "PLAY" separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): HASBRO, INC, a Rhodel Island Corporation of 
1027 Newport Avenue, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02861, United 
States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. 
Box 10643 – 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

PLAY-DOH  
 

(210): 129370 (220): 09/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 28(Toys, games and playthings) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word "GAMING" separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): HASBRO, INC, a Rhodel Island Corporation 
of 1027 Newport Avenue, pawtucket, Rhode Island 02861, 
United States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of 
P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya  
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(210): 129372 (220): 09/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Essential oils, food flavourings) and 
30(Tea, herbal tea, coffee, cocoa products, spices) (526): 
None (730): STRUNGI LIMITED of P. O. Box 70865 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Simba & Simba Co. Advocates of P. O. 
Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 129485 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Speech recognition software; data 
processing apparatus; downloadable computer software 
programs; face recognition equipment; dictating machines; 
electronic agendas; mobile telephones; computers; tablet 
computers; smartwatches [data processing apparatus]; smart 
speakers; mobile phone chargers; theft prevention 
installations, electric; portable media players; earphones; 
computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; 
microphones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted 
for smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewellery; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; interactive 
touchscreen terminals; downloadable computer software usmg 
machine learning and artificial intelligence; interactive 
software; artificial intelligence software; wireless 
communications devices for the transmission of voice, data, 
images, audio, video and multimedia content; inductors 
[electricity].) and 38(Rental of message sending apparatus; 
message sending; providing internet chatrooms; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; providing information in the field of 
telecommunications; streaming of data; transmission of digital 
files; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; 
voice mail services; computer communications services for the 
transmission of information; electronic communications 
services for the transmission of data; communication services 
for the electronic transmission of voices; transmission of 
electronic messages; electronic and digital transmission of 
voice, data, images, signals and messages; transmission of 
electronic mail; video, audio and television streaming 
services; transmission of data, sound and images by satellite; 
transmission, broadcasting and reception of audio, still and 
moving images, text and data by computer; transmission, 
broadcasting and reception of audio, video, still and moving 
images, text and data; voice over Internet Protocol [V oIP] 
services; provision of voice short message services [VSMS]; 
voice-activated dialing services.) (526): None (730): 
SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, Incorporated in 
The People's Republic of China of Room 03, 23/F, Unit B 
Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, Yuehai 
Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City, China (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

ELLA  
 

(210): 129486 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Speech recognition software; data 
processing apparatus; downloadable computer software 
programs; face recognition equipment; dictating machines; 
electronic agendas; mobile telephones; computers; tablet 
computers; smartwatches [data processing apparatus]; smart 
speakers; mobile phone chargers; theft prevention 
installations, electric; portable media players; earphones; 
computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; 
microphones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted 
for smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 
jewellery; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; interactive 
touchscreen terminals; downloadable computer software usmg 
machine learning and artificial intelligence; interactive 

FOLAX 
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software; artificial intelligence software; wireless 
communications devices for the transmission of voice, data, 
images, audio, video and multimedia content; inductors 
[electricity].) and 38(Rental of message sending apparatus; 
message sending; providing internet chatrooms; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; providing information in the field of 
telecommunications; streaming of data; transmission of digital 
files; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; 
voice mail services; computer communications services for the 
transmission of information; electronic communications 
services for the transmission of data; communication services 
for the electronic transmission of voices; transmission of 
electronic messages; electronic and digital transmission of 
voice, data, images, signals and messages; transmission of 
electronic mail; video, audio and television streaming 
services; transmission of data, sound and images by satellite; 
transmission, broadcasting and reception of audio, still and 
moving images, text and data by computer; transmission, 
broadcasting and reception of audio, video, still and moving 
images, text and data; voice over Internet Protocol [V oIP] 
services; provision of voice short message services [VSMS]; 
voice-activated dialing services.) (526): None (730): 
SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of Room 03, 
23/F, Unit B Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology 
Park, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City, China 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 
 
 

(210): 129503 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Foodstuffs and feed supplements of all 
kinds for animals, birds, poultry, cattle, pigs, sea and 
freshwater life and pets; agricultural, horticultural and 
silvicultural products and grains; fresh fruit and vegetables; 
cut flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; malt.) 
(526): None (730): ASTRAL OPERATIONS LIMITED, a company 
organized and existing under the laws of South Africa of 
Lanseria Corporate Estate, 13 Thunderbolt Lane, Lanseria Ext 
26, Gauteng 1748, South Africa (740): Ndungu Njoroge & 
Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
MEADOW  

 

(210): 129527 (220): 16/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Backpacks; handbags; luggage; purses; 
umbrellas; wallets; duffle bags; key cases; sports bags; tote 
bags; travel bags.), 25(Footwear; gloves; hats; loungewear; 
mittens; neckties; pants; scarves; sleepwear; socks; sweaters; 
fleece jackets; fleece tops; head wear; shirts; tank tops; 
athletic pants; baseball caps; clothing jackets; knitted caps; 
sweat pants; sweat shirts; t-shirts.) and 32(Soft drinks; 
concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of 
soft drinks.) (526): None (730): PEPSICO, INC. of 700 Anderson 
Hill Road, Purchase, New York 10577, United States of 
America (740): J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. 
Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129561 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'App' and 'Skill' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): YOUTH PLUS AFRICA LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 509105 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 
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(210): 129585 (220): 21/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Banking; clearing, financial/clearing-
houses, financial; e-wallet payment services; electronic funds 
transfer; electronic transfer of virtual currencies; exchanging 
money; factoring; financial analysis; financial consultancy; 
financial exchange of virtual currency; financial management; 
financial management of reimbursement payments for others; 
financial research; providing financial information; providing 
financial information via a website; online banking.) (526): 
None (730): KLEARIUM, INC of 2011 185th Street, Fairfield, 
lowa 52556, United States of America (740): Gichachi & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 
KLEARIUM  

 

(210): 129587 (220): 22/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal feed; animal feed ingredients; 
seeds prepared for consumption by animals; grains for animal 
consumption; by-products for the processing of cereals, for 
animal consumption; residual products of cereals for animal 
consumption; wheat germ for animal consumption; animal by-
products and proteins for animal consumption.) (526): 
ORegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter "O" separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. 'Solfa' is an invented word with no meaning in any 
language.  (730): SEABOARD OVERSEAS LIMITED of 1st Floor, 
43 Circular Road, Douglas, 1M1 1AD, Isle of Man, Kenya (740): 
Ndikimi & Company Advocates of P. O. BOX 29037 - 00625, 
Nairobi. Kenya 

 

 

(210): 129633 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 2(Toner; filled toner cartridges.) (526): 
None (730): HEWLETT- PACKARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, LP, 
a ltd liability company Delaware, United States of 10300 
Energy Drive, Spring, Texas 77389., United States of America 
(740): J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. BOX 60664 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya  

 

 

(210): 129637 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Petroleum) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ''B'' 
and the words ''ENERGY'', ''RELIABLE'' and device of a ''FLAME'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
BIKO ENERGY LTD of P. O. Box 14595 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None  
(210): 129688 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Menstrual caps) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"HAPPY" and "PERIOD" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SHAHLA (PTY) LTD of Unit 1, Wedge 
Business Park, 74 1st Road Linbro Park, Sandton Johannesburg, 
Johannesburg, South Africa (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 
23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129690 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Petroleum Dispensing Pumps, and 
Lubricating/Grease Pumps) and 9(Air Gauge) (526): None 
(730): NORTH WEST TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD of P. O. Box 
100875 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
NEOTEC  
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(210): 129693 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, aquaculture. horticulture and forestry services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters ''G'' and ''O'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole.(730): AGRA of P. O. Box 
66773-00800, west end towers, 4th floor, muthangari drive, 
off waiyaki way, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 

 

(210): 129695 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions), 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting 
and cultural activities) and 44(Medical services; veterinary 
services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or 
animals; agriculture, aquaculture. Horticulture and forestry 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word ''AFRICA'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGRA of West End 
Towers, 4th Floor, Muthangari Drive, Off Waiyaki Way, P. O. 
Box 66773 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 129696 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, aquaculture. horticulture and forestry services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ''ECOSYSTEM'', ''DEVELOPMENT'' and 
''YOUTH'' the letters ''D'', ''E'', ''F'' and ''Y'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGRA of West End 
Towers, 4th Floor, Muthangari Drive, Off Waiyaki Way, P. O. 
Box 66773 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
 

 

(210): 129737 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education, teaching, providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) 
(526): None (730): ANJOLAOLUWA ODUNSI of 4, Imperial 
Cresent, Imperial Wharf, London, United Kingdom (740): Kieti 
Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
BRAZY  

 

(210): 129739 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (with the exception 
of beers); spirits; vodka; vodka-based beverages) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word ''SPIRIT'' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): ST 1 IP Sàrl Société à 
responsabilité limitée Suisse of Avenue Reverdil 14 CH-1260 
Nyon, Switzerland (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 
00505, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
THE SPIRIT OF CHANGE  

 

(210): 129765 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audio visual, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, 
inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling the distribution or use of electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or 
processing sound, images or data; recorded and downloadable 
media, computer software, blank digital or analogue recording 
and storage media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
cash registers, calculating devices; computers and computer 
peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for 
divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers, 
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breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; fire-
extinguishing apparatus.), 35(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office 
functions.), 36(Financial, monetary and banking services; 
insurance services; real estate services.) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating 
thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial 
design services; quality control and authentication services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.) 
(526): Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter ''N'' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): FIRSTRAND BANK LIMITED of 1st Floor, 
4 Merchant Place, Corner Fredman Drive & Rivonia Road, 
Sandton, Gauteng, South Africa (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

 

(210): 129779 (220): 31/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or 
manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco 
products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 
cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters for smokers; cigar lighters 
for smokers; matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper; 
cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into 
paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic 
cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; 
electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating 
tobacco.) (526): None (730): BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO 
(BRANDS) INC. of 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington, 
Delaware 19808-1674, United Kingdom (740): Iseme, Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 129786 (220): 31/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Transport, packaging and storage of 
goods, travel arrangements) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Group', 
'Limited' and the letters 'A', 'G' and 'L' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ANDMANN GROUP 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 73939 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
None 

  

(210): 129792 (220): 31/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; perfumery, essential oils; beaching preparations 
and other substances for laundry use; washing detergents, bar 
soaps, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Wash', 'Brilliant', 
'Colours' and the device of a 'Leaf' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): MAZERAS OIL LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 81114, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 129802 (220): 01/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
temporary accommodation) (526): We disclaim the exclusive 
use of the numeral ''2'' separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): CHANDARIA INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Baba Dogo 
Road, Ruaraka, P. O. Box 30621 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
MW & Company Advocate LLP of P. O. Box 44468 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya  

 
 

2 GUYS  
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(210): 129816 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Consultancy Services in Agriculture) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word ''FARM'', the device of a ‘leaf’, the 
letters ''A'', and ''I'' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): ENDLESS AFRICA LTD of P. O.Box 67136 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 129863 (220): 06/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear, 
underwear, belts (clothing). (526): 'VEJA' IS A PORTUGUESE 
WORD MEANING 'SEE' (730): VEJA FAIR TRADE SARL, a French 
Company of 146 Rue Du Faubourg Poissonniere 75010, Paris, 
France (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

VEJA  
 

(210): 129866 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(corn flour / corn meal/maize flour / 
maize meal) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''VALLEY'', ''LAND'', 
''FLOUR'', ''MOUNTAINS'' and device of ''MAIZE COBS'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MOSES 
KIARIE of P. O. Box 90 - 00618, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 129879 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; and real estate affairs.) (526): None (730): 
PRESTOPAP TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED of Spectrum 
Business Park Godown No. 3, Babadogo, P. O. Box 7460 - 
00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 129902 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Apparatus for locomotion by land) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the Word ''BUILT'' and the Device of ''WHEEL'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. PEPESI is 
a Swahili word meaning 'LIGHT' in English (730): MBUGUA WA 
MUNGAI & ANTONY MUNDIA WAMAITHA of P. O. Box 53187 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Thuku Wa Mwaura of P. O. Box 
422 - 00900, Kiambu, Kenya   
(210): 129903 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Business Management; Business 
Administration; Office Functions) (526): None (730): MBUGUA 
WA MUNGAI & KENNETH MWANGI GICHOHI of P. O. Box 53187 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Thuku Wa Mwaura of P. O. Box 
422 - 00900, Kiambu, Kenya 

  

(210): 129922 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medical lubricant, namely, vaginal 
lubricants; vaginal moisturizers; personal Lubricants.) (526): 
None (730): CHURCH & DWIGHT CO., INC. A corporation of the 
State of Delaware of 500 Charles Ewing Boulevard Ewing New 
Jersey 08628, United States of America (740): CFL advocates 
of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, NAIROBI, Kenya 

 
REPLENS  

 

(210): 129923 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Deodorant) (526): None (730): CHURCH 
& DWIGHT CO., INC. A corporation of the State of Delaware of 
500 Charles Ewing Boulevard Ewing New Jersey 08628, United 
States of America (740): CFL advocates of P .O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
ARM & HAMMER  
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(210): 129925 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Deodorant) (526): None (730): CHURCH 
& DWIGHT CO., INC. A corporation of the State of Delaware of 
500 Charles Ewing Boulevard Ewing New Jersey 08628, United 
States of America (740): CFL advocates of P .O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
ARRID  

 

(210): 129926 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Toothpaste) (526): None (730): CHURCH 
& DWIGHT CO., INC. A corporation of the State of Delaware of 
500 Charles Ewing Boulevard Ewing New Jersey 08628, United 
States of America (740): CFL advocates of P .O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
PEARL DROPS  

 

(210): 129927 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 10(Condoms) (526): None (730): CHURCH 
& DWIGHT CO., INC, a corporation of the State of Delaware of 
500 Charles Ewing Boulevard Ewing New Jersey 08628, United 
States of America (740): CFL Advocates of P .O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
ENZ  

 

(210): 129934 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words ''FOUNDATIONAL LITERACY'', ''NUMERACY'', 
''ASSESSMENT'', ''REPORT'', the letters ''F'', ''L'', ''A'' and ''N'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): USAWA 
AGENDA of P. O. Box 2907 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
FOUNDATIONAL LITERACY 

AND NUMERACY ASSESSMENT 
(FLANA)REPORT  

 
(210): 129935 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter ''E'' and the device of a TREE each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): USAWA AGENDA of 
P. O. Box 2907 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None   
(210): 129965 (220): 13/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Non-alcoholic beverages and beers) and 
33(Alcoholic beverages) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'KENYAN', 
'DISTILLED' and the numbers '5', '8' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Mark is in colour Blue and Orange 
on White background (730): SAVANNAH BRANDS COMPANY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 14208 - 00800, NairobI, Kenya (740): 
None  
(210): 129984 (220): 14/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Includes mainly services involving 
business management, operation, organization and 
administration of a commercial or industrial enterprise, as 
well as advertising, marketing and promotional services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter 'M' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): LECTUS TRADING COMPANY LTD of 
P. O. Box 205 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
(210): 129986 (220): 14/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headwear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letters 'A' and 'F' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole AFAFLA is a coined word with no meaning. 
(730): AFAFLA DESIGN (AFRICA) LIMITED of P. O. Box 22588 - 
00505, Kenya (740): CM Advocates LLp of P. O. BOX 22588 - 
00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129996 (220): 14/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Travelling bags) (526): None (730): 
TIAN TANG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 16567 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None   
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(210): 130027 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 20(Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; 
goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, 
mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these 
materials, or of plastics.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'F' and 'P' and 
device of a 'Crown' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): FURNITURE PALACE INTERNATIONAL (K) 
LIMITED A limited liability company duly incorporated in Kenya 
of P. O. Box 45764 -00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 130028 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear & Clothing) (526): 'Siwo' is a 
coined word (730): EVA YUANTING LOGISTICS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 41001 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 130029 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear & Clothing) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'Star' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): EVA YUANTING LOGISTICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
41001 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 130030 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear & Clothing) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letters 'H' and 'S' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): EVA YUANTING LOGISTICS LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 41001 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

 
(210): 130031 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee. tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made 
from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, 
treacle: yeast- baking-powder: salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); sprees; Ice.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Maize', 
'meal' 'mama's, 'sustenance', 'choice' and device of 'Maize cob' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Pewa' is 'Give' 
(730): SMARTCORN MAIZE FLOUR LIMITED of P. O. Box 1674, 
Embu, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 130090 (220): 20/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand Tools and Implements (Hand-
Operated)) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Agro', 'Industries', 'Limited' 
and letters 'E' and 'A' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. The word ‘Hai’ is Acronym for ‘Hangzhou Agro 
Industries’. (730): HANG ZHOU AGRO INDUSTRIES E.A LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 558 - 00204, Athi River, Machakos, Kenya (740): 
None   
(210): 130091 (220): 20/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand Tools and Implements (Hand-
Operated)) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Goods' 'Agricultural' and 
'Technology' and letters 'E' 'A' 'G' 'P' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): GOOD AGRICULTURAL 
PRACTICE TECHNOLOGY E.A LTD of P. O. Box 558 - 00204, Athi 
River, Machakos, Kenya (740): None 
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(210): 130194 (220): 26/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Waembu', 'Utheri wa Embu na Mbeere', the 
mountain device and letters 'F' and 'M' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English 
of the word ‘Waembu’ is ‘those who live in Embu’. ‘Mbeere’ is 
a region in Kenya while 'Utheri wa Embu na Mbeere' means 
'Light of Embu and Mbeere' (730): EAGLE 1 CONCRETE & 
MACHINERIES LTD of P. O. Box 43449 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

  

(210): 130195 (220): 26/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(pharmaceuticals and medical 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for 
babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants.) (526): None (730): ABHIJEET HODA 
of 1305, I Block Mantri Synergy Apartments 1/124 Rajiv Gandhi 
Salai, Padur, Chennai (Tamil Nadu), India 603103, India (740): 
Kabau & Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 101136 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya  

 
RACEDO  

 

(210): 130206 (220): 26/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'PUNJAB', 
'KING' and the devices of the ‘Rice Plantation’ and a ‘Serving 
Bowl with assorted food’ each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. Punjab is a Geographical name of a place. 
(730): BABA AGRO AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 16526 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

  

 
(210): 130248 (220): 28/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolates; Confectionery; Candies; 
Biscuits; cakes, Pasta; Macaroni; Noodles; Instant Noodles; 
Spaghetti; Vermicelli; Yeast; Baking Powder and other Bakery 
Ingredients; Salad Dressings; Mayonnaise; Vinegar; Ketch Up 
and Sauces(condiments); ready to cook dough products; frozen 
dough; frozen parathas; ice creams; non-dairy frozen desserts; 
frozen fruit desserts; ice desserts; coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; 
rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; bread; pastry; treacle; 
salt; mustard; flour made from cereals; spices; Food 
beverages (Grain-based and Herbal); Gravies; Herbal tea; 
Honey; Popcorn.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word 'Chocolate' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The words DE BONBELLES 
mean OF CANDLES in English (730): INTERNATIONAL 
FOODSTUFFS CO. L. L. C. of Al-Wahda Street, Industrial Area 
No. 1, P.O. Box 4115, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (740): 
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Limited of P. O. Box 
2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  

(210): 130277 (220): 29/09/2023 (300): None (511): 5(Dietary 
supplements for animal), 29(Meat, Poultry, Eggs, Milk, Cheese, 
Butter, Yogurt and other milk products), 31(Raw and 
Unprocessed Agricultural Products; Live Animals; Foodstuffs 
and Beverages for animals.) and 35(Advertising; Business 
Managements, Organization and Administration; Office 
Functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Muguku' 'Poultry' and 'Farm' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
word 'Muguku' is a Kikuyu name and does not have a specific 
English translation (730): MUGUKU POULTRY FARM LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 70 - 00902, Kikuyu, Kenya (740): MNM Advocates LLp 
of P. O. Box 16328 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 130291 (220): 02/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; Business Management; 
Business Administration; Office Functions.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'Luku', 'Fiti' and letters 'F' and 'L' per se each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into 
English of the slang words 'Luku Fiti' is 'Look Good' (730): 
CURVY AND PLUS APPAREL LIMITED of P. O. Box 166 - 00100, 
Imenti House, Moi Avenue, CBD, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 130308 (220): 04/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps, cosmetics, laundry bar 
soap,beauty soap,cleaning bleach, detergents, dish washing 
liquid soap.) and 5(Sanitizer for hands and disinfectants for 
toilets) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word "BRIGHT" separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): KEPHA SABARE ODHIAMBO of 
P. O. Box 55710 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

 
BRIGHTSTAR  

 

(210): 130323 (220): 04/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Biscuits; cookies; wafers; wafer 
biscuits; wafer cookies, chocolate wafers; chocolate pastries; 
confectionery; chocolate confectionery; chocolate mousse; 
chocolate pastes; caramel paste, chocolate topping; chocolate 
based ready-to-eat food snack bars; chocolate-filled ready-to-
eat cereals; cereal-based snacks, rice krispies.) (526): None 
(730): ELITE GOLD LTD of Portcullis TrustNet Chambers of P. 
O. Box 3444, Road Town, Tortola, British, Virgin Islands 
(British) (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 
40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
BENG-BENG  

 

(210): 130332 (220): 04/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'P', 'K', 
the numerals '3, '8, '6', '2', '5', the words 'Net', 'White', 'Kg' and 
the device of the 'Rice in a bowl' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Arabic word 'AL JANNAT' is 'HEAVEN' (730): VIKESH KUMAR of 
P. O. Box 84748 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None 

  
(210): 130333 (220): 04/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 40(Treatment of materials) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'Eco' and device of 'Leaf' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): FENCO-SAVANNA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 34776 - G.P.O, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
None   
(210): 130344 (220): 05/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Franchise services, namely, offering 
business management assistance in the establishment and 
operation of hotels, restaurants, night clubs, bars, spas, 
recreational and fitness facilities, retail stores, and 
condominiums; business management consultation services; 
business management services, namely, management and 
operation of hotels, restaurants, night clubs, bars, spas, 
recreational and fitness facilities, retail stores, 
condominiums, apartment buildings, conference centers, and 
timeshare resorts for others; retail store services [for the US: 
namely, gift shop, souvenir, and convenience stores services]; 
business center services; providing facilities for the use of 
office equipment and machinery; online retail services; retail 
catalog services; business administration services; business 
meeting planning services; providing convention and 
conference facilities; management, rental and leasing of 
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office and retail space; issuing gift certificates that may be 
redeemed for goods or services; customer loyalty services; 
advertising services[, namely providing advertising s ace in a 
periodical]; art gallery services; charitable services, namely 
organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community 
service projects; business management services for others in 
the field of resort recreation clubs, vacation clubs, real estate 
time sharing projects, undivided deed interest clubs, private 
residence clubs, right to use clubs, and long term lease 
projects; procurement services [for hotels].), 36(Real estate 
services, namely services relating to the development, 
purchase, sale, leasing, financing, management, operation, 
rental, promotion and brokerage of apartments, flats, 
condominiums, timeshare properties, villas, vacation homes 
and real estate of all kinds, and facilities and amenities 
relating thereto; real estate brokerage services; real estate 
management, lease-purchase financing, leasing of real estate; 
credit card services; issuance of credit cards; charitable 
fundraising and donations.), 41(Educational services, namely, 
arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, classes, 
conferences, and symposiums in the fields of leadership 
development, human resources, customer service, customer 
and employee satisfaction and loyalty, employee recruitment, 
and employee orientation, training, and development, 
cooking, art, foreign languages, etiquette, arts and crafts, 
nature, and conservation; providing [hotel guests with] 
educational and entertainment information about local 
attractions and points of interest [within the vicinity of hotel 
properties], and distribution of materials in connection 
therewith; providing entertainment, sporting and cultural 
activities; arranging conferences and organizing exhibitions for 
cultural and educational purposes; casino services; gaming 
services; cabaret services; nightclub services; arranging for 
tickets and reservations for shows and other entertainment 
events; health and fitness club services, namely, providing 
services, facilities, instruction and equipment in the fields of 
fitness and physical exercise; providing services, facilities, 
instruction and equipment in the fields of tennis, swimming 
pools, recreational activities, bicycling, golf, water sports, 
horseback riding, skiing, beach access and social functions; 
golf club, golf course and golf instruction services; event 
planning and management services[, namely arranging, 
organizing, scheduling and designing special events]; art 
exhibitions.), 43(Hotel services; restaurant, catering, bar and 
[cocktail - for US applications only] lounge services; [resort 
lodging - US; resort and lodging services - outside of US;] 
provision of general-purpose facilities for meetings, 
conferences and exhibitions; provision of banquet and social 
function facilities for special occasions; and reservation 
services for hotel accommodations [for others - for US 
applications only].) and 44(Spa services, namely, providing 
facial, hair, skin and body treatments, manicure and pedicure 
services, massage services, body waxing services and beauty 
salon services.) (526): None (730): THE RITZ-CHARLTON 
HOTEL COMPANY, L.L.C of 7750 Winscosin Avenue, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20814, United States of America (740): J. K. Muchae 
& Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  
 
 

(210): 130361 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide) (526): None (730): KESAI 
EAGROW KENYA COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 43436 - 00100, 
NAIROBI, Kenya (740):  None 

 
FUNGIOFF  
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(210): 130362 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Kill' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KESAI 
EAGROW KENYA COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 43436 - 00100, 
NAIROBI, Kenya (740):  None 

 
EAGROWKILL  

 

(210): 130363 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Weed' and 'Block' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): KESAI EAGROW KENYA COMPANY LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 43436 - 00100, NAIROBI, Kenya (740):  None 

 
WEEDBLOCK  

 

(210): 130364 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Maize' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KESAI EAGROW KENYA COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 43436 - 
00100, NAIROBI, Kenya (740):  None 

 
MAIZESTAR  

 

(210): 130366 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' 
and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DANKEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 12012 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
DKTOLE  

 

(210): 130367 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' 
and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DANKEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P .O. Box 12012 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
DKMETRIN  

 

(210): 130368 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' 
and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DANKEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 12012 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
DK-TERB  

 

(210): 130369 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' 
and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DANKEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 12012 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
DKTAZONE  

 

(210): 130370 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' 
and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DANKEN BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P.O. BOX 12012 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
DKCALID  

 

(210): 130371 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides) (526): None (730): DANKEN 
BIOTECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P.O. BOX 12012-20100, Nakuru, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 
DKTAN  

(210): 130380 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Solar panels, power distribution board, 
UPS, Voltage regulators) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Safer','Power','Limited' and the device of the 'Industrial Wheel' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SAFER POWER LIMITED of P. O. Box 310 - 00519, Mlolongo, 
Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 130449 (220): 12/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary 
affairs; Real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'CAPITAL' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KENYAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE CO. LTD. of P. O. Box 30170 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
SOURCE CAPITAL  

 

(210): 130466 (220): 13/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 9( Apparatus and instruments for scientific 
or research purposes, audiovisual and information technology 
equipment, and safety and life-saving equipment;), 
35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.), 38( Services that allow at 
least one party to communicate with another as well as 
services for the broadcasting and transmission of data.) and 
44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty 
care for human beings or animals· agriculture horticulture and 
forestrv services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Ndume', 'Digi', 'Cow', 
'Powered' and device of a "Cow's head" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English 
of the Kiswahili word 'Ndume' is 'Bull'.(730): DIGCOW AFRICA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 25836 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 

  

(210): 130479 (220): 13/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize Flour.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Premium', 'Grade', 'Sifted', 'Ugali', 'Maize', 'Meal', the numeral 
'1' and the device of 'Maize cob' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Ugali and Jali are swahili word for a 
type of ‘corn meal made from maize and care’ respectively. 
(730): DEVTA ENTERPRISES of P. O. Box 8805 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 130483 (220): 13/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Real', ‘Estate', 'Construction', ' Interiors', 
'Fine', 'Urban’ and device of a 'Building' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): FINE URBAN REAL 
ESTATE CONSTRUCTION & INTERIORS LTD of P. O. Box 533 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 130484 (220): 13/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Daktari', 'Cares' and device of 'Heart' and 'ECG' symbol each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Daktari' is 
'Doctor' 'Wapesi' is a slang word meaning 'Quick' (730): 
PRUDENT CARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 44563 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 130520 (220): 17/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Pumps; pumps for use in mining; pumps 
for use in mineral processing; pumps for use in chemical 
industry; chemical pumps; pulp pumps; plastic pumps; 
chemical multistage pumps; chemical vertical spindle pumps; 
pumps for use in petrochemical processes; chemical axial-flow 
pumps; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods) 
and 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the 
transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view 

HART 
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and purchase the goods; wholesale and retail services 
connected with the sale of mining equipment; wholesale and 
retail services connected with the sale of agricultural 
equipment; wholesale and retail services connected with the 
sale of slurry pumps and other types of pumps.) (526): None 
(730): TOTAL PUMP SOLUTIONS AFRICA a Mauritious company 
of 11th Floor, Tower 1, Nextetacom Building, Cybercity, 
Ebene, Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. 
Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 
 
 

(210): 130530 (220): 18/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Africa' and 
devices of 'Human being' and 'Leaves' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. 'Akina' is a name of a lady 
with Kenya origin and the name originates from the English 
language (730): EMPIRE KENYA E.P.Z LIMITED of P. O. BOX 
92130 - 80102, Jomvu, Off Nairobi Highway Changamwe 
Mombasa, Kenya (740): SONAL RAVAL ADVOCATE of P. O. Box 
856 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  
(210): 130531 (220): 18/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Africa' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 'Akina' is a 
name of a lady with Kenya origin and the name originates 
from the English language (730): EMPIRE KENYA E.P.Z LIMITED 
of P. O. BOX 92130 - 80102, Jomvu, Off Nairobi Highway 
Changamwe Mombasa, Kenya (740): SONAL RAVAL ADVOCATE 
of P. O. Box 10652 - 00400, 13th Floor, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  

(210): 130532 (220): 18/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Africa' and 
devices of 'Human being' and 'Leaves' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EMPIRE KENYA E.P.Z 
LIMITED of P. O. BOX 92130 - 80102, Jomvu, Off Nairobi 
Highway Changamwe Mombasa, Kenya (740): SONAL RAVAL 
ADVOCATE of P. O. Box 10652- 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  
(210): 130566 (220): 19/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, business management, 
business administration; office functions) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'Toa' and 'Jam' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. 'Toa Jam' is a slang for “Clear traffic” (730): 
EAGLE 1 CONCRETE & MACHINERIES LTD of P. O. Box 43449 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
TOA JAM  

 

(210): 130619 (220): 24/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(pharmaceuticals and medical 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for 
babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stoping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants.) (526): None (730): ABHIJEET HODA 
of 1305, I Block Mantri Synergy Apartments, 1/124 Rajiv 
Gandhi Salai, Padur, Chennai (Tamilnadu), India -603103, India 
(740): Kabau & Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 101136 - 
00101, Nairobi, Kenya  

 
MIRAGAB  
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(210): 130625 (220): 24/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Dry Ciders, alcoholic beverages (except 
beer)) (526): None (730): EAST AFRICA BREWERIES PLC of P. 
O. Box 30161 - 00100, Garden City Business Park, Block A, 5th 
Floor,, Nairobi, Kenya (740) Address for orrespondence: 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100 Nairobi, 
Kenya  

 
ZIZI  

 

(210): 130626 (220): 24/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated hair growth serums, 
cosmetic preparations for eyelashes and eyebrows, hair 
conditioners, and non-medicated serums for use on eyebrows 
and eyelashes for thickening, lengthening, conditioning, 
darkening, or lightening.) (526): None (730): OBAGI 
COSMECEUTICALS LLC a Delaware limited liability company of 
3760 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 500, Long Beach, California 
90806, United States of America (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100 Nairobi 

 
NU-CIL  

 

(210): 130628 (220): 24/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of 'Book' 
and the 'Flame' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): SAVANI'S BOOK CENTRE LIMITED of P. O. Box 
42157 G.P.O, Ground Floor, Mulji Jetha Mansions Latema 
Road, Kenya (740): HMS Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 8632 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya  

 

  

(210): 130633 (220): 25/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'Z' 
and words 'The', 'Aura', 'Of' and 'Elegance' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Zawiri is an invented word and has 
no meaning in English. (730): ZAWIRI NATURALS LIMITED 
Manufacturers and Merchants of P. O. Box 594 - 00618, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 130651 (220): 25/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'NATURE' and 'LEAF DEVICE' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BROOKSIDE DAIRY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 236, RUIRU, Kenya (740): Wainaina Ireri 
Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 42706 - 00100, NAIROBI, Kenya 

 

  
(210): 130652 (220): 25/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'NATURE' and 'LEAF DEVICE' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BROOKSIDE DAIRY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 236, RUIRU, Kenya (740): Wainaina Ireri 
Advocates Llp of P.O. BOX 42706 - 00100, NAIROBI, Kenya  
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(210): 130672 (220): 26/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Gas(metallic cylinder for compressed 
gas)) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'GAS' Letters 'B' and 'G' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BASH 
GAS LIMITED of P. O. Box 4231 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 130674 (220): 26/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(USB flash drives; cables, electric; 
portable power chargers; protective films adapted for 
smartphones; cases for smartphones; headphones; battery 
chargers; batteries, electric; video screens; interactive touch 
screen terminals; smartphones; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; smart watches; cell phone straps; plugs, sockets 
and other contacts [electric connections]; selfie ring lights for 
smartphones; holders adapted for mobile telephones and 
smartphones; intercommunication apparatus; flash lamps for 
smartphones; mobile phone ring holders.) (526): None (730): 
SHENZHEN SUNLONG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. A limited 
Company Incorporated And Existing Under The Laws Of China 
Of Room 501, Bldg 2000070, Shangwei Industrial Zone, 
Zhangkengjing Community, Guanhu St., Longhua Dist., 
Shenzhen, 518000, China (740): CFL Advocates of P .O. Box 
23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

  

(210): 130687 (220): 27/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, 
food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for 
stopping teeth, dental wax: disinfectants: preparation for 
destroying vermin: fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): 
KASAMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 2 - 00628, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 

  

(210): 130688 (220): 27/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, 
food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for 
stopping teeth, dental wax: disinfectants: preparation for 
destroying vermin: fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): 
KASAMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 2 - 00628, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 

  

(210): 130746 (220): 01/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); 
printers' type; printing blocks.) and 36(Insurance; financial 
affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the acronym 'CO-OP' the words 'CONSULTANCY', 
'BANCASSURANCE', 'INTERMEDIARY', 'SUBSIDIARY', 'CO-
OPERATIVE' and 'BANK' the letters 'B', 'C' and 'I' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): THE CO-
OPERATIVE BANK OF KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 48231-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 130804 (220): 03/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): 'Sausan' is a coined word 
(730): VIKESH KUMAR of P. O. Box 84748-80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 130850 (220): 07/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites,except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office 
functions.) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'NATION', 'SHOPPING', 'FESTIVAL' and the 
device of a ‘SHOPPING BAG’ each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): NATION MEDIA GROUP PLC of P. 
O. Box 49010 - 00100, Nation Centre, Kimathi Street, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 
11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

  

(210): 130904 (220): 10/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Raw and unprocessed agricultural, 
aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and 
unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, 
fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and 
seeds for planting; live animals; foodstuffs and beverages for 
animals; malt) (526): None (730): FOLLOW THE SUN LTD of P. 
O. Box 14154 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kagwe, Kamau 
And Karanja Advocates of P. O. Box 14154-00800, Westlands, 
Kenya. 

  

(210): 130909 (220): 10/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize flour and preparations made from 
cereals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Maize', 'Meal', 'Sumptuous', 
'Tasty' and devices of 'Human Figures', 'Cutlery and Assorted 
Food stuffs in plates and serving Bowls' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Wakap Millers Limited 
of P. O. Box 7 - 01030, Kianyaga, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 130910 (220): 10/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Solar Inverter) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Solar', 'Tech', the letters 'B' and 'S' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Belizztech is a coined word with no 
meaning in English. (730): QUARTZITE TRADING of P .O. Box 
13898 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130924 (220): 14/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(flour and preparations made from 
cereals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words "VUSHUMA", "TOSHA", "TASTE", 
"HOME" and the device of "MAIZE COBS" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. "VUSHUMA' is a Luhya word 
meaning "MAIZE MEAL" and "TOSHA" is a Swahili word meaning 
"ENOUGH" (730): LUCHINA GRAINS MILLERS LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 16 - 50107, Shinyali, Kenya (740): Mudeshi Muhanda & Co. 
Advocates of P. O. Box 52981 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 130930 (220): 14/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolates; Confectionery; Candies; 
Biscuits; cakes, Pasta; Macaroni; Noodles; Instant Noodles; 
Spaghetti; Vermicelli; Yeast; Baking Powder and other Bakery 
Ingredients; Salad Dressings; Mayonnaise; Vinegar; Ketch Up 
and Sauces(condiments); ready to cook dough products; frozen 
dough; frozen parathas; ice creams; non-dairy frozen desserts; 
frozen fruit desserts; ice desserts; coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; 
rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; bread; pastry; treacle; 
salt; mustard; flour made from cereals; spices; Food 
beverages (Grain-based and Herbal); Gravies; Herbal tea; 
Honey; Popcorn.) (526): None (730): INTERNATIONAL 
FOODSTUFFS CO. L. L. C. of Al-Wahda Street, Industrial Area 
No. 1, P. O. Box 4115 Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (740): 
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property of P. O. Box 2537 - 
00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 130931 (220): 14/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolates; Confectionery; Candies; 
Biscuits; cakes, Pasta; Macaroni; Noodles; Instant Noodles; 
Spaghetti; Vermicelli; Yeast; Baking Powder and other Bakery 
Ingredients; Salad Dressings; Mayonnaise; Vinegar; Ketch Up 
and Sauces(condiments); ready to cook dough products; frozen 
dough; frozen parathas; ice creams; non-dairy frozen desserts; 
frozen fruit desserts; ice desserts; coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; 
rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; bread; pastry; treacle; 
salt; mustard; flour made from cereals; spices; Food 
beverages (Grain-based and Herbal); Gravies; Herbal tea; 
Honey; Popcorn.) (526): None (730): INTERNATIONAL 
FOODSTUFFS CO. L. L. C. of Al-Wahda Street, Industrial Area 
No. 1, P. O. Box 4115 Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (740): 
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property of P.O. Box 2537 - 
00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 130958 (220): 15/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Technical supervision and inspection) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Better', 'Experience' and letter 'O' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SOLVIT LIMITED of P. O. Box 52756 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 130965 (220): 15/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Retread tyres) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"GREAT", "RETREAD", "TYRES", "LIMITED" and the device of the 
"TYRE" per se each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): GREAT TYRES LIMITED of P. O. Box 51888 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 130966 (220): 15/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
therefor; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, bakingpowder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water).) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"BRUNCH", "CAKE", the letters "I" and "Z" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): IZZI BRUNCH AND 
CAKE LIMITED of P. O. Box 0000 - 00100, Lana Plaza, 
Kileleshwa, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131020 (220): 17/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Services consisting of all forms of 
education or training, Services having the basic aim of 
entertainment, amusement or recreation of people, as well as 
the presentation of works of visual art or literature to the 
public for cultural or educational purposes) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'COLLEGE', 'HUMAN', 'RESOURCE', 
'MANAGEMENT', 'PROFESSIONAL', 'DEVELOPMENT' and device of 
‘HUMAN BEINGS’ each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT of 
Hazina Trade Centre, 13th Floor, Moktar Daddah Street, P. O. 
Box 4322 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 131043 (220): 20/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Automobiles and structural parts 
thereof.) (526): FRegistration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the letters "F" and "J" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TOYOTA JIDOSHA 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR 
CORPORATION) of 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan 
(740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates, LLP of P. O. Box 
41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
LAND CRUISER FJ  

 

210): 131045 (220): 20/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Bags; purses; change purses; pouches; 
vanity cases, not fitted; business card cases; card cases 
[notecases]; pocket wallets; leather straps; handbag and purse 
frames; frames for pouches; frames for bags [structural parts 
of bags]; frames for coin purses [structural parts of coin 
purses]; shoulder belts, shoulder straps, and straps for bags, 
pouches, and purses; shoulder pads for shoulder belts, 
shoulder straps, and straps for bags, pouches, and purses; 
handles and grips for bags, pouches, and purses; patches for 
belts and straps for bags, pouches, and purses.) and 26(Slide 
fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile fastening tapes; adjustable 
fasteners for clothing, footwear, headgear and bags; zip 
fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; buttons; snap buttons 
[snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty buttons; hooks and eyes; 
hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for clothing; shoe eyelets; 
buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; snap hooks; cord stoppers; 
cord end stoppers; elastic ribbons; webbing in the nature of 
woven fabric tapes for sewing purposes; buckles in the nature 
of tape adjusters; slide fasteners and parts thereof; zipper 
pulls; plastic pullers to be attached to cord ends of clothing, 
bags and pouches; metal fittings for bags; clasps for bags, 
pouches and purses; fastenings for bags, pouches, and purses; 
buckles for bags, pouches, and purses; length adjusters for 
shoulder belts, shoulder straps, and straps for bags, pouches, 
and purses; hooks for belts and straps for bags, pouches, and 
purses; buckles for backpacks, travel bags, and bags for 
sports; zip fasteners for bags; clasps for bags; buckles for 
bags; clasps for coin purses; clasps fasteners; fastenings for 
clothing.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word "GREEN" separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): YKK CORPORATION of 1, 
Kanda izumi-Cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8642, Japan (740): 
Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates, LLP of P. O. Box 41546 – 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 
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(210): 131052 (220): 20/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, Business management, 
Organization and Administration; office functions.), 
38(Telecommunication; office functions) and 41(Education; 
providing of entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Space', 'Magari', 'Torque', the 
letters 'A' and 'Y' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the kiswahili words 'Ya' 
is 'Of' or 'relating to' and 'Magari' means 'Cars or Vehicles'. 
(730): MAGARI CARLTURE LIMITED of P. O. Box 254724452115 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
 

  

(210): 131063 (220): 21/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Television sets, display screens, 
woofers.) and 11(Ovens, gas cooker, fridges) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'Smart', the letters 'V', 'O' and 'S' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HE, 
YUZHONG of P. O. Box 53111 - 00100, Kilimani, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 131064 (220): 21/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer and computer peripheral 
devices.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Quality', 'Cost' and letters 'B', 
'C' and 'E' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): ECB TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 2085 - 50100, 
Kakamega, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131093 (220): 22/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary and banking 
services; insurance services; real estate affairs.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Virtual', 'Livestock', 'Units', the letters 'V', 'L' 
and 'U' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): VIRTUAL LIVESTOCK UNITS LTD of P. O. Box 20993 - 
00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 131108 (220): 23/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(MEDICINAL HERBAL FORMULATION) 
(526): None (730): PRIME BRANDS LIMITED of P. O. Box 21856 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
BRECERCOL  

 
(210): 131110 (220): 23/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.) and 
38(Telecommunications services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'TAB', 
the numerals '1' and '0' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): JAMII TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 47419 - 00100, NairobI, Kenya (740):  None 

 
FAIBA TAB 10  
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(210): 131111 (220): 23/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.) and 
38(Telecommunications services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ''M'' 
and the numeral '1' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): JAMII TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 47419 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
FAIBA M1  

 

(210): 131112 (220): 23/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for 
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; 
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.) and 
38(Telecommunications services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'LIPA' 
and 'KIDOGO' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. 'LIPA' is a Swahili word for ‘PAY’ and 'KIDOGO KIDOGO' 
is a Swahili translation of the phrase ‘LITTLE BY LITTLE’. Faiba 
is a coined word. (730): JAMII TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 47419 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
 

  
 

(210): 131114 (220): 23/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(teaching apparatus and instruments; 
instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or 
processing sound, images or data; recorded and downloadable 
media and computer software; blank digital or analogue 
recording and storage media; computers and computer 
peripheral devices.) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'TALENTS' and 'OPTIMIZED' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TALENTS 
OPTIMIZED LTD of P. O. Box 1259 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131134 (220): 24/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural Pesticides) (526): 'GRASPRO' 
is a coined word that has no meaning in English. (730): 
KENAGRO SUPPLIERS LTD of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 
GRASPRO  

 

(210): 131141 (220): 24/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'SPORT' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): TECHNO SPORTSWEAR 
PRIVATE LIMITED of 102A, Leeds International Compound, 
Industrial Estate Kasipalayam Main Road, Nallur Village, 
Tiruppur, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu-641606, India (740): 
Veronica Intellectual Property Consultants of P. O. Box 1592 - 
00232, Kiambu, Kenya 
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(210): 131155 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize Meal) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Sote', 'Unga Wetu', ‘Maize’, ‘Meal’, the devices of 'Maize 
cobs', 'The African Cooking Pot' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Kiswahili word 'Sote' is 'All of us'. (730): JOSEPH MUCHIRI KIHU 
of P. O. Box 59960 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131168 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of trading; 
entertainment services; sporting betting, mobile games and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Bet', 'Bahati' and 
letter 'B' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
The transltion into English of the Kiswahili word 'Bahati' is 
'Lucky'. (730): METATECH KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 66699 - 
00800, Westlands, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 
 

(210): 131171 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
Entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter 'E' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): USAWA AGENDA of P. O. Box 2907 - 00606, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131172 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, fungicides, insectsides) 
(526): None (730): GROWMATE KENYA LTD of P.O. BOX 18440 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
AZOMOPH  

(210): 131173 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Derm' and letter 'S' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): SHAJ PHARMA LTD of P. O. Box 1102 - 
00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
S-DERM  

 

(210): 131174 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics) and 30(Herbal tea) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Trio' and 'Naturals' and the device of the 
'Fruit' per se each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): TRIO NATURALS of P. O. Box 110 - 60300, Isiolo, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131176 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR & CLOTHING) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'Ultra' and letters 'C' & 'P' per se 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
C&P SHOE INDUSTRIES LTD of P. O. Box 46979 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131177 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR & CLOTHING) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'Ultra' and letters 'C' & 'P' per se 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
C&P SHOE INDUSTRIES LTD of P. O. Box 46979 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131178 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR & CLOTHING) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'Lite' and letters 'C' & 'P' per se each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): C&P 
SHOE INDUSTRIES LTD of P. O. Box 46979 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131179 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear, headgear & clothing) (526): 
None (730): C&P SHOE INDUSTRIES LTD of P. O. Box 46979 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131183 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising) and 36(Real estate affairs) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'Gardens' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): ANNO INVESTMENTS LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 19386 - 00100, Padmore residences Apartments George 
Padmore road, Kilimani, Kenya (740):  None 

 
TSAVORITE GARDENS  

 

(210): 131186 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Transport and travel arrangement 
services; provision of tour guide services; and services for 
providing information about journeys or the transport of goods 
by brokers and tourist agencies, as well as for providing 
information relating to tariffs, timetables and methods of 
transport) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'East', "African" and 
'Experience' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): THE EAST AFRICAN EXPERIENCE CO. LTD of 5 
Caledon Road, East Wall, Dublin 3, Ireland (740): Tom 
Nyagare (Agent), Thinkly Intellectual Property Ltd of P. O. Box 
1259 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
EAST AFRICAN EXPERIENCE  

 

(210): 131187 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Honey, bread, pastries and 
confectionery, ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices and 
sugar) (526): 'APIQUEST' is a coined word with no meaning in 
English. (730): Esther Mareka and Lancel Investments Limited 
of P. O. Box 1259 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
APIQUEST  

 

(210): 131195 (220): 27/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(SERVING FOOD AND DRINK IN 
RESTAURANTS AND BARS) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'caramel' and 
'caffe' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): CARAMEL CAFFE LIMITED of P. O. Box 52810 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131200 (220): 29/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Letterheads, printed forms, 
stationery), 25(Clothing including T-shirts), 35(Advertising, 
Business management, office functions), 41(Education-
providing fitness training) and 44(Dietary and nutrition advice 
and spa services) (526): ZAZU is a Kiswahili word that means 
"movement " in English. (730): ZAZU STUDIOS LIMITED of 32 
Grevillea Grove, Westlands, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131203 (220): 29/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(COFFEE) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"coffee" separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): 
EDWARD BARNGETUNY of P. O. Box 4582, Eldoret, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 131207 (220): 29/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary and banking 
services; insurance services; real estate affairs.) (526): 
"Turaco "refers to medium sized brightly crested, arboreal 
birds that are native in sub-Saharan Africa. "Turaco" is an 
English noun derived from the French word "touraco" used to 
refer to the birds previously described. (730): TURACO KENYA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 15474 - 00800, Amani gardens, 71bchurch 
road westlands, Nairobi, Kenya (740): P.I Onyango & CO. of P. 
O. Box 773 - 00606, Westlands, Kenya. 

 
 

  
 

(210): 131214 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Electronics (i.e. watches, laptops, 
phones, tablets)) (526): None (730): JINHUA LIU of P. O. Box 
71888 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
WINRO  

 
(210): 131219 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(spare parts for auto-rickshaws, motor- 
cycles and motor vehicles) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Vehicle' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENVI 
IMPEX of P. O. Box 85624 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  
None 

 

 

(210): 131222 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from 
cereals) (526): ,Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words ‘MAIZE’, 'MEAL' and the letter 
‘U’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘Ushindi’ is a Swahili word meaning ‘victory’ in English. (730): 
DANFEL MILLERS of P. O. Box 220, Limuru, Kenya (740):  None 

 
U-USHINDI MAIZE MEAL  

 

(210): 131233 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Agriculture (foliar fertilizer)) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter ''K'' and "X " per se each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): MURPHY CHEMICALS (E.A.) 
LTD of P. O. Box 20495 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

 

(210): 131234 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Agriculture (foliar fertilizer)) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter "X " per se separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MURPHY CHEMICALS (E.A) LTD of P. 
O. Box 20495 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

 

(210): 131235 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Agriculture (foliar fertilizer)) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter "X " per se separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MURPHY CHEMICALS (E.A) LTD of P. 
O. Box 20495 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 131236 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Agriculture (foliar fertilizer)) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Foliar', 'Feed' and the letter "X " per se each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
MURPHY CHEMICALS (E.A) LTD of P. O. Box 20495 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131237 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Agriculture (foliar fertilizer)) (526): 
registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'Boron' and the letter "X " per se separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MURPHY 
CHEMICALS (E.A) LTD of P. O. Box 20495 - 00200, Nairobi., 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131241 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office re 
requisites except furniture.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'EXERCISE' 
and 'BOOK' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 
"AMANI" is "PEACE" (730): KENAFRIC MANUFACTURING LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 39303 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131242 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping in and packaging printers' 
type printing blocks.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'EXERCISE' and 
'BOOK' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): KENAFRIC MANUFACTURING LIMITED of P. O. Box 39303 
- 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131243 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Treads for vehicles, as well as tyres for 
all kinds of vehicle wheels.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BRAND' and 
letters "G", “T" and ''V" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): TBH MOTORS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
10327 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
TVG BRAND  

 

(210): 131244 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Treads for vehicles, as well as tyres for 
all kinds of vehicle wheels.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "TRIP" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Jambo' is 
'Matter'. (730): TBH MOTORS LIMITED of P. O. Box 10327 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
JAMBO TRIP  

 

(210): 131245 (220): 30/11/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Treads for vehicles, as well as tyres for 
all kinds of vehicle wheels.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'TYRES" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TBH 
MOTORS LIMITED of P. O. Box 10327 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
EUROTRIP TYRES  

 

(210): 131262 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Premium', 
'Parboiled', 'Rice', 'Quality', 'Food', 'VIP' and the device of 'Rice 
plant' and "Rice grains" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ALIF WHOLESALERS of P. O. Box 1015 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131265 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
temporary accommodation) (526): The word "HABANOS" 
means literally (something) from Havana, and the word is used 
in the Spanish-speaking world for Havana cigars and the 
general good feeling after smoking a cigar (730): MORRIS 
MACHARIA MBUTHI of P. O. Box 13147 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131267 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(business management and organization 
consultancy) and 36(stocks and bonds brokerage, stock 
brokerage services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'F' and 'X' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EMPIRE 
FX TRADE LIMITED of P. O. Box 2883 - 00606, Sarit Centre, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 
 

(210): 131268 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
numerals '1' and '0' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): REDEFINE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 
1119 - 00902, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131269 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
numeral '4' and letters 'K', 'H' and 'P' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): REDEFINE HEALTHCARE 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 1119 - 00902, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 
4KHP  

 

(210): 131270 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 
'E' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
REDEFINE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 1119 - 00902, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
NAXEN E  

 

(210): 131271 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 
'P' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
REDEFINE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 1119 - 00902, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
CITIRED P  
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(210): 131272 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
REDEFINE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 1119 - 00902, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
BRIVARED  

 

(210): 131273 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
REDEFINE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 1119 - 00902, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
AMIRED  

 

(210): 131274 (220): 01/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): 'Viren' is a coined word 
(730): TARIB COMMODITIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 3525, GPO, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131278 (220): 04/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Vaccines for poultry) (526): None (730): 
ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
SEROVAX  

(210): 131294 (220): 05/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling the distribution or use of electricity; coaxial 
cables, Ethernet cables, power adapters, networking cabinets, 
cctv power supplies, cctv cameras solar panels for electricity 
generation, batteries.) and 11(Apparatus and installations for 
lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; Light bulbs; 
Solar water heaters, solar lights, solar lamp units, solar 
torches, solar ventilation apparatus solar cookers, solar heat 
collection panels and outdoor solar lights.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'SPARK', 'LINK and the letter ‘S' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SWISS HAWK 
TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 69134 - 00610, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 131299 (220): 05/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize flour and preparations made from 
cereals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word 'Harvest' and device of 'Maize 
Cobs' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): BEYOND GRAINS of P. O. Box 34410 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None  
(210): 131300 (220): 05/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible Oils and Fats) (526): None 
(730): GIDL HOLDING PTE LIMITED of 36 Robinson Road, City 
House, Singapore (068877), Singapore (740): Mumbi & Co. 
Advocates of P. O. Box 21507 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
KENOLA  

 

(210): 131304 (220): 05/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 24(Textiles) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'ROYAL' and 'STAR' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): PROMO KINGS LTD of P. O. Box 44861 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 131305 (220): 05/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
Bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); 
printers' type; printing blocks.) and 36(Insurance; financial 
affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) (526): None 
(730): LINZI FINCO LLP of P. O. Box 58013 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Munene Micheni & Company Advocates of P. O. 
Box 17164 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 131310 (220): 06/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'FLOWER', 'DUST' and the device of a ‘FLOWER’ each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KAPI 
LTD of P. O. Box 252 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131311 (220): 06/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'FLOWER' and the device of a ‘FLOWER’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KAPI LTD of P. O. Box 
252 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 131312 (220): 06/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'INSECT', 'REPELLENT' and 'TOWELETTES' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KAPI LTD of P. O. Box 
252 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131313 (220): 06/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'AGRI', 'PEST', 'ORGANIC', the numerals '5', '7' and the letters 'C' 
and 'E' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): KAPI LTD of P. O. Box 252 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya 
(740):  None  
(210): 131314 (220): 06/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'ECO', 'KILL', 'ORGANIC' the Numerals '5', '7' the Letters 'C' and 
'E' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KAPI LTD of P. O. Box 252 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None  
(210): 131323 (220): 07/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services, specifically, venture 
capital model designed to enable local investors, especially 
women, invest into local innovations.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'FEMALE' and 'NETWORK' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): LOKAL CAPITAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 
31470 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
FEMALE ANGEL NETWORK.  

 

(210): 131338 (220): 07/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(computer software applications, 
downloadable) (526): None (730): OXFARMAG LTD of P. O. 
Box 7989 - 00300, Ridgeways, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Khayesi 
Njambi And Khayesi Advocates of P. O. Box 7989 - 00300, 
Nairobi, Kenya. 

 
FRUTUNDA  
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(210): 131341 (220): 07/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter 
'Q' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Q 
PHARMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 29788 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
DOTI-Q  

 

(210): 131342 (220): 07/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter 
'Q' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
Q PHARMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 29788 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
ROXADU-Q  

 

(210): 131343 (220): 07/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter 
'Q' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
Q PHARMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 29788 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
PATIRO-Q  

 

(210): 131345 (220): 08/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Refrigeration, Air conditioning, 
Ventilation and Kitchen Equipment[Refrigerated display 
counters, Cookers, Ovens]) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'REFRIGERATION', 'KITCHEN' and 'EQUIPMENTS' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TAMCOLD 
REFRIGERATION AND KITCHEN EQUIPMENTS of P. O. Box 35689 
- 00100, Kiambu Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

 

(210): 131346 (220): 08/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Refrigeration spares and Air 
conditioning) and 12(Spare parts for motorcycles) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'PERFECTION' the Letters 'A' and 'P' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
AMPLIFIED PERFECTION LIMITED of P. O. Box 11748 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131351 (220): 08/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(COSMETICS AND PERFUMES) (526): None 
(730): ODICO LIMITED of P. O. Box 6085 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131352 (220): 08/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(COSMETICS AND PERFUMES) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Blooming', 'Fairy', 'Cosmetics' and device of 
the figure of 'Human being' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ODICO LIMITED of P. O. Box 6085 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131357 (220): 08/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, 'hair lotions, dentifrices.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"YAJIE" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Yajie’ 
is a Chinese name which means ‘Elegant and Clear’ in English. 
(730): YUKUN COMPANY LIMITED of Royal Towers, Nyangumi 
Road, P. O. Box 37379 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

 

(210): 131375 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Pakistan', 
'Long grain', 'Milled', 'Thai', 'Biryani', 'Net weight', 'Grade', the 
numeral '1' and device of ‘Rice in a dish’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. ‘AL Malik’ is an Arabic name 
meaning ‘King’ in English. (730): SUPER GRAND AROMA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 3525 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 131376 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Parboiled', 'Rice', 'Grade', 'Pakistan', 'Long grain', 'Milled', the 
letters 'P', 'K', the numerals '1', '3’, ‘8’, 6' and the devices of 
‘Rice in a dish’ and ‘Plantation’ each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. Basim is an Arabic name meaning 
one who smiles in English. (730): SUPER GRAND AROMA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 3525 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 131377 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Parboiled', 'Long grain', 'Milled', 'Grade', 'Net weight', the 
letters 'P', 'K', the numerals '1', '3’, ‘8’, ‘6' and the device of 
‘Rice in a dish’ each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. ‘AL BURAQ’ is an Islamic word meaning ‘Horse’ in 
English. (730): SUPER GRAND AROMA LIMITED of P. O. Box 
3525 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131381 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Perfume and Cosmetics) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Black', 'Skincare' and 'Makeup' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): OIDCO 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 6085 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 131396 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GUJARAT LIQUI PHARMACAPS PVT LTD, a Limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 64001 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
NASPRO  
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(210): 131397 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GUJARAT LIQUI PHARMACAPS PVT LTD, a Limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 64001- 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
CLINTREE  

 

(210): 131398 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GUJARAT LIQUI PHARMACAPS PVT LTD, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 64001- 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
EVSOUL  

 

(210): 131399 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Chewables' and letters 'G', 'L' and 'P' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): GUJARAT LIQUI 
PHARMACAPS PVT LTD, a Limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 64001 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 131400 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
NEXTGEN PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 20539 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
ANTIXA  

 

(210): 131401 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
NEXTGEN PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 20539 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
ZOANA  

 

(210): 131402 (220): 11/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
NEXTGEN PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. 
Box 20539 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
NEXPARIN  
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(210): 131404 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Construction Services, installation and 
repair services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'JAGEDO' and the 
device of a 'HUMAN BEING' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. 'JAGEDO' means’ BUILDER’ in English 
translated from the Luo language (730): SUSRECOMM 
ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 2401 - 40100, KISUMU, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131405 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science 
and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; 
fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering 
and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal 
skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and 
other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological 
preparations for use in industry and science.), 
5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 
babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides.) and 44(Medical services; veterinary 
services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or 
animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry 
services.) (526): None (730): AYEDOS GROUP LIMITED KENYA 
of P. O. Box 43072 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
HUMUSON  

 

(210): 131408 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Software Platform for ticketing, 
Transport, Fleet management and Operations services) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the Letters 'S' and 'X' and the word 'SAFIRI' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 'SAFIRI' is a 
Swahili word that means ‘TRAVEL’ in English (730): JUGO 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 17360 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

 

(210): 131409 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising , business management, 
business administration, office functions) and 45(Political 
Services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'FRESH' and "MAMBO" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 'MAMBO' is a 
Swahili word meaning ‘AFFAIRS, ISSUES or THINGS’ in English. 
(730): MUGAMBI ZACHARY, MUTEMBEI MURUNGI, JOSEPH 
MAINA CHEGE of P. O. Box 52253 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
MAMBO FRESH  

 

(210): 131412 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'KENYA' and letters ‘A per se’ and 'K' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. 'ADVENTVS' is a coined word with 
no meaning in English. (730): DENNIS WACHIRA MICERE of P. 
O. Box 60381 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131424 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
numerical '4' and words 'BET' and 'NOW' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DENNIS WACHIRA 
MICERE of P. O. Box 60381 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 
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(210): 131426 (220): 13/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising) and 43(Services of 
providing food and drinks) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'GOLDEN', 
'CAFE', the devices of a 'STAR', 'CUP' and 'COFFEE BEANS' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
GOLDEN STAR CAFFE of P. O. Box 69014, Juja, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 131435 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'BET', 'POOL' and the device of 'SPADE' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DENNIS WACHIRA 
MICERE of P. O. Box 60381 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

 
 

(210): 131442 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting Services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'BET', 'USHINDI' and the device of ‘HUMAN BEING’ each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The English 
translation of he Swahili word 'USHINDI' is ‘VICTORY’ (730): 
DENNIS WACHIRA MICERE of P. O. Box 60381- 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131459 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited Company duly incorporated under the 
Laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131460 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited Company duly incorporated under the 
Laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
DAVONO  

 

(210): 131461 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
SIDOPROS  

 

(210): 131462 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
NEFROSEF  
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(210): 131463 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
TICAREL  

 

(210): 131464 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
ILATEC  

 

(210): 131465 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
JAKUPA  

 

(210): 131465 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
JAKUPA  

 

(210): 131466 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
IMEG  

 

(210): 131467 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
DAWA LTD, a limited company duly incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
VONCAB  
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(210): 131468 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Forte' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
MEDCURE HEALTH LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 14069 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
PRODELFORTE  

 

(210): 131469 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
MEDCURE HEALTH LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 14069 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
MONET  

 

(210): 131470 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Human resource management software) 
(526): None (730): FIRST ADVANTAGE CONSULTING LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 35976 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
FRONTIS  

(210): 131471 (220): 14/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Software for compliance with data 
protection requirements) (526): None (730): FIRST 
ADVANTAGE CONSULTING LIMITED of P. O. Box 35976 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
PRIVOX  

 

(210): 131474 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) (526): ‘Aguilas’ is a coined 
word. (730): MAO XIAOLI of P. O. Box 13542 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131475 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) (526): None (730): MAO 
XIAOLI of P. O. Box 13542 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131476 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) (526): Robeiii is a coined 
word (730): MAO XIAOLI of P. O. Box 13542 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131477 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'P', 
'B', 'D' and words 'Actrive', 'Serue' and 'Coco' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MAO XIAOLI of P. 
O. Box 13542 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 
(210): 131502 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
temporary accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'LITTLE', 
'ITALY' and the device of a ‘HOUSE’ each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): ANDO FOODS LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 66237 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131506 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Shoe Polish/Shoe Cream) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'SPARKLE', 'SHINE' and the device of a ‘SHOE’ 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KANGAROO BRANDS LIMITED of P.O. Box 398 - 00518, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 131507 (220): 15/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): None (730): MEHMOOD 
ABDUL MAUEEZ of P. O. Box 44113 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 131516 (220): 18/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 10(Surgical, medical, dental and 
veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes 
and teeth; orthopaedic articles; sulture materials; therapeutic 
and assistive devices adapted for persons with disabilltes; 
massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing 
infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and apparatus) 
(526): None (730): HARMONIUM PHARMA S.R.L of Via Arona 6, 
20149 Milan, Italy (740): Kabau & Associates Advocates of P. 
O. Box 101136 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 131517 (220): 18/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for 
babies; dietary supplements for human beings; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental 
wax; disinfectants.) (526): None (730): TAWWAB PHARMA 
PVT. LIMITED of Sudarshan Sky Garden, D Block 1201, 
Marigold, Gb Road, Thane 400615, India (740): Kabau & 
Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 101136 - 00101, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 
METHYPS  

 

(210): 131519 (220): 18/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Mouth wash-medicated) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'MOUTHWASH' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): HEALTH CLASSIQUE LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 1337 - 00200, Nairobi and GETRUDES GARDEN 
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL of P. O. Box 42325 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 740):  None 

 
GERDINE MOUTHWASH  

 

(210): 131537 (220): 18/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 24(Textiles and substitutes for textiles; 
household linen; curtains of textile or plastic.) 25(Clothing, 
footwear and headwear for human beings.), 32(Beers; mineral 
and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for 
making beverages.), 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.), 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities.) and 43(Services for providing food and drink, 
temporary accommodation). (526): None (730): TURACO 
INTERCOUNTY RESORT LIMITED of P. O. Box 20999 - 00202 
Nairobi, Kenya(740):  None 

 

 

(210): 131562 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
BICALUCARE  
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(210): 131563 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
MIROGRESS  

 

(210): 131564 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
ALOGLIPZY  

 

(210): 131565 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
PAZOPACARE  

(210): 131566 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
LAPATICARE  

 

(210): 131567 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
OLAPARICARE  

 

(210): 131568 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
CAPECITACARE  
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(210): 131569 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
POMALICARE  

 

(210): 131570 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
TEGOPRAZ  

 

(210): 131571 (220): 19/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Tissue paper) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of 
‘flowers' per se separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): NANCY JEROTICH KITUR of P. O. Box 1655 - 
30100, Eldoret, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 131573 (220): 20/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the ‘Human thumb’ device separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. Yoyo is a coined word with no meaning in 
English. (730): RUNXIN COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 10793 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  

(210): 131574 (220): 20/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter 'R' and 'Star device' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. Runxin is a coined word with no meaning 
in English. (730): RUNXIN COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 
10793 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

  
(210): 131577 (220): 20/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
BRIVAZONE  

 

(210): 131578 (220): 20/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words 'Music', 'News', 'Sports',' Kenya', 'Television' 
and the acronym 'MT' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): COUNTY MEDIA GROUP LIMITED of P.O. Box 
30 - 10400, Nanyuki, Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 131580 (220): 21/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(mineral and aerated waters and other 
non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'MAA', 'MINERAL', 'WATER' and the devices of ‘WATER 
DROPS’ and the ‘ARABIC CHARACTERS’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DARFORDS INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 858 - 00242, Kitengela, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 131590 (220): 21/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Tech', 'Dazzling', 
'Led', 'Light' and letters 'Q' and 'S' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): UNIK DESIGN FACTORY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 515, Buruburu, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 131594 (220): 21/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Pride', 
'Vanilla', 'Sensationally', 'Sweet', 'Flavoured', 'Black', 'Tea', 
'Serving', the devices of 'Tea bag', 'Cup', 'Saucer' and the 
numerals '2' and '5' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): KENYA TEA PACKERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 413, 
Kericho, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 131595 (220): 21/12/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services, financial 
management advisory services) (526): Ujani is a coined word 
with no meaning or translation in English. (730): FINVANTAGE 
CONSULTING LIMITED of P. O. Box 44621 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 
UJANI  

 

(210): 131655 (220): 04/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 45(Political Services) (526): 'Bi' and 
'Talanta' are Kiswahili words which translate to ‘Ms’ and 
‘Talent’ in English respectively. (730): ROSEMARY NJERI 
KIRIKA of P. O. Box 1780 - 01000, Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

 
Bi Talanta  

 

(210): 131695 (220): 04/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 29(Cooking oil; Milk, Cheese, Butter, 
Yogurt and other milk products.), 30(Bread, Pastries and 
confectionery; Sugar; Rice; Flour and preparations made from 
cereals; Sweets(candy), candy bars and Chewing gum; Honey; 
Baking powder, Yeast; Salt; Mustard, Vinegar, 
Sauces(condiments); Spices.) and 32(Mineral and aerated 
waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and 
Fruit juices; Syrups and other preparations for making 
beverages; Flavored carbonated beverages.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'ONE' and the device of a ‘WHEAT PLANT’ per 
se each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ONE LOVE INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 99472 - 80107, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 131696 (220): 04/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread, pastries and confectionery.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'BREAD' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. 'HUBZY' is a coined word with no 
meaning in English. (730): ONE LOVE INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 99472 - 80107, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
HUBZY BREAD  
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(210): 131697 (220): 04/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread, pastries and confectionery.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'LOAF' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. ‘UNI’ is derived from the word 
‘UNIVERSAL’. (730): ONE LOVE INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 99472 - 80107, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
UNI LOAF  

(210): 131770 (220): 16/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 41(Cultural Activities.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'Raha' and 'Fest' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
word 'Raha' is 'Festival'. ‘Fest’ is short form of the word 
‘Festival’. (730): SAPIENT CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 1506 - 00509, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None  
(210): 131792 (220): 17/01/2024  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices) (526): None (730): 
GARNET RADIANCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 15250 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
 
11.2  Corrigenda 

 
(111) Mark number: 130957 
(540) Trade Mark:   TIRZAWELL 
(511) Class: 5 
(442) Date of advertisement: 31/12/2023 
(580) Corrections 
 
The applicant's name should correctly read: 

ABHIJEET HODA 

11.3 Alterations 
 
(111) Mark number: 77930 
(730) Proprietor: FURNITURE PALACE INTERNATIONAL (K) LIMITED of P O Box 45764, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 20 
(750) Address for service: Shabana Osman & Associates Advocate of P.O. BOX 31014 - 00600, Nairobi 
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “FURNITURE” and the device 

of “CROWN” each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 

 
…………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 92780 
(730) Proprietor: DALJIR TRADING AND GENERAL SERVICES LIMITED of P.O.BOX 40947 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 
(511) Class: 30 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
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Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters "A', "J", "M", "S”, the devices 
of a "EAGLE" and "RICE PLANT"   each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The mark is 
restricted to colours “GREEN", 'WHITE “and "BROWN" in the background. 
 

 
…………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 95254 
(730) Proprietor: BANGO COMPANY LIMITED of Post Office Box Number 3881 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 35 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "POINTS" and letter "B" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
“BANGO” is a coined word which has no meaning in English. 
 

 
………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 108058 
(730) Proprietor: VIEWTECH LIMITED, a private limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the 
Republic of Kenya of Post Office Box Number 12146 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 36 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “SASA” and “PAY” 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 

 

 
………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 116025 
(730) Proprietor: PREMIUM INN SUITES AND CONFERENCING LIMITED of P. O. Box 87898 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya 
(511) Class: 35 and 43 
(750) Address for service: Muthee Soni & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 87919 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya 
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PREMIUM” and “INN” each 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
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……………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 124934 
(730) Proprietor: BAHATI HOME FOOD STUFF LIMITED of P. O. Box 77938 - 00610, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 29, 30, 31, 32 and 39 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 

 
………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 125667 
(730) Proprietor: LION BREWERY (CEYLON) PLC of No. 61, Janadhipathi Mawatha, Colombo 01, Sri Lanka 
(511) Class: 32 
(750) Address for service: Triple A Advocates of P. O. Box 38717-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “LION”, “STOUT” and the 

letter “L” each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.   

 
………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 129519 
(730) Proprietor: RAINBOW SMILES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of P.O. Box 21680, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 44 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “DENTAL” and the device of a 

“TOOTH per se” each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
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………………………………………………. 
 
11.4  Alteration of goods 
 
(111) Mark number: 81517 
(730) Proprietor: AMUA WATER SYSTEMS LTD of P.O.  Box 28162 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 7 and 9 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
7 (Valves (mechanical) for regulating fluids flow, Dosing valves, lockable valves, Thermostatic control.) 
and 9(Water meters). 
……………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 109086 
(730) Proprietor: NEMSI HOLDINGS LIMITED of MKI Building, Dar-Es Salaam Road, P. O. Box 4244 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 3, 6, 11, 20 and 21 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
3 (Refill packs for hand soap dispensers), 6 (Single corner shelf (Metal), Double corner shelf (Metal), Single 
rectangle Shelf ( Metal), Double rectangle shelf (Metal), Rectangle Shelf with Cup (Metal), Rectangle Shelf 
with Cup (Metal), Grab bar of metals, metal door handles and locks of metal other than electric.), 11 
(Strainers for plumbing drains), 20 (Robe hook, Rectangle glass shelf) and 21 (Soap Dish, Toilet Tissue 
holder, Dispenser for facial tissue, Towel rail, Towel ring, Tumbler holder, Toothbrush holder.) 
……………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 110744 
(730) Proprietor: BOABAB INTERNATIONAL LTD of P. O. Box 50657 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 30 and 32 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
30 (Tea) and 32 (Non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; 
syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages). 
……………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 116891 
(730) Proprietor: ABHIJEET HODA of 1305, I Block, Mantri Synergy Apartments, 1/124 Rajiv Gandhi Salai, 
Padur, Chennai (Tamil Nadu), India - 603103, India 
(511) Classes: 3 and 5 
(750) Address for service: Kabau & Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 101136 - 00101, Nairobi 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
3 (Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations) and 5 (Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical 
purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary supplements for 
human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants). 
……………………………………………. 

 
(111) Mark number: 119651 
(730) Proprietor: NEMSI HOLDINGS LIMITED of MKI Building, Dar-Es Salaam Road, P. O. Box 4244 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(511) Class: 11 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
11 (Bib cock, mixing valves (faucet) for basin, shower mixers, valves (plumbing fittings) kitchen mixers 
(kitchen fittings), stainless steel kitchen sinks.) 
……………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 123150 
(730) Proprietor: SOKOWATCH LIMITED of P. O. Box 76119 - 00508, Roshanmaer Place, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 3, 29 and 30 
(750) Address for service: MWC Legal LLP of P. O. Box 44468 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
3 (Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive) 29 (Meat, fish, poultry, meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt, other milk products; oils and fats 
for food. preparations and 30 (Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and 
sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, 
sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, 
preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water)  
……………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 123151 
(730) Proprietor: SOKOWATCH LIMITED of P. O. BOX 76119 - 00508, Roshanmaer Place, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 3 and 5 
(750) Address for service: MWC Legal LLP, P. O. Box 44468 - 00100, Nairobi 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
3 (Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential 
oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations.) 5 (Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; 
dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.)  
……………………………………………. 
 
11.5  Abandonment 
 

74836 07/05/2012 AILIPU (and logo) 5 KENWIN LIMITED 

 
11.6  Madrid Applications accepted for registration 
 

The following are the marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated 
contracting Party by the International Bureau, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and which are 
governed by the Madrid Agreement and the Madrid Protocol. The prescribed period of twelve (12) months and 
eighteen months (18) respectively for refusal of the marks commences from the notification date indicated 
herein for each mark. 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks may, in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 11(1) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003, file a 
notice of opposition within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) 
together with a fee of Ksh 5,000/= (Kenyan residents) or US$ 250 (non residents). 
 
The period of filing the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar of Trade Marks as prescribed in 
the Trade Mark Rules. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar before the expiry of the 
sixty (60) day statutory period. 
 
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin 
 

http://www.wipo.int/romarin
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(210) No: 374105 (151): 20/09/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR of 33 avenue Hoche F-75008 
PARIS, France  

  

(210) No: 441251 (151): 08/08/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): The Amrop Partnership of Rue Abbé Cuypers 3 B-1040 
Etterbeek, Belgium  

  

(210) No: 640145 (151): 04/09/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): EJOT SE & Co. KG of Astenbergstr. 21 57319 Bad Berleburg, 
Germany    
(210) No: 726424 (151): 02/12/1999  
(511): 3, 9, 16, 18 and 25 
(732): TEDDY S.P.A. of Via Coriano, 58, Gros Rimini Blocco, 97 I-
47924 RIMINI, Italy  

TERRANO

VA  

(210) No: 736962 (151): 04/09/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): EJOT SE & Co. KG of Astenbergstr. 21 57319 Bad Berleburg, 
Germany  

Delta PT  

 

(210) No: 742589 (151): 04/07/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): ENRICO COVERI S.R.L. of Via Alessandro Manzoni, 25 I-
20121 MILANO, Italy  

ENRICO COVERI  

 

(210) No: 745085 (151): 26/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Roche Diagnostics GmbH of Sandhofer Str. 116 68305 
Mannheim, Germany  

URISYS  

 

(210) No: 750823 (151): 13/09/2000  
(511): 10 
(732): NIPRO CORPORATION of 3-9-3, Honjo-Nishi, Kita-ku Osaka, 
Japan  

  

 

(210) No: 784918 (151): 04/09/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): EJOT SE & Co. KG of Astenbergstrasse 21 57319 Bad 
Berleburg, Germany  

Altracs  

 

(210) No: 804558 (151): 19/09/2023  
(511): 37 
(732): INGEROP of 18 rue des Deux Gares  F-92500 RUEIL-
MALMAISON, France  

  

(210) No: 846361 (151): 14/09/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): OCEAN EUROPE of Via Leone XIII 14 CAP I-20145 MILAN, 
Italy    
(210) No: 847304 (151): 15/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Bio Minerals N.V. of Zenderstraat 12 B-9070 Destelbergen, 
Belgium  

ch-OSA  

 

(210) No: 983668 (151): 01/08/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): bioMérieux, Inc. of 515 Colorow Drive   Salt Lake City UT 
84108, United States of America  

BACT/ALERT  

 

(210) No: 1114171 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SAFILO - SOCIETA' AZIONARIA  FABBRICA ITALIANA 
LAVORAZIONE OCCHIALI S.p.A. of VII Strada, 15 - Zona Industriale 
I-35129 PADOVA, Italy  

  

(210) No: 1119254 (151): 30/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Eisai R&D Management Co., Ltd. of 6-10, Koishikawa 4-
chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8088, Japan  

FRAPUMA  
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(210) No: 1148651 (151): 01/08/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Higold Group Co.,Ltd. of One of No.36, East Shunye Road, 
Xingtan Town, Shunde District, Foshan City Guangdong Province, 
China  

  

(210) No: 1167472 (151): 14/09/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Arla Foods amba of Sønderhøj 14 DK-8260 Viby J, Denmark  

LURPAK  

 
(210) No: 1186792 (151): 09/10/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): DESARROLLO AGRÍCOLA Y MINERO, S.A. of Camino de 
Enmedio, 120. E-50013 Zaragoza, Spain  

  
(210) No: 1229706 (151): 26/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Worldpay, LLC of 347 Riverside Avenue Jacksonville FL 
32202, United States of America  

WORLDPAY  

 

(210) No: 1236799 (151): 21/09/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Groupe OLVEA of Parc d'Activités des Hautes Falaises, rue 
Jean Paumier F-76400 Saint-Léonard, France  

OLVEA  

 

(210) No: 1262631 (151): 27/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NOVARTIS AG of CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland  

JALMARTI  

 
(210) No: 1264987 (151): 22/06/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Vitabiotics Ltd of 1 Apsley Way London NW2 7HF, United 
Kingdom  

WELLTEEN  

 

(210) No: 1283278 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Rijk Zwaan Zaadteelt en Zaadhandel B.V. of Burgemeester 
Crezeelaan 40 NL-2678 KX De Lier, Netherlands  

Sweet 

Palermo  
(210) No: 1332038 (151): 07/09/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): AC SPOLKA AKCYJNA of Street: 42 Pulku Piechoty, Number: 
50 PL-15-181 BIALYSTOK, Poland    
(210) No: 1404847 (151): 20/07/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): HB Aesthetics Group of 18 Rue de Tilsitt F-75017 Paris, 
France  

  
(210) No: 1409051 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 19 
(732): KALEKIM KIMYEVI MADDELER SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM 
SIRKETI of Firuzköy Mahallesi, Firuzköy Bulvari No:188/1    Avcilar  
TR-34325 Istanbul, Turkey    
(210) No: 1461152 (151): 04/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Jiangsu Hairui Power Supply Co., Ltd. of No. 118, Yalu 
River Road, New District, Rudong Economic Development Zone, 
Nantong City Jiangsu Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1472657 (151): 14/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Sonova AG of Laubisrütistrasse 28 CH-8712 Stäfa, 
Switzerland  

AUDIONOVA  

 

(210) No: 1476845 (151): 20/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): FONTERRA TM LIMITED of 109 Fanshawe Street Auckland 
1010, New Zealand  

FONTERRA  
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(210) No: 1484241 (151): 27/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NIPRO CORPORATION of 3-9-3, Honjo-nishi, Kita-ku Osaka 
531-8510, Japan  

  
(210) No: 1484336 (151): 27/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NIPRO CORPORATION of 3-9-3, Honjo-nishi, Kita-ku Osaka 
531-8510, Japan  

  

(210) No: 1487296 (151): 07/06/2022  
(511): 10 
(732): BTL Industries of 8 Tzar Kaloyan str BG-1000 Sofia, Bulgaria  

EMTONE  

 
(210) No: 1491092 (151): 09/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): WENLING YOUNIO  WATER METER CO., LTD. of No.1039 
Jiulong Avenue,  Chengxi Street,  Wenling Zhejiang, China  

  

(210) No: 1508498 (151): 11/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Guangzhou Xinhua Communications Technology Co., Ltd. of 
Room 202, Floor 2, No. 67-73, Xidi Second Road, Liwan District, 
Guangzhou City Guangdong Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1528022 (151): 29/09/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): TIMAB MAGNESIUM of 55 boulevard Jules Verger F-35800 
DINARD, France  

TIM FOLIUP  

 

(210) No: 1542609 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): ZHENGZHOU RUNXIANG CATERING MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. 
of Room 62, 14th Floor, Building 5, No.218 Xinzheng Road, 
Guancheng District, Zhengzhou Henan Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1543182 (151): 14/04/2022  
(511): 1 and 5 
(732): BASF SE of Carl-Bosch-Str. 38 67056 Ludwigshafen am 
Rhein, Germany  

DUNEX  

 

(210) No: 1543807 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): ZHENGZHOU RUNXIANG CATERING MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. 
of Room 62, 14th Floor, Building 5, No.218 Xinzheng Road, 
Guancheng District, Zhengzhou Henan Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1569622 (151): 06/10/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): SCILM S.P.A. of Via delle Pezze, 7 I-35013 CITTADELLA 
(Padova), Italy  

SCILM  

 

(210) No: 1587255 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Dai Nippon Insatsu Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading as Dai 
Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.) of 1-1 Ichigaya Kagacho 1-chome, 
Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 162-8001, Japan  

  

(210) No: 1608262 (151): 05/09/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Belgravia Wood Limited of Wickhams Cay II, Vistra 
Corporate Services Centre, Road Town Tortola VG1110, Virgin 
Islands (British)  

LUMACOLOR  

 

(210) No: 1609539 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): Brown-Forman Corporation of 850 Dixie Highway Louisville 
KY 40210, United States of America  
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(210) No: 1611200 (151): 27/09/2023  
(511): 4 
(732): Assouline Publishing Inc. of 27th Floor 3 Park Avenue New 
York NY 10016, United States of America  

ASSOULINE  

 

(210) No: 1615045 (151): 21/09/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Mellon Holdings AG of Seestrasse 93 CH-6052 Hergiswil, 
Switzerland  

  
(210) No: 1615421 (151): 21/09/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Mellon Holdings AG of Seestrasse 93 CH-6052 Hergiswil, 
Switzerland  

HYDROLIQ  

 

210) No: 1620320 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 2 
(732): DECORAZIONI RIVEDIL S.r.l. of VIA PROVINCIALE SALICE-
VEGLIE 1 I-73015 SALICE SALENTINO (LE), Italy  

RIVEDIL  

 

(210) No: 1640257 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): SOREMARTEC S.A. of 16, route de Trèves L-2633 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg    
(210) No: 1649533 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): GEKKEIKAN SAKE COMPANY, LTD. of No.247, Minamihama-
cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 612-8660, Japan  

  
(210) No: 1655272 (151): 09/03/2022  
(511): 38 
(732): China Post Communications Equipment Co., Ltd. of 6 / F, 
Block D, No.156, Fuxingmennei Street, Xicheng District 100031 
Beijing, China  

  

 

(210) No: 1658507 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): GEKKEIKAN SAKE COMPANY, LTD. of No.247, Minamihama-
cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 612-8660, Japan  

GEKKEIKAN  

 

(210) No: 1665134 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): SOREMARTEC S.A. of Route de Trèves 16 L-2633 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg  

 
(210) No: 1668592 (151): 08/08/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): Oy Karl Fazer Ab of Fazerintie 6 FI-01230 Vantaa, Finland  

DUMLE  

 
(210) No: 1678514 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SAFILO - SOCIETA' AZIONARIA FABBRICA  ITALIANA 
LAVORAZIONE OCCHIALI S.p.A. of VII Strada, 15 Zona Industriale  I-
35129 Padova, Italy  

 
(210) No: 1684240 (151): 10/10/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): Kores Holding Zug AG of Baarerstrasse 112 CH-6300 Zug, 
Switzerland  
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(210) No: 1700568 (151): 04/07/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): WPP Luxembourg Gamma Sarl of 124 Boulevard de la 
Pétrusse L-2330 Luxembourg, Luxembourg  

ESSENCEMEDIACOM  

 

(210) No: 1705990 (151): 25/09/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 
Beerse, Belgium  

LAZJEEVO  

 

(210) No: 1723036 (151): 31/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Velinor AG of c/o Dr. iur. Adrian von Segesser, Kapellplatz 
1 CH-6004 Luzern, Switzerland  

  

(210) No: 1727204 (151): 08/08/2023  
(511): 43 
(732): Tigrus Middle East Consultancy Co. LLC of Office 307-0137, 
Owned by KHALID ABDULLA QASSIM AL QASSIM, Dubai Investments 
Park 1 Dubai, United Arab Emirates    
(210) No: 1729516 (151): 20/09/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Fontaine Limited of c/o Tmf Group 8th Floor, 20 Farringdon 
Street London EC4A 4AB, United Kingdom  

QUEEN OF SILK  

 

(210) No: 1732783 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): SOREMARTEC S.A. of 16, Route de Trèves L-2633 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg    
(210) No: 1733568 (151): 22/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Maurten AB of Gibraltargatan 1A SE-411 32 Göteborg, 
Sweden  

MAURTEN  

 

(210) No: 1737738 (151): 03/06/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): MAVERA OTO YEDEK PARÇA SANAYI VE TIC.LTD STI of 
ORHAN GAZI MAH. 1719. SK. 1 1 Esenyurt Istanbul, Turkey  

  

 

(210) No: 1738658 (151): 09/08/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): AQUA NRG INVESTMENTS LIMITED of Lampousas, 1 CY-1095 
Nicosia, Cyprus  

  
(210) No: 1739116 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): OCR LABS GLOBAL LIMITED of 1st Floor, Healthaid House, 
Marlborough Hill Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UD, United Kingdom  

IDVERSE  

 

(210) No: 1739186 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 19 
(732): Thai Patterned Glass Co.,Ltd. of 85 Village no.5, Thakham 
Sub-district 24130 Bangpakong District, Chachoengsao, Thailand  

  
(210) No: 1740161 (151): 14/06/2023  
(511): 45 
(732): VanSteenhouse Family Ministries of 1467 N. Leland Estates 
Dr. Leland MI 49654, United States of America  

ROUGHWATERS 

MINISTRIES  

(210) No: 1740729 (151): 15/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Italmatch Chemicals GB Limited of Ashburton Road West, 
Trafford Park Manchester M17 1SX, United Kingdom  

GEOGARD  
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(210) No: 1741246 (151): 26/06/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Jiangsu Saelong Energy Saving Technology Engineering Co., 
Ltd of xu Village Committee, Panhuang Street, Yandu District, 
Yancheng City Jiangsu Province, China  

  
(210) No: 1741404 (151): 10/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

SPATIAL MEMORIES  

 

(210) No: 1741413 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

  

(210) No: 1741424 (151): 14/06/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): Intervision, LLC of Suite 450, 3050 Peachtree Road, NW 
Atlanta GA 30305, United States of America  

  
(210) No: 1741465 (151): 22/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Anker Innovations Limited of RM 1318-19 13/F Hollywood 
Plaza, 610 Nathan Road, Mongkok, Kowloon Hong Kong, China  

ANKER SOLIX  

 

(210) No: 1742118 (151): 22/06/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): A/S Cimbria of Faartoftvej 22 DK-7700 Thisted, Denmark  

SEA  

 
(210) No: 1742378 (151): 27/06/2023  
(511): 25 
(732): GUESS? IP HOLDER L.P. of 1444 SOUTH ALAMEDA STREET 
LOS ANGELES CA 90021, United States of America  

GUESS JEANS  

 

(210) No: 1742393 (151): 21/06/2023  
(511): 45 
(732): EYEBALL CORP of 8 The Green, Suite A Dover DE 19901, 
United States of America  

EYEBALL  

 

(210) No: 1742442 (151): 29/06/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): LFG Payments, Inc. of 730 Arizona Ave., Suite 200 Santa 
Monica CA 90401, United States of America    

(210) No: 1742622 (151): 14/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

APPLE VISION PRO  

 

(210) No: 1742770 (151): 28/06/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Denk Pharma GmbH & Co. KG of Prinzregentenstr. 79 81675 
München, Germany  

OTISEDOL  

 

(210) No: 1742803 (151): 30/06/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): Constellation Brands U.S. Operations, Inc. of 235 North 
Bloomfield Road Canandaigua NY 14424, United States of America  

  
(210) No: 1745007 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Berkadia Proprietary Holding LLC of Suite 300, 323 
Norristown Road Ambler PA 19002, United States of America  

BERKADIA  

 

(210) No: 1745344 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Intel Corporation of 2200 Mission College Boulevard Santa 
Clara CA 95052, United States of America  

AGILEX  
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(210) No: 1745973 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): BESINS HEALTHCARE LUXEMBOURG S.A.R.L (société à 
responsabilité limitée de droit luxembourgeois) of rue Julien 
Vesque 2-8 L-2668 Luxembourg, Luxembourg  

ORESTRA  

 

(210) No: 1746103 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 23 
(732): Guangzhou Yida Underwear Technology Co., Ltd of No. 310, 
3rd Floor, Building A, No. 92 Zhanqian Road, Liwan District, 
Guangzhou City 510000 Guangdong Province, China  

YDYIDA  

 

(210) No: 1747202 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): BESINS HEALTHCARE LUXEMBOURG S.A.R.L  (société à 
responsabilité limitée  de droit luxembourgeois) of rue Julien 
Vesque 2-8 L-2668 Luxembourg, Luxembourg  

OESTABLET  

 

(210) No: 1747292 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Terranova Seeds Pty Limited of 48-50 Willandra Avenue 
GRIFFITH NSW 2680, Australia  

TERRANOVA  

 

(210) No: 1747655 (151): 21/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): K+S Minerals and Agriculture GmbH of Bertha-von-Suttner-
Straße 7 34131 Kassel, Germany  

KALIMOP  

 

(210) No: 1747741 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Estee Lauder Cosmetics Ltd. of 161 Commander Blvd. 
Agincourt ON M1S 3K9, Canada  

LITTLE BROWN 

BOTTLE  

(210) No: 1747996 (151): 28/07/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Estee Lauder Cosmetics Ltd. of 161 Commander Blvd 
Agincourt ON M1S 3K9, Canada  

SIRTIVITY-LP  

 

(210) No: 1748095 (151): 28/07/2023  
(511): 28 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

APPLE VISION PRO  

 

(210) No: 1748350 (151): 28/07/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): International Fruit Genetics, LLC of 8224 Espresso Drive, 
Suite 200 Bakersfield CA 93312, United States of America  

BERRY SNAPS  

 

(210) No: 1748783 (151): 25/07/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Pheno Geno Roses B.V. of Witveldweg 33 NL-5971 NS 
GRUBBENVORST, Netherlands  

  

(210) No: 1748831 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Terranova Seeds Pty Limited of 48-50 Willandra Avenue 
GRIFFITH NSW 2680, Australia    
(210) No: 1748910 (151): 02/08/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Shandong Haohua Tire Co.,Ltd of Dadi Road West, Xinhai 
Road North, Houzhen Industry Zone, Shouguang City, Weifang City 
262700 Shandong Province, China  

  

 

(210) No: 1748915 (151): 27/09/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): UPL Limited of UPL HOUSE, 610 B/2, BANDRA VILLAGE, OFF 
WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, BANDRA-EAST MUMBAI, 
MAHARASHTRA 400051, India  
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(210) No: 1749196 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Shenzhen Weiking Technology Co., Ltd. of 301, Building 1, 
No. 142 Zhangge Road, Zhangge Community, Fucheng Street, 
Longhua District, Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong Province, 
China  

  

(210) No: 1749387 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): KettenWulf Betriebs GmbH of Zum Hohenstein 15 59889 
Eslohe-Kückelheim, Germany  

DCS  

 

(210) No: 1749579 (151): 02/08/2023  
(511): 25 
(732): Deichmann SE of Deichmannweg 9 45359 Essen, Germany  

  
(210) No: 1749678 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

  

(210) No: 1749682 (151): 30/07/2023  
(511): 28 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

 

 

(210) No: 1749691 (151): 31/07/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

  

(210) No: 1750577 (151): 11/08/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): The National Deaf Children's Society of Ground Floor South 
Castle House, 37-45 Paul Street London EC2A 4LS, United Kingdom  

DEAF CHILD 

WORLDWIDE  

(210) No: 1751436 (151): 02/08/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Gonvarri Material Handling AS of Østensjøveien 27 N-0661 
Oslo, Norway  

  

(210) No: 1751759 (151): 23/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

REALITY COMPOSER 

PRO  

(210) No: 1752124 (151): 23/08/2023  
(511): 41 
(732): Redbutton Co., Ltd. of #302, #303, 65, Dongpyeon-ro 
13beon-gil, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea  

REDBUTTON  

 

(210) No: 1752184 (151): 11/08/2023  
(511): 18 
(732): Deichmann SE of Deichmannweg 9 45359 Essen, Germany   

(210) No: 1752432 (151): 15/08/2023  
(511): 10 
(732): Jiangsu Kangshang Biomedical Technology Co., Ltd. of NO. 
8, Shengchang West Road, Danyang Development Zone, Danyang 
212300 Jiangsu, China  

  

 

(210) No: 1752581 (151): 28/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Jinko Solar Co., Ltd. of No.1 Yingbin Road, Shangrao 
Economic Development Zone, Shangrao City Jiangxi Province, 
China  

SUNGIGA  

 

(210) No: 1752683 (151): 14/06/2023  
(511): 8 
(732): Consorzi Agrari d'ltalia -  Societa per Azioni (anche in breve 
C.A.I. S.p.A.) of Via Ventiquattro Maggio 43 I-00187 Roma, Italy  
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(210) No: 1752728 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): VENUS MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD. of 111 NORTH BRIDGE 
ROAD, #21-03 PENINSULA PLAZA SINGAPORE 179098, Singapore  

  
(210) No: 1752853 (151): 28/08/2023  
(511): 18 
(732): 001 DEL LLC of 767 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK NY 10153, 
United States of America  

TOM FORD  

 

(210) No: 1752937 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Cargotec Sweden Aktiebolag of Box 1133, Kronborgsgränd 
23 SE-164 22 Kista, Sweden  

BROMMA  

 

(210) No: 1753288 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Roche Diagnostics GmbH of Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 
Mannheim, Germany  

COBAS INFINITY  

 

(210) No: 1753402 (151): 05/09/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): The Population Council, Inc. of One Dag Hammarskjold 
Plaza New York NY 10017, United States of America  

POPULATION 

COUNCIL  

(210) No: 1753553 (151): 11/08/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Bell & Rutter Engineering Limited of The Heath, Woolpit, 
Bury St Edmunds Suffolk IP30 9RN, United Kingdom  

  
(210) No: 1753888 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): AstraZeneca AB of . SE-151 85 Södertälje, Sweden  

  
(210) No: 1754097 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Co-Diagnostics Inc. of Suite D, 2401 South Foothill Drive 
Salt Lake City UT 84109, United States of America  

PCR HOME  

 

(210) No: 1754267 (151): 06/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): ekaterra Group IP Holdings B.V. of Weena 455 NL-3013 AL 
Rotterdam, Netherlands    
(210) No: 1754468 (151): 09/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Bayer Consumer Care AG of Peter-Merian-Str. 84 CH-4052 
Basel, Switzerland    
(210) No: 1754743 (151): 11/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): AgCoTech IP Pty Ltd of 9-11 Platinum St Crestmead QLD 
4132, Australia  

AgCoTech  

 

(210) No: 1754903 (151): 14/09/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): GuangZhou GJF AUTO PARTS CO., LTD of No. 20, Checheng 
Avenue, Huadu District, Guangzhou City 510000 Guangdong, China  

GJF  

 

(210) No: 1754951 (151): 06/09/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Anwoll Industries, Inc. of 12625 Memorial Dr., Apt. 140 
Houston TX 77024-4879, United States of America  

ANWOLL  
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(210) No: 1755015 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): InterNations GmbH of Schwanthalerstrasse 39 80336 
München, Germany  

 

 

(210) No: 1755107 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 10 
(732): Shenzhen Dongdixin Technology Co., Ltd. of Floor 1-2, No. 
3 Building, Fanshen Xusheng Industrial Estate Xilixiaobaimang, 
Nanshan District, Shenzhen City 518108 Guangdong Province, 
China  

 

(210) No: 1755245 (151): 06/09/2023  
(511): 41 
(732): Tickadoo Ltd of 71-75 Shelton Street, Covent Garden 
London WC2H 9JQ, United Kingdom  

Tickadoo  

 

(210) No: 1755269 (151): 12/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

NAMEDROP  

 

(210) No: 1755400 (151): 01/08/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): ATLAS COPCO AIRPOWER, NV of Boomsesteenweg 957 B-
2610 Wilrijk, Belgium  

E-AIR  

 

(210) No: 1755566 (151): 02/08/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): GUANGZHOU HELIOSON CAR CARE CO., LTD. of No. 8 
Longdong Road, High Tech Industrial Park, Economic Development 
Zone of Conghua 510000 Guangdong, China  

  

(210) No: 1755597 (151): 01/09/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Joy Kie Corporation Limited of 16F, Guangxin Building, No. 
36, 38, 46, 50, 56, 58 and 66, Xintang Road, Shangcheng District, 
Hangzhou 310000 Zhejiang, China    

(210) No: 1755782 (151): 07/09/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

 
(210) No: 1755801 (151): 04/08/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): GOODAI GLOBAL INC. of 502-ho, 5F, 5, Digital-ro 26-gil, 
Guro-gu Seoul, Republic of Korea  

Beauty of Joseon  

 

(210) No: 1755989 (151): 03/08/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): Porticus Amsterdam C.V. of Jachthavenweg 111 NL-1081 KM 
Amsterdam, Netherlands  

Community Arts Lab  

 

(210) No: 1756010 (151): 20/09/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): Tailored for Education, Inc. of 4 Justin Road, 4 Justin Road 
Natick MA 01760, United States of America  

TAILORED FOR 

EDUCATION  

(210) No: 1756226 (151): 11/09/2023  
(511): 2 
(732): DELI GROUP CO., LTD. of Deli Industrial Park, Ninghai 
County, Ningbo Zhejiang, China  

 
(210) No: 1756227 (151): 28/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Ruijie Networks Co., Ltd. of Building 19, Juyuanzhou 
Industrial Park, No. 618 Jinshan Avenue, Cangshan District, Fuzhou 
City Fujian Province, China  
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(210) No: 1756264 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NOVAIR of 139 rue de la Belle Etoile F-95700 ROISSY-EN-
FRANCE, France  

NOVAIR  

 

(210) No: 1756395 (151): 08/09/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Deus Communication of 47 rue Marcel Dassault F-92100 
Boulogne-Billancourt, France  

THE BLOWERS  

 

(210) No: 1756550 (151): 08/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

   
(210) No: 1756562 (151): 10/08/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): YOLCU 360 BILISIM ANONIM SIRKETI of ÜNALAN MAH. 
LIBADIYE CAD. EMAAR SQUARE F BLOK 82 F 101 Üsküdar Istanbul, 
Turkey  

Bookcars  

 

(210) No: 1756753 (151): 04/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Fujian Huazhen New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. of No. 
1045, Tangbian, Jishan Village, Xingtai Industrial Zone, Changtai 
County, Zhangzhou City Fujian Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1756799 (151): 08/09/2023  
(511): 41 
(732): Gumball 3000 Group Limited of Gumball Headquarters, 
303-315 Latimer Road London W10 6RA, United Kingdom  

GUMBALL 3000  

 

(210) No: 1756821 (151): 24/08/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): SHENZHEN KAIER BRAND MANAGEMENT Co., LTD of Room 
2825C8, Building 1, Fuji Zhidi Plaza, No. 6018, Longgang 
Avenue(Longgang Section), Nanlian Community, Longgang Street, 
Longgang District 518000 Shenzhen, China  

VIHO  

 

(210) No: 1756859 (151): 18/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of Administration 
Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 
Shenzhen, China  

  
(210) No: 1756875 (151): 27/09/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Qingdao KingAgroot Crop Science Co., Ltd. of Building 2, 
No. 301, Qinglonghe Road no. 53, Qingdao Free Trade Zone 
Shandong Province, China  

Kingfield  

 

(210) No: 1757007 (151): 30/08/2023  
(511): 8 
(732): Hebei Jundesheng Technology Development Co., Ltd. of 
NO.6, Anji Road, Zhengding new district, Shijiazhuang City Hebei 
Province, China  

  

(210) No: 1757148 (151): 16/08/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SciNote, d.o.o. of Koprska ulica 94 SI-1000 Ljubljana, 
Slovenia  

SciNote  

 

(210) No: 1757509 (151): 13/09/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): Fauna & Flora International of The David Attenborough 
Building, Pembroke Street Cambridge CB2 3QZ, United Kingdom  

FAUNA & FLORA  

 

(210) No: 1757784 (151): 15/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): TechnoServe, Inc. of 1777 N. Kent Street, Suite 1100 
Arlington VA 22209, United States of America    
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(210) No: 1757811 (151): 28/09/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Zoetis Services LLC of 10 Sylvan Way Parsippany NJ 07054, 
United States of America  

FLU-MATCH  

 

(210) No: 1757812 (151): 28/09/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Zoetis Services LLC of 10 Sylvan Way Parsippany NJ 07054, 
United States of America  

PRRS-MATCH  

 

(210) No: 1757826 (151): 08/09/2023  
(511): 41 
(732): Gumball 3000 Group Limited of Gumball Headquarters, 
303-315 Latimer Road London W10 6RA, United Kingdom  

  
(210) No: 1757920 (151): 08/09/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): Jack Daniel's Properties, Inc. of 4040 Civic Center Drive, 
Suite 528 San Rafael CA 94903, United States of America  

  
(210) No: 1758135 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 
Beerse, Belgium  

AUNLIFSA  

 

(210) No: 1758136 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 
Beerse, Belgium  

IMAAVY  

 

(210) No: 1758188 (151): 13/09/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): Fauna & Flora International of The David Attenborough 
Building, Pembroke Street Cambridge CB2 3QZ, United Kingdom  

  
(210) No: 1758347 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

  
(210) No: 1758395 (151): 22/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

MAIL DROP  

 

(210) No: 1758402 (151): 27/09/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC of 18231 McDurmott W. Irvine CA 
92614, United States of America  

KILLER LENGTH  

 

(210) No: 1758405 (151): 21/09/2023  
(511): 45 
(732): Trans World Radio of 300 Gregson Dr Cary NC 27511, United 
States of America  

TRANS WORLD RADIO  

 

(210) No: 1758474 (151): 26/09/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SAP SE of Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16 69190 Walldorf, Germany  

SAP SIGNAVIO  

 

 

 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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12.0 General Information 

 
1. Patent, Utility Models and Industrial Design fees. 
 
The following is a list of various fees payable under the Industrial Property Regulations, 2002 
 
Patents 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 3, 000 150 

Provisional application filing fee 1, 000 50 

Substantive examination request 5, 000 250 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Grant fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 2, 000 300 

 
Utility Models 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 1, 000 50 

Provisional application filing fee 500 50 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 1, 000 50 

 
Industrial Designs 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee 3, 000 150 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 1, 000 50 

Renewal fee (after five years from application date) 10, 000 500 

 
The complete list of fees is available on the Institute website: www.kipi.go.ke. 
 
2. African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) 

ARIPO is a regional body established by African governments to have a central office to among other things, 
process and grant industrial property rights on behalf of member states. ARIPO grants patents, utility models 
and industrial designs on behalf of Kenya. Currently, ARIPO consists of the following 16 member states; 
Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia Sierra Leone, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Kenyan applicants are required by law to first file with 
the Institute before filing with ARIPO. ARIPO secretariat is located in Harare Zimbabwe. 

The complete fee schedule for ARIPO is available on their website http://www.aripo.org. The following are 
the fees an applicant is required to pay immediately on application. 

 Patents Utility Models Industrial Designs 

Filing fee  USD 250   USD 100  USD 50 

Designation fee (multiply with 
no. of designated countries) 

 USD 75   USD 20  USD 10 

Transmission fee  Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 

 
3. Patent Cooperation Treaty 

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent protection treaty consisting of over 140 
member states. PCT is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva Switzerland. 
PCT makes it possible for an applicant to seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in any of the 
selected member states by filing one application. PCT is a filing system and does not grant patents on behalf of 
the member states. Applications must enter national phase in the selected member states. In the national 
phase, the applicant is required to pay the prescribed national fees in the said member states. Further, in 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=37:botswana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=38:gambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=39:ghana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=40:kenya&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=41:lesotho&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=67:liberia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=42:malawi&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=43:mozambique&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=44:namibia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=45:sierra-leone&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=47:sudan&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=48:swaziland&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=49:tanzania&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=50:uganda&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=51:zambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=52:zimbabwe&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/
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some member states, a foreign applicant is required to have a resident agent. The PCT fees as of 1st May 2011 
are as follows: 

Type of fee Fee Fee waivers 

International filing fee USD 1, 367 or CHF 1330 90% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Search fees 

(only one search 
authority needs to be 
selected by applicant) 

Austria  USD 2, 443  75% waiver for natural a person from 
Kenya 

Australia USD 1, 837 None 

China USD 314 None 

European 
Patent 
office 

USD 2, 443 75% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Sweden USD 2, 443 None 

Transmittal fee Kshs 5000 - 

More information is available on the PCT website www.wipo.int/pct/en  

4. Kenya is a signatory to the following Treaties related to industrial property rights: 

 
No. Treaty Year of accession/ratification  

1. 1
. 
The Lusaka Agreement, establishing the African 
Regional Intellectual Property Organization 

15th February 1978 

2.  The Protocol on Patents and Industrial Designs 
(Harare Protocol)  

24th October 1984 

3.  The Paris Convention for Protection of Industrial 
Property 

14th June, 1965 

4.  The World Intellectual Property Organization 
Convention  

5th October 1971 

5.  Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic 
Symbol 

25th September 1982 

6.  The Patent Cooperation Treaty  8th June 1994 

7.  The Madrid Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Marks 

26th June 1998 

8.  The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of 
Marks 

26th June 1998 

9.  The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement 

1st January 1995 

 
5. Trade Marks Forms and Fees 

The following are some of the prescribed forms and the respective fees under the Trade Marks Rules: 

 

 Description of fee Local Fee 
Kshs 

Foreign Fee 
US$ 

Corresponding 
form 

1. Application fee for an application to 
register a trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3,000 

 
  
200 
150 

 
 TM 2 

2. Fee for registration of a trade mark 
under r. 60(1): 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 
 

 
 
2, 000 
1, 500 

 
 
150 
100 

 
- 

http://www.wipo.int/pct/en
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3. Fee for filing a notice of opposition to 
an application to register a trade 
mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
5000 
4000 

 
 
 
250 
200 

TM 6 

4. Fee for filing a counter statement: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
200 
150 

TM 7 

5.  Fee for renewal of a registration of a 
trade mark under r.64(1), 67 or 68 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
 
200 
150 

TM 10 

6.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 71, to register an assignment 
or transmission, for each trade mark 
assigned or transmitted: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
2,000 

 
 
 
 
150 
100 

TM 14 

7 Application fee for an application, 
under r. 95, to register a person as a 
registered user of a registered trade 
mark, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5,000 

 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 48 

8. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 81(1), 85(2) or 101(2), to 
alter the trade or business address of 
the proprietor or a registered user, 
for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 17 

9.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 82(1) and section 29, 30, 35 
or 36 of the Act, for the making, 
expunging or varying of an entry in 
the register, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 25 

10. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to make a 
correction to the Register for which a 
fee is not otherwise specified, for 
each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
150 
  50 

TM 19 

11. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to change 
the name or description of the 
proprietor or a registered user: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
 500 

 
 
 
 
150 
 50 

TM 20 

12. Fee for appointing an agent, under r. 
14(2), to act in a proceeding or 
matter before or affecting the 
Registrar 

 
 
1, 000 
 

 
 
50 

TM 1 

13. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 102, for an extension of 
time, other than an extension of time 
prescribed by rule 76: 
 
a. extension not exceeding 30 days  

 
 
 
 
 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
50 

TM 53 
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b. extension exceeding 30 days but 
not exceeding 60 days  
 
c. extension exceeding 60 days  

 
2, 000 
 
3, 000 

 
100 
 
150 

14. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 108, to amend a document 
or drawing or other representation, 
for each trademark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 19 

15. Fee for preliminary advice of the 
Registrar under r. 20(1): 
 for the first class 
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
3, 000 
2, 000 

 
 
150 
  50 

TM 27 

 
Notes:  
1. A foreign fee is payable if the person paying the fee or on whose behalf the fee is being paid does 

not reside in Kenya and does not have a principal place of business in Kenya. 
2. All the prescribed forms and the respective fees payable for matters under the Trade Marks Act and 

Rules are available at www.kipi.go.ke 
 
6. The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) 
 
The Nice Classification is established under the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of 
Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, one of the treaties administered by the World 
Intellectual Property Organization. The Nice Classification was established by an Agreement concluded at a 
Diplomatic Conference held in Nice on 15th June 1957. Kenya has not ratified the Agreement. However, section 
6 of the Trade Marks Act provides that goods and services in respect of which registration of a mark is applied 
for shall be classified in accordance with the Nice Classification. The following are the class headings under 
the Nice Classification:  
 
Nice Classification (10th Edition) 
C L A S S H E A D I N G S 
 
GOODS 
 
Class 1 Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing 
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry 
 

Class 2 Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; 
colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists 
 

Class 3 Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices  
 

Class 4 Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels 
(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting 
 

Class 5 Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 
 

Class 6 Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; ores 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
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Class 7 Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling 

and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines 
 

Class 8 Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors 
 

Class 9 Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 
machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus 
 

Class 10 Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and 
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials 
 

Class 11 Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes 

 
Class 12 

 
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water 
 

Class 13 Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks 
 

Class 14 Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included 
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments 
 

Class 15 Musical instruments 
 

Class 16 Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks 
 

Class 17 Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not 
included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal 
 

Class 18 Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other 
classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery 
 

Class 19 Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal 
 

Class 20 Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics 
 

Class 21 Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint 
brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-
worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not 
included in other classes 
 

Class 22 Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other 
classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile 
materials 
 

Class 23 Yarns and threads, for textile use 
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Class 24 Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers 

 
Class 25 Clothing, footwear, headgear 

 
Class 26 Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 

flowers 
 

Class 27 Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall 
hangings (non-textile) 
 

Class 28 Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; 
decorations for Christmas trees 
 

Class 29 Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats 
 

Class 30 Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice 
 

Class 31 Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live 
animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; 
malt 
 

Class 32 Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 
juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages 
 

Class 33 Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
 

Class 34 Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches 
 
SERVICES 
Class 35 Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions 

 
Class 36 Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs 

 
Class 37 Building construction; repair; installation services 

 
Class 38 Telecommunications 

 
Class 39 Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement 

 
Class 40 Treatment of materials 

 
Class 41 Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities 

 
Class 42 Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software 
 

Class 43 Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation 
 

Class 44 
 
 
Class 45 

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services 
 
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security 
services for the protection of property and individuals 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
END OF DOCUMENT 
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